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NEOIST CHAIR AND CHAIR ACTION

A NEOIST CHAIR IS NOTHING ELSE THAN ANY CHAIR WITH A SIGN: NEOISM. THE SIGN IS NAILED TO A ROD AND THE ROD IS FIXED TO THE CHAIR. ANY CHAIR OR ANYTHING THAT CAN BE USED TO SIT ON CAN BE TURNED INTO A NEOIST CHAIR. THE SIGN MAKES THE DIFFERENCE.

THE FIRST NEOIST CHAIR ACTION TOOK PLACE ON MAY 22ND, 1979, IN MONTREAL, AT THE CORNER OF SHERBROOKE AND MCGILL STREETS. IT WAS CALLED "MONTY CANTSIN SITS FOR A PORTRAIT" AND INTRODUCED NEOISM AND MONTY CANTSIN TO PASSERS-BY AND THE REST OF THE WORLD. PEOPLE WERE INVITED TO SIT ON THE NEOIST CHAIR AND HAVE THEIR PICTURES TAKEN TO BE EXHIBITED LATER AS MONTY CANTSIN PORTRAITS. A FEW HUNDRED FLYERS OF A MANIFESTO "LOVE LETTER" WERE DISTRIBUTED TO PASSERS-BY. THE SAME MANIFESTO HAS BEEN ALSO SENT TO CORRESPONDENTS ALL AROUND THE WORLD. THE EVENT BECAME KNOWN AS THE INAUGURAL ACTION OF NEOISM.

THE NEOIST CHAIR ACTION HAS BECOME PART OF THE REGULAR DEMONSTRATIONS OF NEOIST DAILY RITUALS; MOSTLY USED AS A PROPAGANDA VEHICLE TO QUESTION THE ORIGIN AND PURPOSE OF THE NONCEPTS OF NEOISM AND MONTY CANTSIN. YOU CAN BECOME A NEOIST AND MONTY CANTSIN SIMPLY BY SITTING ON A NEOIST CHAIR.

DEATH MAUSES MEAT PIECES

USING SLING SHOT AND 1 LB OF STEW MEAT; RAIN MYSTERY MEAT CHunks DOWN ON NEIGHBORHOOD ENEMIES.
APT 9 PONTE NOSSA FRANCESCA AH THANK YOU VERY MUCH PETE I NEED TO FIND OUT WHAT HELP IS, NICOLA IO HO TOCCATO QUESTO OGGETTO EMILIO SISISTI CAPITO
THE ABOVE IS BASED ON ANOTHER PERFORMANCE PIECE OF MINE CALLED

KLINE BOTTLE PIECES

DRINK BEER FROM BOTTLE A WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY POURING BOTTLE B OVER YOUR HEAD. BREAK BOTH BOTTLES.

IT'S A DAMN PECULIAR LOOKING THING TO SEE - AND RAISES SOME INTERESTING QUESTIONS IN PHILOSOPHY!

DR. AL ACKERMAN LETTER TO MONTY CANTSIN

STREET PERFORMANCE ACTIONS AGAINST FALSE INFINITY

AT LIVING PROPAGANDA-EXPERIENCES

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

WITH THE INITIATION OF A GREAT CONFUSION BY THE NEOISTS IN NEW YORK CITY; A NEW AND EVEN MORE REACTIONARY FORM OF REVOLUTION IS INTEGRATED INTO THE MYTHOLOGY OF PRESENT DAY MISERY. THE FALSE INFINITY OF DREAMS ACCUMULATED IN THE PAST FIVES WAY TO THE CONFUSION OF OBJECTIVITY WITH HUMOUR. THE NEOISTS USE THE SIX FORMS OF DISORIENTATION TO ORGANIZE THEIR REVOLUTIONARY IDEOLOGY: PLAGERISIM [SIC]; MULTIPLICATION; IMMORTALITY; SEVERITY; LOVE AND RATIONALITY. IN THE CURRENT WORLD SITUATION; WE ARE CONFRONTED BY AN INFINITY OF PARADOXES. THE NEOISTS REALIZE THAT THESE PARADOXES ARE THE RESULT OF THE INFINITY OF FALSE BINARY OPPRESSIONS WHICH ARE CONSIDERED THE BASIS OF TRUTH. OUR REJECTION OF THIS INFINITY BECOMES OUR PROPAGANDA AND THE INTERNALIZATION OF CONFUSION BECOMES MERELY A STEP TOWARDS EVEN GREATER TRUTH; BEAUTY AND PERHAPS RICHES FOR THE NEOISTS THEMSELVES. BECAUSE IRRATIONALITY HAS BEEN RECUPERATED BY CAPITALISM AND MADE INTO A REACTIONARY FORCE; THE NEOISTS UNITE AGAINST THIS, PLAN THEIR CONFUSION AROUND RATIONALITY.

A SERIES OF ACTIONS ARE PLANNED TO PREPARE THE WORLD FOR ITS TOTAL UNIFICATION AND THE REINTEGRATION OF ALL CONTEXTS. THE LIES OF
TELEVISION AND THE NEWSPAPERS WILL BECOME TRUE
AGAIN IN THE ROTTING LIGHT OF OUR HATRED OF
CONTRADICTION. THE GREAT CONFUSION AND FIGHT
AGAINST THE FALSE INFINITY BEGINS NOW.

JOINS US. WE WANT WAR WITH YOU. BY READING THIS
YOU HAVE BECOME A NEOIST. FREEDOM IS FIGHTING.
ANYTHING DONE IN THE NAME OF NEOISM IS NEOISM.

MONTY CANTSIN ANGIE BROOKSBY NEOIST CONSULATE

APT 4, LOW THEATRE, MONTREAL

WANTING TO ONLY PERFORM STREET ACTIONS DURING
THIS FESTIVAL BUT WANTING TO MAKE MONEY OFF OF
THEM BY CHARGING ENTRY TO THE LOW THEATRE (A
BASEMENT APARTMENT WITH A BAY WINDOW IN THE
FRONT) I DECIDED TO CHARGE ADMITTANCE TO THE
THEATRE & THEN PERFORM MY ACTIONS OUTSIDE SO THAT
THE AUDIENCE WOULD BE WATCHING THRU THE BAY
WINDOW WHAT THEY COULD HAVE WATCHED FOR FREE
FROM OUTSIDE. WITH A TV OUTSIDE FACING IN (OR
INSIDE FACING OUT WITH THE REFLECTION VISIBLE
INSIDE?) SHOWING VIDEO OF THE PREVIOUS 2 STREET
ACTIONS; I STOOD OUTSIDE TRYING TO SELL "NEOIST
PASSPORTS" (LARGE; ELABORATELY FOLDED & RUBBER
STAMPED "BLACKPRINTS" MADE FROM PASSPORTS OF
ISTVAN KANTOR'S THAT HE'D HAD ALTERED BY VARIOUS
FRIENDS & ACQUAINANCES IN HIS TRAVELS) WHICH I
WAS TRYING TO SELL FOR SOME RIDICULOUSLY LOW
PRICE - SOMETHING LIKE $3.00. PROBABLY FEW PEOPLE;
IF ANYONE; PAID TO ENTER THE THEATRE. NO-ONE WOULD
BUY A PASSPORT OFF THIS "DERANGED-LOOKING"
CHARACTER. AS USUAL; I DIDN'T MAKE ANY MONEY - BUT
I'M SURE THAT WHATEVER FREE MEAL I GOT THAT DAY
COURTESY OF GORDON W. ZEALOT & CANTSIN WAS
DELICIOUS!

TENTATIVELY A CONVENIENCE A MERE OUTLINE FOR ONE
ASPECT OF A BOOK ON MYSTERY CATALYSTS GUERRILLA
PLAYFARE BOOED USIC MAD SCIENTIST DID ACTIONS
ACTS OF AS-BEENISM SO-CALLED WHATEVERS
PSYCHOPATHFINDING; UNCERTS ETC.

NEOIST PARKING METER ACTION

WEARING SANDWICH BOARDS THAT SAID IN ENGLISH &
NEOISM MANIFESTO

neioism has no manifesto

Monty Cantour
May 41 1979
FRENCH: "NEOIST PARKING METER ACTION - PAY ME TO GO AWAY" & WEARING A PARKING METER HOOD OVER MY FACE; I STOOD AT EMPTY PARKING PLACES & WAITED FOR CARS TO PARK THERE. THEN I FOLLOWED THE DRIVERS WHEN THEY LEFT THEIR CARS WITH AN IMPASSIVE FACE & MY HAND OUT-STRETCHED MECHANICALLY. THE DRIVERS ALL AVOIDED ME BY WALKING SOMEWHERE WHERE I WASN'T - AFTER WHICH I LEFT A NEOIST PARKING TICKET UNDER THEIR WINDSHIELD WIPER. FINALLY DISGUSTED BY WHAT I THOUGHT WAS A MEDIocre RESPONSE TO MY IMAGINATIVE BEGGING, I STARTED TO WALK BACK TO THE LOW THEATRE. EN ROUTE; 2 GUYS STOPPED ME & ASKED ME WHAT I WAS DOING. WHEN I EXPLAINED, THEY THOUGHT IT WAS SO FUNNY THAT THEY PRETENDED TO GET OUT OF A CAR & GAVE ME MONEY.

TENTATIVELY A CONVENIENCE A MERE OUTLINE FOR ONE ASPECT OF A BOOK ON MYSTERY CATALYSTS GUERRILLA PLAYFARE BOOED USIC MAD SCIENTIST DID ACTIONS ACTS OF AS- BEENISM SO-CALLED WHATEVERS PSYCHOPATHFINDING UNCERTS ETC.

DIRECT ADDRESS

I WANT TO TELL A SORT OF FUNNY JOKE ABOUT

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN; I WAS WONDERING IF

I'VE COME HER THIS MORNING TO TALK TO YOU ABOUT ANYTHING I WANT TO

IT'S BEEN A LONG WAR AND

MY BOY ACTUALLY JUST GOT BACK FROM

CAN YOU BELIEVE THIS WEATHER WE'VE BEEN

YOU TWO WERE SEEN TOGETHER ON AUGUST 15

I GUESS THAT MEANS

CONTRACT

BALINT SZOMBATHY, AKA ART LOVER, RETURNED TO YUGOSLAVIA AFTER ONE MONTH DRILL IN NOV., IN MONTREAL. A FOUR-POINT CONTRACT HAS BEEN SIGNED BETWEEN SZOMBATHY AND THE CENTRE DE RECHERCHE
NÉOISTE.

1. BALINT SZOMBATHY MUST ALWAYS ACT AS HE SEES FIT.

2. MUST ALWAYS SAY WHAT HE WANTS AND THINKS.

3. MUST REPRESENT THE PRINCIPLES WHICH HE
CONFESSES TO BE HIS OWN.

4. THIS CONTRACT MAY BE INVALIDATED AT ANY TIME.

BALINT SZOMBATHY AND SLAVKO MATKOVIĆ INITIATED
THE YUGOSLAV EURONEOIST MOVEMENT AND SET UP A
RESEARCH CENTER IN NOVI SAD. CONTACT: CENTAR
NEOSTA; BALINT SZOMBATHY; 21208 SREMSKA
KAMENICA; RADE KONCARA 52; YUGOSLAVIA.

CENTRE DE RECHERCHE NÉOISTE

THE CEILING CRASHES IN.

EATING A STRAW HAT THROUGH A HOLE IN THE TOP OF MY
HEAD.

INSERTING RAZORS UNDER MY JAW.

BEING PURSUED.

FALLING THROUGH FLOORS; A HUGE BLACK SHAPE
DISINTEGRATES.

DREAMS OF TRAVELING TO MEXICO.

INTRODUCTION --

I HAVE TO DESTROY THESE THOUGHTS WHILE I'M YOUNG.
THE ARRIVAL OF A VARIETY OF ENERGY BEINGS FROM A
LESS 'CREATIVE' DIMENSION LYING IN A PARKING LOT;
LOOKING UP AT THE STARS WITH HUGE ELECTRIC LIGHTS
TRAINED ON THEM AND CONCRETE/ELECTRONIC BUZZING.

HE HAD "SO MUCH RESPECT FOR SILENCE" (VIEW OF A
MAN LOCKED IN A WHITE ROOM WITH A BLINDFOLD ON;
NOW AND AGAIN VERY OLD), THE DISTORTION OF MEMORY
OCCURRING IN THE PRESENT TENSE, RETROACTIVE
JOURNAL ENTRY; MAY 19: "LETTER; DEAR MOM; MY
POSITION AS GOD HAS BECOME TENUOUS; MAY HAVE TO RESIGN (SUICIDE?)" OUR GOAL IS THIS RECONCILIATION AND MORE.

PLAN:

INCREASE ACTIVATIONS; INCREASE NEGATIONS OF ACTIVATIONS; ACTIVELY ABSTRACT BEHAVIORS AND INJECT INCREASINGLY INSANE CONTENT INTO THESE ABSTRACTIONS. IN THIS WAY WE WILL ACHIEVE "LIFE".

SLOGAN:

"1980-1990; AN EXCELLENT PERIOD FROM WHICH THERE IS NO ESCAPE."

HYPNOTIC MOVEMENT

NEOISM 101: THOUGHT PROJECTION

IMAGINE SOMEONE YOU HAVE NEVER MET & WHO IN NO WAY EASILY FITS INTO YOUR OWN MEMORIES OF PEOPLE (IE. NOT A COMPOSITE PERSONALITY) AND IS NOT A REFLECTION OF ANY CULTURAL STEREOTYPE: THAT IS, A COMPLETE UNKNOWN.

IMAGINE THAT THIS PERSON HAS A PERSONALITY & SET OF SPEECH PATTERNS & HABITUAL BEHAVIORS WHICH CAN BE RELATED TO HER/HIM SPECIFICALLY AND THAT ARE RICH WITH REPEITIVE NON-SEQUITURS, REFERENCES & INSIDE JOKES.

ATTEMPT TO MIMIC THESE ATTRIBUTES AS CLOSERLY AS POSSIBLE; INTEGRATING THEM INTO YOUR DAILY PERSONALITY & BEHAVIOR. DO SO WITHOUT TRYING TO UNDERSTAND THEM; TO "GET THE JOKES"; OR TO CREATE ANY OTHER KIND OF BRIDGE OF TRANSLATABILITY BETWEEN YOURSELF & THE PERSONALITY YOU ARE ASSUMING. BE AS THOROUGH AS POSSIBLE.

REFRAIN FROM LEARNING THE NAME OF THE PERSON YOU ARE IMITATING; AS THIS PREVENTS RIGOROUS IMITATION. AT ALL TIMES CONSIDER THE SPEECH PATTERNS; JOKES; PERSONAL REFERENCES; EMOTIONAL STATES; ETC. THAT YOU MIMIC TO BE YOUR OWN. THIS MAKES COMPLETE PROJECTION POSSIBLE.

INVENT A MEANS TO EXPLAIN THE ACCUMULATED ATTRIBUTES TO PEOPLE WITH WHOM YOU ARE CLOSE &
I Support Sexual Liberation

necrocard

I want to help others experiment sexually after my death. Please let your relatives know your wishes.

I request that after my death
A my body be used for any type of sexual activity  
or
B gay only  straight only  I do not wish my body to be dismembered or disfigured during necrophilic sex  (tick as appropriate)

Signature                                      Date

Full name                                     
(BLOCK CAPITALS)

In the event of my death, if possible contact

Name                                           Tel (   )

Issued by Neoed Alliance BM Senior London WC1N 3XX Send British Stamps or IRCs for further information
WHO NOTICE THE CHANGES IN YOUR BEHAVIOR & USE OF LANGUAGE.

OUR TACTICS AGAINST STOCKHAUSEN

KARLHEINZ STOCKHAUSEN COMPOSES MODERN CLASSICAL MUSIC THAT IS HIGHLY REGARDED BY CONSUMERS OF 'SERIOUS CULTURE' AND VERY RARELY PERFORMED. RECENTLY, THE CLARINETIST IAN STUART HAS BEEN TOURING BRITAIN WITH A SHOW THAT INCLUDES A RENDITION OF STOCKHAUSEN'S HARLEQUIN. DESPITE THE STATUS ACCORDED TO STOCKHAUSEN AND STUART AS REPRESENTATIVES OF 'HIGH ART', THEIR ACTIVITIES ARE COMPLETELY VACUOUS. KEN REA; WRITING IN THE GUARDIAN; HAD THE FOLLOWING TO SAY ABOUT HARLEQUIN: 'THIS EXTRAORDINARY SOLO REQUIRES HIM (IAN STUART) TO DANCE WHILE PLAYING THE CLARINET... WRITTEN IN 1975 AS A SHOWCASE FOR STOCKHAUSEN'S PARTNER SUZANNE STEPHENS; THE COMPOSITION WAS SO TAXING THAT SHE COLLAPSED AFTER THE FIRST PERFORMANCE... IT IS NOTABLE ENOUGH TO SEE A CLASSICAL MUSICIAN PLAY A 45-MINUTE SOLO FROM MEMORY, BUT DANCING IN LYCRA TIGHTS AT THE SAME TIME IS ANOTHER MATTER.' WHAT IMPRESSES 'CRITICS' OF 'SERIOUS CULTURE' IS THE TECHNIQUE REQUIRED TO PERFORM THE PIECE. REA LEAVES HIS READERS WITH THE IMPRESSION THAT BECAUSE GIVING A RENDITION OF HARLEQUIN IS PHYSICALLY CHALLENGING; THIS VALIDATES THE COMPOSITION AS A WORK OF ART. CLEARLY SUCH A SUPPOSITION IS NONSENSE; HARLEQUIN FUNCTIONS AS 'SERIOUS CULTURE' BECAUSE STOCKHAUSEN AND STUART HAVE SUCCESSFULLY NEGOTIATED THEIR WAY THROUGH A COMPLEX SET OF SOCIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL PRACTICES. PUT ANOTHER WAY; HARLEQUIN IS 'HIGH ART' BECAUSE THOSE IN POSITIONS OF CULTURAL POWER SAY IT IS A 'GREAT' COMPOSITION; WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY TREATING OTHER FORMS OF MUSIC - FOR EXAMPLE OI! - AS WORTHLESS TRASH.

TO DRAW ATTENTION TO THIS STATE OF AFFAIRS; THE NEOIST ALLIANCE DECIDED TO DISRUPT IAN STUART'S PERFORMANCE OF HARLEQUIN AT THE PAVILION THEATRE; BRIGHTON. THIS WAS NOT THE FIRST TIME STOCKHAUSEN HAD BEEN TARGETED AS A PARTICULARLY OBNOXIOUS REPRESENTATIVE OF 'HIGH ART'. ARMED WITH PLACARDS BEARING THE SLOGAN 'FIGHT RACIST MUSIC'; ACTION AGAINST CULTURAL IMPERIALISM PICKETED HIS CONCERT AT THE JUDSON HALL; NEW YORK;
PATAPHRENIC
PROFESSIONAL IDEALIST
SELF - FULFILLING PROPHET
INTERDISCIPLINARIAN
PREGROPERATIVIST
HOSTAGE / MAGICIAN &
(BULLSHIT) ARTIST
ON 8 SEPTEMBER 1964, LIKEWISE; DURING THE EARLY SEVENTIES, CORNELIUS CARDÉW INSTIGATED A VOCIFEROUS CRITIQUE OF IDEALISM IN CULTURE THAT CULMINATED WITH THE PUBLICATION OF STOCKHAUSEN SERVES IMPERIALISM (LATIMER; LONDON 1974). ALTHOUGH THE NEOIST ALLIANCE DOES NOT AGREE WITH ALL THE POINTS RAISED IN THESE PREVIOUS CRITIQUES OF STOCKHAUSEN AND HIS MUSIC; WE FELT THE IAN STUART CONCERT PROVIDED AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE MILTANT ACTION AGAINST THE CULTURAL FACTION OF THE RULING CLASS.

THE FIRST THING WE DID WAS PRODUCE A LEAFLET ASKING THE PUBLIC TO 'BOYCOTT STOCKHAUSEN'. A PRESS RELEASE WAS ALSO CIRCULATED IN WHICH IT WAS STATED THAT THE NEOIST ALLIANCE WOULD LEVITATE THE PAVILION THEATRE DURING THE CONCERT. AS A RESULT; A STORY APPEARED IN THE BRIGHTON AND HOVE LEADER ENTITLED 'COMPOSER IS SET TO REACH NEW HEIGHTS'. THERE WAS ALSO COVERAGE ON FESTIVAL RADIO; INCLUDING A BRIEF INTERVIEW WITH A NEOIST ALLIANCE SPOKESPERSON. STOCKHAUSEN HAS CLAIMED THAT MUCH OF HIS MUSIC IS DICTATED TO HIM BY BEINGS FROM A SUPERIOR CIVILISATION WHO LIVE IN A DISTANT GALAXY. THE PROPAGANDA OF THE NEOIST ALLIANCE WAS DESIGNED TO EXPOSE THE MYSTICAL AURA IN WHICH THE COMPOSER SHROUDS HIS WORKS AS A BLATANT FRAUD.

AS THE NEOIST ALLIANCE AND ITS SUPPORTERS GATHERED OUTSIDE THE PAVILION THEATRE PRIOR TO THE STOCKHAUSEN CONCERT; THEY WERE MET BY A COUNTER-Demonstration ORGANISED BY THE TEMPLE OY PSYCHIC YOUTH. THE TOPY ACTIVISTS WERE WORRIED THAT IF WE SUCCESSFULLY LEVITATED THE PAVILION THEATRE; 'A NEGATIVE VORTEX WOULD BE CREATED WHICH COULD SERIOUSLY DAMAGE THE OZONE LAYER'. NEOIST ALLIANCE MEMBERS WERE DRESSED IN DARK SUITS AND TIES; WHICH CONTRASTED SHARPLY WITH THE SCRUFFY CASUAL WEAR OF THE COUNTER-Demonstrators. WE'D ALSO BROUGHT PLACARDS. ON ONE SIDE THERE WAS A CARTOON OF A BOMB AND THE WORDS 'DEMOLISH SERIOUS CULTURE'; ON THE OTHER; A PYRAMID CAPPED BY THE ALL SEEING EYE AND THE MESSAGE 'WE'RE BACK'.

AS THE HANDFUL OF INDIVIDUALS WHO'D DECIDED TO CROSS THE PICKET LINE ARRIVED FOR THE CONCERT; THEY WERE MET WITH CHANTS OF 'BOYCOTT STOCKHAUSEN' FROM OUR RANKS; TO WHICH THE TOPY ACTIVISTS REPLIED WITH CRIES OF 'STOP THE LEVITATION'. THE
COUNTER-Demonstrators pleaded with concert-goers to remain outside the building so that they could participate in a set of breathing and visualisation exercises designed to prevent the levitation. Once the concert began, the two sets of demonstrators prepared themselves for a psychic battle outside the theatre. These street actions drew a far larger crowd than the Ian Stuart recital inside the building. Passers-by were reluctant to step in front of the waves of psychic energy we were generating and soon much of the street was at a standstill. The Brighton and Hove leader quoted one shaken concert-goer as saying: 'I definitely felt my chair move. It shook for a minute and then stopped.' The Neoist Alliance also received reports of toilets overflowing and electrical equipment short-circuiting; although these went unreported by the press.

While Topy were adamant that their actions prevented the Pavilion Theatre being raised 25 feet into the air; The Neoist Alliance considers the protest to have been a complete success. The campaign against Stockhausen is part of an ongoing struggle that will continue until the last apologist for decadent 'High Art' has been silenced! Actions like the one we undertook in Brighton chip away at the confidence of the arts establishment and expose 'serious culture' as a monstrous fraud perpetrated by a self-serving elite.
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Seven Scripts for one week of Neoist activity

Neoday One

The principal player does not think about art for twenty-four hours.

Neoday Two

The principal player does not eat for twenty-four hours.

Neoday Three
MUSEUM = PRISON
SURVEILLANCE
SECURITY
PERMANENT COLLECTION

Monty Cantor
BOOK OF NEOISM
THE PRINCIPAL PLAYER MAKES A POT OF TEA IN THE
TRADITIONAL MANNER. A SUFFICIENT AMOUNT OF WATER
FOR THE PERSONAE PRESENT IS HEATED IN A KETTLE.
JUST BEFORE THIS WATER BOILS SOME IS POURED INTO
A TEA POT AND SWIRLED AROUND ITS INTERIOR.
THEREBY HEATING THE TEA POT. THIS WATER IS EMPTIED
OUT, A TEASPOON FULL OF TEA LEAVES PER PERSON PLUS
ONE FOR THE POT IS PUT INTO THE HOT TEA POT. THE LID
IS PUT ON THE TEA POT. THE TEA POT IS ALLOWED TO
STAND FOR FIVE MINUTES. FOR THE TEA TO FUSE, IT IS
THEN SERVED TO THE PERSONS PRESENT. WITH MILK AND
SUGAR IF PREFERRED. TIMING IS CRITICAL.

NEODAY FOUR

THE PRINCIPAL PLAYER DOES NOT SLEEP FOR TWENTY-
FOUR HOURS.

NEODAY FIVE

THE PRINCIPAL PLAYER DOES NOT COMMUNICATE FOR
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

NEODAY SIX

THE PRINCIPAL PLAYER CUTS HIS FINGER NAILS AND
TOE NAILS. THE CLIPPINGS ARE PUT INTO A SUITABLE
RECEPTACLE. LATER DURING THIS DAY THE PERSONS
PRESENT TAKE THEIR NAIL CLIPPINGS TO A MUTUALLY
AGREED SITE. POSSIBLE THE SITE OF THE NEOFIRE.
THESE CLIPPINGS ARE SCATTERED ONTO THE GROUND.

NEODAY SEVEN

THE PRINCIPAL PLAYER SIFTS THE ASHES OF THE DEAD
NEOFIRE. TAKING OUT THE LUMPS OF CHARCOAL. THE
FIRE ASH IS PUT INTO A CONTAINER. SAMPLES FROM
THIS CONTAINER ARE PUT INTO PLASTIC BAGS WHICH
ARE SEALED, LABELLED, STAMPED, DATED, AND MAILED
TO KNOWN NEOIST SYMPATHIZERS.

HOROBIN

HYPONOTIC MOVEMENT: CONCRETE LIFE
EXAMPLES

TWO 'SITUATIONS'

1) "TOILET PAPER GHOST SITUATION" — ACTIVATED BY
LOOKING AT THE TRASH IN THE PARKING LOT AND MOVING THE PAPER WITH MY FOOT IN ORDER TO MAKE IT LOOK LIKE "RUNNING MAN" AND THEN BECOMING FRIGHTENED AND RUNNING AWAY.

2) RELATED BUT PREVIOUS "WORM SITUATION" -- THE 'IDEA' OF AN OLD ANECDOTE PRODUCED A LARGE WORM OUTSIDE THE TOWN HALL. ON CLOSE INSPECTION; MONTY CANTSIN SAID TO ME THAT IT LOOKED [LIKE] THE REFLECTION OF SUN ON A RIVER FROM AN AREAL VIEW.

THE 'BEHAVIOR'

1) TURNING SOMEONE ELSE'S CASUAL DOODLES INTO COMPLEX THOUGHT MAPS AND COSMOLOGIES BY TURNING THEM UPSIDE DOWN AND EXTRAPOLATING. ONE RESULT IS THE CONCEPT OF A TOY FOR ADULTS: A BOX WITH A LOLLYPOP STICKING OUT OF ITS TOP WHICH RIDES AROUND ON THE FLOOR AND HITS THE USER VERY HARD IN THE KNEE.

THE 'THROW AWAY SLOGAN'

1) "TAKE THINGS ONE STEP FARTHER BY NOT DOING THEM."

1) TOILET PAPER GHOST SITUATION -- ACTIVATED BY LOOKING AT THE TRASH IN THE PARKING LOT AND MOVING THE PAPER WITH MY FOOT IN ORDER TO MAKE IT LOOK LIKE "RUNNING MAN" AND THEN BECOMING FRIGHTENED AND RUNNING AWAY.

2) RELATED BUT PREVIOUS WORM SITUATION -- THE IDEA OF AN OLD ANECDOTE PRODUCED A LARGE WORM OUTSIDE THE TOWN HALL. ON CLOSE INSPECTION; IT LOOKED [LIKE] THE REFLECTION OF SUN ON A RIVER FROM AN AREAL VIEW.

THE BEHAVIOR

1) TURNING SOMEONE ELSE'S CASUAL DOODLES INTO COMPLEX THOUGHT MAPS AND COSMOLOGIES BY TURNING THEM UPSIDE DOWN AND EXTRAPOLATING. ONE RESULT IS THE CONCEPT OF A TOY FOR ADULTS: A BOX WITH A LOLLYPOP STICKING OUT OF ITS TOP WHICH RIDES AROUND ON THE FLOOR AND HITS THE USER VERY HARD IN THE KNEE.

THE THROW AWAY SLOGAN
1) TAKE THINGS ONE STEP FARTHER BY NOT DOING THEM.

HYPNOTIC MOVEMENT

MACMAG VIRUS

ON FEBRUARY 7, 1988; USERS OF COMPUSERVE'S HYPERCARD FORUM WERE GREETED WITH AN INTRIGUING WARNING MESSAGE. IT TOLD THEM THAT THE NEWAPP.STK HYPERCARD STACK FILE WAS NO LONGER ON THE SYSTEM. THE NOTICE SUGGESTED THAT IF THEY HAD DOWNLOADED THE FILE; THEY SHOULD NOT USE IT. IF THEY HAD USED IT; THEY SHOULD ISOLATE THE SYSTEM THE FILE HAD RUN ON.

THE STORY; ON COMPUSERVE; HAD ACTUALLY STARTED A DAY EARLIER. A USER HAD EARLIER DOWNLOADED THE SAME HYPERCARD STACK FROM THE GENIE SYSTEM; AND NOTICED, WHEN HE USED IT, THAT AN INIT RESOURCE HAD BEEN COPIED INTO HIS SYSTEM FOLDER. [...] FURTHERMORE; THE INIT RESOURCE WAS "VIRAL:" IT SPREAD TO OTHER "SYSTEMS" THAT IT CAME IN CONTACT WITH. [...] THE VIRUS APPEARED TO BE BENIGN. IT ATTEMPTED TO REPRODUCE UNTIL MARCH 2, 1988. WHEN AN INFECTED COMPUTER WAS BOOTED ON THAT DATE; THE VIRUS WOULD ACTIVATE A MESSAGE THAT "RICHARD BRANDOW, PUBLISHER OF MACMAG; AND ITS ENTIRE STAFF WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO CONVEY THEIR UNIVERSAL MESSAGE OF PEACE TO ALL MACINTOSH USERS AROUND THE WORLD." A LAUDABLE SENTIMENT; PERHAPS; ALTHOUGH THE MEANS OF DISTRIBUTION WAS UNLIKELY TO PROMOTE A "PEACEFUL; EASY FEELING" AMONG THE TARGETED COMMUNITY. FORTUNATELY; ON MARCH 3 THE MESSAGE WOULD APPEAR ONCE AND THEN THE VIRUS WOULD ERASE ITSELF. [...] BRANDOW AT ONE POINT SAID THAT HE HAD BEEN THINKING ABOUT THE "MESSAGE" FOR TWO YEARS PRIOR TO RELEASING IT. (INTERESTING; IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT THE DATE SELECTED AS A "TRIGGER": MARCH 2; 1988; WAS THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF THE INTRODUCTION OF THE MACINTOSH II LINE. IT IS ALSO INTERESTING THAT A "BUG" IN THE VIRUS WHICH CAUSED SYSTEM CRASHES AFFECTED ONLY THE MAC II.) CONFRONTED BY USERS UPSET BY THE VIRUS, BRANDOW NEVER DENIED IT. INDEED; HE WAS PROUD TO CLAIM "AUTHORSHIP"; IN SPITE OF THE FACT THAT HE DID NOT; HIMSELF; WRITE THE VIRUS. (BRANDOW HAD
AFTER THREE DAYS IN TORONTO THE FESTIVAL MOVED TO MONTREAL.
COMMISSIONED THE PROGRAMMING OF THE VIRUS; AND INTERNAL STRUCTURE CONTAINS THE NAME "DREW DAVIDSON".)

BRANDOW GAVE VARIOUS REASONS AT VARIOUS TIMES FOR THE WRITING OF THE VIRUS. [...] THERE IS NO PARTICULAR SECRECY TO THE MACMAG VIRUS. ANYONE WHO LOOKED COULD FIND IT. FEW; HOWEVER; LOOKED.

R. SLADE HISTORY OF COMPUTER VIRUSES

IT WASN'T A CORNY NEW AGE MESSAGE ON THE SCREEN; IT WAS A PARODY. TO ANSWER THE QUESTION WHETHER IT HAD "BEEN INSPIRED BY PRANKSTER GROUPS LIKE THE NEOISTS"; YES AND NO. I AM A NEOIST. SO I WOULDN'T HAVE SAID I WAS INSPIRED BY THE NEOISTS; BEING ONE FULL TIME 100% AS OPPOSED TO PART-TIME NEOISTS.

IT'S PRETTY HARD TO DO A HARMLESS VIRUS AND STILL MAKE AN IMPACT. SO I GUESS PUTTING A MESSAGE ON THE SCREEN AND NOT HARMING ANYTHING WAS THE RIGHT MOVE. AT LEAST WE GOT THE MEDIA HYSTERIA WE WANTED TO GET. IT WILL PROBABLY MAKE A GREAT CHAPTER IN OUR BOOK WHICH WILL BE ENTITLED: "HOW TO CONTROL MASS MEDIA".

REMEMBER: TIME IS NOT MONEY AND WE HAVE PLENTY OF IT.

PARADOX ALT.SLACK

MARCH 24

MARCH 24 WAS A DAY OF UNEXPECTED CLARITY. CHRONOLOGY WAS REMOVED BY THE RECORDING PROCESS

A BRISK WALK FOUR OR FIVE MILES AROUND THE INNER CITY; MAINLY THROUGH A CONVERSATION IN WHICH I Explained A LIGHT SCULPTURE AND A CONVERSATION IN WHICH I EXPLAINED A LIGHT SCULPTURE WHICH USED A SLIDE PROJECTOR AND LOOKED LIKE A FLOATING CUBE OF BLUE LIGHT IN THE UPPER CORNER OF A ROOM. BUYING AND EATING A WHOLE ROAST BEEF SANDWICH WHICH REMINDED ME OF CHAPATI. A TENSE SITUATION IN WHICH MY FRIEND PICKS UP A RINGING PAY PHONE IN ONE OF THE HOUSING PROJECTS AND YELLS TO A GANG OF KIDS UP THE STREET; "HEY, DO YOU KNOW WHERE WILEY-BOY IS?" AND THEY LAUGH AND THREATEN US.
URINATING UNDER A HUGE OVERHANG OF A FREeway BRIDGE AT NIGHT BEING AWARE OF A 'SECURITY' GUARD WATCHING ME, WALKING ALONG A TRAIN TRACK AND BENDING DOWN TO LOOK AT THE LIGHT REFLECTION ALONG THE TRACK WITH MY EYE ALMOST TOUCHING THE METAL AND HAVING MY FRIEND JOKING "IT'S AN ELECTRIFIED TRAIN RAIL." SAYING TO MY FRIEND "YOU KNOW WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT GOD: POWER CORRUPTS," STANDING ON AN 'X' MARK DRAWN BY MY FRIEND AND LOOKING DOWN AN ALLEY AT NIGHT TO SEE AN 'ACCIDENTAL' LIGHT SCULPTURE; A SKYSCRAPER CAUGHT AT AN ANGLE BY CITY LIGHTS SO THAT IT LOOKS LIKE A SHEET OF GOLDEN LIGHT FLASHING UP INTO THE BLANK NIGHT SKY. HAVING A CONVERSATION ABOUT 'DIEGETIC MUSIC' AND HEARING MY FRIEND SAY IT WAS A SHAME WHEN MUSIC WAS EVER SEPARATED FROM ITS SOURCE IN TIME. FINDING A PIECE OF WHITE STYROFOAM PACKING MATERIAL IN AN ALLEY IN THE SHAPE OF A 'FUTURISTIC' BAUHAUS MASK/HEADDRESS AND CARRYING IT OR WEARING IT PART OF THE WAY, PUTTING IT ON THE END OF A STICK AT A BUS STOP TO LOOK LIKE A SCARECROW. RECEIVING A HARDBOUND COPY OF "THE PLACE OF DEAD ROADS" SIGNED BY WSB AND READING THE FIRST PAGE. HEARING SIMULTANEOUSLY OVER THE PHONE THAT NICARAGUA HAD SUPPOSEDLY INVADED HONDURAS AND THAT LIBYA AND THE U.S. WERE AT WAR AND BECOMING AWARE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF MY OWN DEATH. LISTENING TO AN IDEA FOR AN INSTALLATION OUTDOORS FOR MULTIPLE BOOM-BOXES WITH EACH COMPOSER PLAYING A TAPE OF HER/HIS CREATION AT A DISTANCE; ARRANGING DATES TO DO THIS. WONDERING WHERE I PARKED MY CAR AND WALKING IN LOOPS AROUND TOWN. LOOKING INTO A CLOSED JUNK SHOP AT 11 AT NIGHT AND THINKING THAT IT WOULD BE INTERESTING TO GO INSIDE. HAVING A CONVERSATION WITH A WOMAN IN A RESTAURANT AFTER HAVING JUST SEEN HER IN A MAGAZINE PHOTO OF APT 7; NEXT TO MONTY CANTIN AND HAVING HER SAY 'YOU LOOK WELL.' WEARING A FLAME SHAPED SLIVER OF MIRROR ON MY FOREHEAD. EXPLAINING MY INTEREST IN GRIDS; EMPHASIZING THE EMPTINESS OF POLARITY AND HIERARCHY AND THE CONNECTION BETWEEN COMPLEXITY, CHAOS AND THE LIMITATIONS OF PERCEPTION. HALLUCINATING VERY POWERFULLY AND WITHOUT DRUGS A GRID OF IMAGES OF MYSELF MOVING IN ROWS; HALF HOLDING ARMS IN "Y" SHAPE; HALF STOOPING TO HAMMER NAILS; WITH THE MOTIONS GOING IN PHASE.
COGITO OF THE PSEUDO-SCIENTIST,
EXPERIMENTING WITH MILD TRAUMA

A DISINTEGRATING KNIFE-FIGHT SATURATES LAYERS MY
BODY OCCUPIES COLD AND DRAINED DEPTH WHICH; LIKE
PERSONALITY AND EMOTIONAL COMPONENT IS A
FUNCTION COMPARABLE TO MILD VARIATIONS IN SPEECH
ACTS ONLY EXPRESSED THROW LESS VISIBLE MEDIA – A
"SKIN" WHICH THE PSYCHOPATH APPREHENDS NOT AS AN
ACCUMULATION & EXTENSION OF ITSELF

HOWEVER, ONE HAPPENED TO BE A PSYCHOPATH IN THE
SENSE OF AN ELECTRICAL GROUND I, FOR INSTANCE;
IMAGINE SOMEONE WITH WHOM I HAVE A FUNCTION
COMPARABLE TO MILD VARIATIONS IN SPEECH ACTS
ONLY EXPRESSED THROW A "SKIN" WHICH THE
PSYCHOPATH CAN VISIBLY ARTICULATE IN
CONVERSATION WITHOUT LOOSEING HER UNCONTROLLED
AND NON-RECORDABLE INFRACTALS

LIKE WAVES SUPERIMPOSED TO FORM A CONTINUOUS
DELAY IF IT COULD APPREHEND ITSELF IT WOULD
SHIVER INTO COMPLETE STASIS LIKE WAVES EXHAUSTING
THE PATTERN IN REAL TIME & DISCARDING CARDS INTO
INCOMPLETE IDEANTS; PAUSES WORKED UNDERNEATH A
COMMON SKIN OF TOURETTE’S SYNDROME

A GROUND LEVEL AND THE CHIPS MAY BE ”BLOWN” ANY
CHANGE IN THIS LEVEL IS FORMED USING A PLATONIC
IDEAL FORMED BY TAPPING INTO TELEQUET BODIES
RESERVED IN THE FRAME OF A SPECIAL SERVICE
CONCEIVED BETWEEN WAVES ANY CHANGE IN THIS LEVEL
DISCARDS CARDS INTO ENCODING THE NON-VALUED
FEEDBACK ”GROOVE”, SMALLER DELAYS (DEPTHS) ARE
FORMED BY THE DISTRIBUTION OF DICTIONARY
INFORMATION.

ANY CHANGE IN THIS LEVEL IS FORMED BY TAPPING INTO
HOTPOINTS, THEIR TRACKS ARE YET UNRECOGNIZED
SURFACES; ”WARMING UP” A PLATONIC IDEAL FORMED
LIKE A METAPHOR. ITS MATERIALIZATION CREATES A
MITIGATING FLAVOR IN DRAINED DEPTH WHICH; LIKE A
DISINTEGRATING KNIFE-FIGHT SATURATES THE NON-
REVERSIBLE DIMMEN OF LIGHTS WITHIN AN
ARCHITECTURAL BLANK. IF IT COULD APPREHEND ITSELF
IT WOULD SHIVER INTO TELEQUET BODIES.

PSYCHOSOMATIC VARIATIONS
EXIT CELL TO CATCH THE ARRIVAL OF YANTOH AND DIANA APT 8
I INITIATED A FEW PROJECTS OF INVESTIGATION

... WHICH I MORE OR LESS TRACED FROM OTHERS. RECEIVED SOME REPLIES AND SOON REALIZED THAT THE ONLY PERSONS INTERESTED WERE AS APATHETIC ABOUT THE ENTIRE IDEA AS I WAS, BUT IT STILL SURVIVES IN SOME FORMS AND IDEAS.

THERE WAS VERY LITTLE MONEY AT THAT TIME; AND BASICALLY WHAT WE HAD TO DO IS STEAL FOOD IN ORDER TO EAT. WE WOULD PUT ON HEAVY WINTER COATS. WE WERE LOOKING LIKE STREET PEOPLE; EXCEPT THAT WE IRONED OUR CLOTHING WHICH ALL CAME FROM THE SALVATION ARMY. WE WOULD GO TO GROCERY STORES AND BUY A LOAF OF BREAD AND HIDE VARIOUS FLAT CANS OF FOOD IN OUR POCKETS, OR WE WOULD BOIL HUGE AMOUNTS OF RICE AND CHICKEN LIVER.

ONE OF THE INTERESTING CONCEPTS TO COME OUT OF THIS - AND 'CONCEPT' IS A WORD I ONLY USE BECAUSE I SPENT ALL THE OTHERS - WAS THAT OF SEVERITY; AUSTERITY AND PARTICULARLY INSTANTANEOUS SEVERE REFLEXION SYNDROME IN WHICH PEOPLE ARE SUBJECT TO INCREDIBLE HORRIFIC FLASHES OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

AN ANECDOTE TO ILLUSTRATE A TYPICAL DAY AT PEKING POOLROOM WOULD BE ONE OF THE LAST DAYS AFTER THE FIRE WHICH I STARTED IN THE KITCHEN AND THAT ALMOST KILLED SEVERAL PEOPLE SLEEPING IN THE APARTMENT. AND THE GREAT DEBATE OF COURSE WAS WHETHER WE WOULD PUT IT OUT OURSELVES OR CALL THE FIREMEN. I AM VERY SURPRISED THAT WE GOT AWAY WITH THAT. ZBIGNIEW BRODECHIRN AND I GOT UP AT ONE O'CLOCK IN THE AFTERNOON. WE WERE INVITED TO PARTICIPATE IN A PERFORMANCE MONTY WAS GIVING THIS EVENING. AND WE SIMPLY DIDN'T THINK THAT WE WERE READY TO MAKE ANY SORT OF PUBLIC DISPLAY OF ANY PARTICULAR IDEA. SO WE DID WHAT WE USUALLY DID; PURCHASE A BOTTLE OF TEQUILA AND DRINK IT ON THE BACK TERRACE. WE CONSUMED THE BOTTLE VERY QUICKLY AND PROCEEDED THEN TO BUY AND STEAL SOME BOTTLES OF WINE AND ONE BOTTLE OF CHARTREUX. LATER IN THE AFTERNOON; THE WELFARE OFFICER CAME. WE HAD ASKED TO RECEIVE WELFARE RECENTLY; AND WHEN THIS MIDDLE AGED MAN WALKED INTO THIS KITCHEN COVERED WITH CLOTHES WHICH JUST HAD BEEN THE SCENE OF A FIRE; WITH GREEN GARBAGE BAGS ALL OVER THE PLACE SINCE WE DIDN'T KNOW ON WHICH DAY TO PUT THEM OUT; IT BECAME VERY APPARENT TO HIM
THAT HE WAS IN THE MOST MISERABLE PART OF THE MOST
MISERABLE PART OF THE CITY.

AFTER HE LEFT, WE PURCHASED SOME BROKEN IRONS AT
THE SALVATION ARMY AND TOOK MEIN KAMPF ALONG
WITH US AND STOLE A MOTORCYCLE. WE WERE NOT IN A
CONDITION TO DRIVE THAT MOTORCYCLE; BUT I WAS
DRIVING IT. I WOULD COME DOWN ON THE STREET AT TEN
OR FIFTEEN MILES AN HOUR AND ZBIGNIEW WOULD
ATTEMPT TO JUMP ON THE BACK OF THE SEAT AS I PASSED
BY. AFTER TWELVE OR MORE UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPTS; WE
FINALLY PROCEEDED TO GO DOWNTOWN. HE LEFT; AND WE
FINALLY MET JUST AS THE PERFORMANCE WAS GOING TO
BEGIN.

I HAVE GONE THROUGH HALF OF THE CHARTREUX BOTTLE
AT THAT TIME AND HAD A SIMPLE DESIRE TO CONTINUE
THE VIOLENCE OF THE DAY. WE WERE ALLOWED TO BUY
BEER AT SPECIAL DISCOUNT; AND MONTY GAVE ME TEN
DOLLARS TO BUY TWENTY OF THEM. BEFORE I COULD
FINISH A BEER; THE PERFORMANCE BEGAN. AND WHAT
HAPPENED FROM THEN ON IS MORE MYTH THAN FACT; SO I
DON'T THINK I BRING UP THE FACTS.

KIKI BONBON DULL CENTURY

PHYSICS

IN ORDER TO EMPIRICALLY DERIVE A CONSTANT FOR THE
GRADUATED HOSTILITY OF THINGS; ASSEMBLE A SERIES
OF OBJECTS IN RELATION TO THEIR 'VALUE' TO YOU AND
DROP PIECES OF TOAST AND JAM ONTO THEM;
MECHANICALLY AND FROM HEIGHT OF MORE THAN FOUR
FEET. RECORD THE FREQUENCY OF JAM TO NONJAM
CONTACT IN ORDER TO DERIVE A RATIO OF HOSTILITY IN
THE UNIVERSE. OBVIOUSLY; THIS EXPERIMENT CAN (AND
SHOULD) BE PERFORMED IN MANY WAYS; USING MANY
TYPES OF MATERIALS.

COMPARISONS OF GENERAL NUMERICAL TREND WILL
YIELD A NUMBER EQUIVALENT TO THE VALUE OF
OPPRESSION IN THE UNIVERSE RELATIVE TO HUMAN
BEINGS.

THE COMB

WE HAD OPENED COFFING THE DOOR TO THE ENTIRELY
THE NEO-NEOISM

My cup is empty to-night,
Cold and dry are its sides,
Chilled by the wind from the open window,
Empty and void, it sparkles white in the moonlight.
The room is filled with the strange scent
Of wistaria blossoms.
They sway in the moon’s radiance
And tap against the wall.
But the cup of my heart is still,
And cold, and empty.

— From “Absence,” by Amy Lowell
in the Atlantic Monthly.

I have been paying attention
To the various movements in Art,
In Fiction and Poetry, particularly.
Most of them I am unable to imitate, even
if I cared to do so.
Some of them are sincere;
Most of them are phony.
GRAY ROOM COFFING STEPPED COFFING INSIDE WITH MY
TEETH CLENCHED COFFING FEELING THE SMELL OF MY
BLOOD COFFING IN MY MOUTH I WALKED TO THE WINDOW
COFFING AND FORCED COFFING OPEN THE SHADE IT WAS
HOT AND COFFING I NEEDED TO ROLL UP COFFING THE
SLEEVES OF THE COFFING SHIRT WITH THE NAILS I KEPT
COFFING WRAPPED AGAINST MY ANKLES COFFING IN
MASKING TAPE I DREW COFFING DOWN THE TAPE AND
COFFING PLACED MY PHYSICAL COFFING BODY ON THE
FLOOR COFFING SO THAT LOOKING UP COFFING I SEE THE
COFFING MOTION SICK PATTERN OF COFFING SQUARES ON
THE CEILING I PLACE COFFING THE NAIL IN MY PALM
COFFING AND ITS POINT ON MY COFFING FOREHEAD AND
PUSH THE COFFING FRAGMENTS OF COLD BREATH CUT OFF
COFFING IN MID SENTENCE COFFING THE AIR SEEMED TO
BITE COFFING INTO THE COFFING HATS SCATTERED ALL
OVER THE FLOOR IN WAVES COFFING.

MONTY CANTSIN & THE SPITTER

THE GOLD FLAG OF NEAR NEOLOGISMS:
THE STRIPED PAGE

NATIONALISM: A DIVIDING OF PEOPLE INTO
IDEALOGICAL GROUPINGS WITH WHICH THEY MAY NOT
IDENTIFY & WHICH POTENTIALLY LEAD TO STRIFE
BETWEEN GROUPS BASED ON EXAGGERATED
DIFFERENCES.

INTERNATIONALISM: A COUNTERACTING OF THE ABOVE'S
ARTIFICIAL DIFFERENCES WITH FREQUENT EMPHASIS ON
ENCOURAGING COOPERATION RATHER THAN STRIFE.

METANATIONALISM: AN EXTRAPOLATION BEYOND THE
PRECEDING WITH AN EMPHASIS ON TOTAL
TRANSCENDENCE OF NATIONS.

PATANATIONALISM: ANY & ALL EXCEPTIONS TO THE
ABOVE & TO ITSELF.

CORPORATIONS: "I SOLD MY SOUL TO THE COMPANY WALL"

NETWORKS: SYSTEMS FACILITATING
INTERACTION/EXCHANGE USUALLY BASED ON
SIMILARITY OF PURPOSE BETWEEN MUTUALLY USEFUL
ENTITIES.

PIN-UPS: "I STUCK MY SOUL TO THE COMPANY WALL"
TRIED TO SQUEEZE A CAPSULE OF BLOOD BUT GALLERY ATTENDANTS PREVENTED HIM FLICK COLLECTION BERLIN
NEOLOGISM: POSTAL INTERACTION NETWORK - UNDERGROUND PARTICIPANT(S)

INTERNEOLOGISM: AN EXTRAPOLATION BEYOND.

METANELOGISM: AN EXTRAPOLATION BEYOND THE PRECEDING WITH AN EMPHASIS ON TOTAL TRANSCENDENCE OF NEOLOGISMS.

PATANELOGISM: ANY & ALL EXCEPTIONS TO THE ABOVE & TO ITSELF.

SPIDER'S WEB STRATEGY: "WE STUCK OUR SOUL TO EACH OTHER'S COMPANY."

THE GOLDEN FLAG OF NEOISM: THE STRIPED BÜGELISEN

TENTATIVELY A CONVENIENCE

THE WHITE HEAD

NEOIST PERFORMANCE PIECE

WHENEVER YOU MEET A NEOIST OR ONE WHO PROFESSES TO BE A NEOIST ETC. PERFORM THE FOLLOWING:

5 OR 10 MINUTES INTO THE MEETING SAY IN A CONVERSATIONAL TONE "TELEPHONES AND TELEPHONE BELLS HAVE ALWAYS MADE ME UNEASY." (OFFER NO EXPLANATION FOR THIS.) SHORTLY BEFORE THE MEETING ENDS SAY IN A NON-CONVERSATIONAL TONE; "ITS HEAD WAS ...WHITE ...ALL WHITE." (OFFER NO EXPLANATION FOR THIS.) DO THIS AS MANY S A DAY AS YOU LIKE BUT ALWAYS AT LEAST ONCE A DAY: (IF NO NEOISTS ARE AROUND; YOU CAN ALWAYS PRETEND THAT THE PERSON YOU'RE TALKING TO LOOKS LIKE A LIKELY CANDIDATE FOR NEOISM.)

DR. AL ACKERMAN SMILE 6/7
APT FESTS

APT 5

MEMBERS OF THE NEOIST NETWORK DECLARED TOTAL CULTURAL, POLITICAL, SOCIAL, PSYCHIC AND PHYSICAL CHANGES EVERY DAY DURING APT 5 IN CAMP NEW YORK, USA, E.G. HEAD AND CASSANDRA YON RINTELN; BOTH FROM BALTIMORE (MD); EXECUTED A SKIN EXCHANGE OPERATION; MAKING ELASTIC PRINTS FROM THEIR ENTIRE BODY SURFACE.

GORDON W. ZEALOT, ONE OF THE PUBLISHERS OF TORONTO'S END PAPER; GAVE SEVERAL CONFERENCES AND A LIFE STYLE DEMONSTRATION OF PRIMITIVE SUBSISTENCE AND COOKING. HE SET UP HIS MOBILE KITCHEN ON W-BROADWAY AND FED NEOISTS WITH GREENS AND WIND BREAD.

MONTY CANTSIN MADE A CAMPFIRE AT THE CORNER OF HOUSTON AND 1ST STREET TO MAKE CLEAR AND UNAMBIGUOUS WHAT AN APARTMENT FESTIVAL IS.

NAPOLEON MOFFAT (MONTREAL) DISTRIBUTED "AKADEMGOROD KEYS" AMONG PEOPLE AT WASHINGTON SQUARE AND STATED "THE PROJECT IS TO FIND THE CITY OF AKADEMGOROD; AND, BY BEING THERE, JUSTIFY THE CITY."

AMONG THE COLLABORATORS WERE ALSO PHYLLIS WAUGH; ALEX HAHN; RICHARD HAMBLETON; MIKI MIROSLAV; E.F. HIGGINS; GINNY LLOYD; GARY SINGERMAN; MOONDOG1; NATHALIE MONGEAU AND THE PEOPLE OF NEW YORK CITY.

A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF APT 5 EVENTS ILLUSTRATED WITH PHOTOS WILL BE PUBLISHED IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF END PAPER.

CONTACT: CENTRE DE RECHERCHE NEOISTE; VEHICULE
WHAT IS AN UH; UH; APARTMENT FESTIVAL??????

APT LIKE NEOISM AS MINUS THE SUPERFLUOUS MIDDLE WHICH WOULD DISGUSTINGLY MAKE IT ART. APT AS APT. APT AS APARTMENT; A SPACE AGAIN SKIPPING THE ART INTERMEDIATE OF PERFORMANCE SPACES AS BUFFER BETWEEN PUBLIC & PERFORMER'S PRIVATE LIFE; THE PEKING POOLROOM AS KIKI BONBON'S APT.

THE APT FESTIVALS ARE USUALLY ONE WEEK EVENTS WITH VARIOUS ACTIVITIES SUCH AS CONFERENCES AND PERFORMANCES; BUT THE MAIN PURPOSE OF THESE FRIENDSHIP GATHERINGS; DRILLS; HABITATION MANOEUVRES IS TO CREATE A SIMPLE AND COMFORTABLE SITUATION FOR PERSONAL MEETINGS BETWEEN THE CONCERNED COLLABORATORS. THE APT FESTS ARE NEITHER "PERFORMANCE ART" NOR "INSTALLATION" FESTIVALS. THE APT FESTS ARE THE "FETES MOBILES" OF THE NEOIST NETWORK WEB.

TENTATIVELY A CONVENIENCE

PONTE NOSSA. 03:30

STILETTO AND I. AFTER MUCH DISCUSSION AND PLANNING BEGAN MAKING HIS DORMITORY VIDEO. AWAKING UP, IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT, WE TOOK THE VIDEO OUTSIDE UNDERNEATH MIZZA'S WINDOW. WE PLAYED A CAN CASSETTE, INCREASING VOLUME. A FULL MOON PERCHED ON THE CRAGGS. DOGS BARKED IN THE STILL BLACK. WE TIPTOED UPSTAIRS TO STEWART'S ROOM. I WOKE HIM GENTLY AND ASKED HIM TO FOLLOW ME. CLUTCHING HIS SLEEPING BAG AROUND HIM HE SHUFFLED, INTO MIZZA'S ROOM. WE PUT ON A LIGHT. PLACED A LEMON ON AN EMPTY BED. GAVE HIM SKIN CREME AND ASKED HIM TO REMOVE THE PEEL BY MASSAGING THE LEMON. THE CAN CASSETTE WAS RUNNING. WE INCREASED THE VOLUME. MIZZA DID NOT WAKE UP. WE GAVE STEWART A PAIR OF SCISSORS. HE BEGAN SNIPPING GENTLY. AS THE MUSIC GOT LOUDER; HE VICIOUSLY STABBED THE LEMON. THREW THE PIECES AT THE CAMERA, ACTING VERY SEVERE. I LET HIM SHUFFLE BACK TO BED. WE SWITCHED OFF THE CASSETTE AND
Drip Grammar Festival of Plagiarism Glasgow
LIGHT. MIZZA DID NOT WAKE UP. WE CLOSED THE DOOR.
WHILE PLANNING OUR NEXT STAGE, STEWART, NOW
CLOTHED, BURST INTO THE ROOM AND DEMANDED WE
DESTROY THE FILM. OR HE WOULD NOT TALK TO ME EVER
AGAIN. I TOLD HIM I WOULD NOT ERASE THE FILM. HE
ACCUSED ME OF MAKING POLICE EXPERIMENTS. HE LEFT.
AFTER THIS EXPERIENCE WE WERE UNNERVED AND I WAS
ON THE EDGE WITH FATIGUE. WE DECIDED TO GO AHEAD. I
PUT ON THE MOTORBIKE GEAR OF STILETTO AND QUIETLY
ENTERED THE DORMITORY WHERE ROBERTO ZITO AND HIS
FRIEND WERE SLEEPING. I PUT ON THE LIGHT AND JUST
STOOD LOOKING AT THEM. THE FRIEND WAS IMMEDIATELY
AWAKE AND LOOKING AT ME. BUT HE COULDN'T
UNDERSTAND THE SITUATION. SO HE MUMBLED
SOMETHING. THEN A LOUDER COMMENT. ROBERTO AWOKE
AND LOOKED AT ME. FRIGHTENED. THE FIRST GUY SAID
SOMETHING LOUDER. I TURNED SILENTLY AND PUT OFF
THE LIGHT AND LEFT. THEN WE LIT A FIREWORK, A
VOLCANO. OUTSIDE THE BEDROOM DOOR OF GRAFFIX.
OPENED THE DOOR AND RETIRED. A JET OF SMOKE AND
SPARKS GUSHED UP, SOMEONE SHOUTED BASTARDS A FEW
TIMES. THE CORRIDOR WAS FULL OF CURLING ACRID
SMOKE. WE WENT TO BED.

THE 9TH NEOIST FESTIVAL: THE MONTY CANTSin
CORRESPONDENCE ADVENTURE

BLO-DART ACUPUNCTURE &/OR EAR-
PIERCING

THE SIXTH INTERNATIONAL APARTMENT FESTIVAL;
CONSULAT NEOISTE: MONTREAL: CANADA

I EXPLAINED MY PURPOSE IN ENGLISH. AFTER EACH OF
MY SENTENCES OR PHRASES; CANTSin TRANSLATED THEM
INTO HUNGARIAN & MARIO CAMPO TRANSLATED THEM
INTO FRENCH. AS THE DIFFICULTY OF TRANSLATING MY
CALCULATEDLY FRACTURED ENGLISH BECAME TOO
RIDICULOUS; CANTsin'S TRANSLATION BECAME MORE &
MORE HIS OWN FREE-FLOWING (&, PROBABLY, SELF-
PROMOTIONAL) STATEMENT & MARIO TOOK THE LIBERTY
OF CHANGING "TENTATIVELY; A CONVENIENCE" INTO
"TENTATIVELY, AN INCONVENIENCE". I EXPLAINED THAT
ONE COULD PERFORM BLO-DART ACUPUNCTURE &/OR
EAR-PIERCING ON A POTENTIAL ASSAILANT BY ASTUTELY
DIAGNOSING WHATEVER PROBLEM WAS BEHIND THEIR
HOSTILE AGGRESSIVENESS & HEALING THEM BEFORE THEY
COULD GET TO YOU. I PROVIDED A LIFE-SIZE
ACUPUNCTURE CHART WHICH ALAN LORd THEN
PROCEEDED TO BLOW A DART AT BY WAY OF
DEMONSTRATION, GIVEN THAT THE CHART WAS MEANT TO
BE OF A MAN BUT WAS LACKING A PENIS, IT WAS
DECIDED THAT THIS POTENTIAL ASSAILANT’S PROBLEM
WAS FAIRLY OBVIOUS & HE WAS THUSLY GIVEN A PRICK.

TENTATIVELY A CONVENIENCE A MERE OUTLINE FOR ONE
ASPECT OF A BOOK ON MYSTERY CATALYSTS GUERRILLA
PLAYFARE BOOED USIC MAD SCIENTIST DIDACTIONS
ACTS OF AS-BEENISM SO-CALLED WHATEVERS
PSYCHOPATHFINDING Uncerts etc.

IF ”NEOISM IS THE POTENTIAL
ENERGY OF THE FUTURE”

- NEOISM AS THE POTENTIAL ENERGY OF THE FUTURE
  (LESS)
- NEOISM NOW & THEN (NE PAS TEMPS EN TEMPS)
- CONSTANTLY WORKING TO CATALYZE
- MULTIPLY DIRECTED
- HOW TO FOCUS
- AS A BASIS FOR DIRECTIVE THINKING
- TO GET MORE DONE; MORE QUICKLY
- ”INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY”
- METANATIONAL CONSPIRACY

- PATANATIONAL CONSPIRACY
(P.HOROBIN’S DATANATIONAL
CONSPIRACY?)
- KEEP THE INFO INFLOWING
- I NEED MORE ACTION; MORE OFTEN
- WHAT DO I WANT? HOW DO I GET IT MOST EFFICIENTLY”

TENTATIVELY NOTES DURING APT 6
IMPRactical Seriousness

Pancreas/Tonsils; The Maze; ReInhardt & Via; Jeffrey Cohen; Dr. Thorne; The London Zoo; & The C.I.A.

In mid '84 I was planning a trip to London to participate in the 6th International Neoist apartment festival & I wanted to find someone to sublet my apartment for the 6 weeks or so that I was planning to be away. My friend & ex-room-mate, Pata Hari, knew someone who needed a place & suggested that she call me. Call me she did but the phone connection was bad & we only heard sporadic fragments of each other's conversation so not much was accomplished. What little communication we did manage sure seemed goofy though.

Later that night, Pata & I were at a party & we were sitting very drunkenly on a couch appraising the potential for new sex partners. A woman entered who seemed to be sort of walking sideways wearing a black shawl. I hadn't seen her before & I was interested. She looked funny. I asked Pata who she was & found out that it was the woman; whose name turned out to be Gail Liifin; that I'd attempted to talk to about the sublet.

With the uninhibited; & deliberately ridiculous; directness of the intoxicated; I managed to be graceful enough to not knock anything over on my way to holding her hand & saying; by way of an attention grabbing intro; "Hi! I want to be lovers with you & I want you to go to Europe with me!" With a refreshing resilience; she responded favorably to the total absurdity of my approach & agreed to definitely go to Europe with me & to consider the lover angle.

A day or 2 later we planned to meet at my soba apartment. The apt was on the 2nd & 3rd floors - with the bottom of those 2 having a maze in the 2 largest rooms. There were "life-size" stencil paintings of a woman in bondage; & various other images; etc. The maze was made with walls made from muslin stapled to the ceiling & to the floor. This maze gave 3 entrance choices: 1 on the left that proved to be a dead end fairly quickly; 1 in the middle that allowed a turn which led to another dead end; & 1 on the right which led to a
TURN & THEN TO ANOTHER ROOM ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MAZE FROM WHICH 2 MORE ENTRANCE OPTIONS FOR RE-ENTERING THE MAZE WERE AVAILABLE. EVENTUALLY, I COULD REACH A SMALL SPACE INSIDE THE MAZE OCCUPIED BY A BED.

IN CONTINUATION OF MY MAKING A STRONG 1ST IMPRESSION ON GAIL, I DECIDED TO LEAVE MY APARTMENT DOOR OPEN & TO WAIT FOR HER ON THE BED INSIDE THE MAZE. SHE CAME TO THE DOORWAY & CALLED TO ME. I MAY OR MAY NOT'VE ANSWERED. PERHAPS I TOLD HER TO COME ON IN. I PROBABLY ENCOURAGED HER TO COME & FIND ME & LED HER ON WITH SPORADIC VOCAL HINTS. I PROBABLY PEEPED THRU VARIOUS HOLES TO WATCH HER PROGRESS. WHATEVER "MIGHT'VE HAPPENED", I VAGUELY REMEMBER NOTING THAT SHE FELT HER WAY ALONG THE WALLS - REMINDING ME OF THE STRANGE SIDEWAYS WALK SHE HAD WHEN I 1ST SAW HER AT THE PARTY.

IT WAS THEN THAT I REALIZED/LEARNED THAT GAIL WAS ALMOST COMPLETELY BLIND. SHE'D BEEN WALKING SIDEWAYS AT THE PARTY BECAUSE IT STREAMLINED HER FORM ENOUGH TO LESSEN THE PROBABILITY OF HER BUMPING INTO THINGS. SHE COULD SEE WELL ENOUGH TO VAGUELY MAKE OUT THE SHAPE OF DOORWAYS - BUT NOT ENOUGH TO KNOW EXACTLY WHERE THE CENTER OF THE DOORWAY WAS - SO SHE'D WALK SIDEWAYS TO INCREASE HER CHANCES OF MAKING IT THRU. LITTLE DID I INITIALLY REALIZE HOW STRONG OF A 1ST IMPRESSION I'D BE MAKING ON GAIL BY HAVING HER WALK INTO A SPACE WHERE SHE'D NEVER BEEN BEFORE & CONFRONTING HER WITH A MAZE?

GAIL, OTHERWISE LATER KNOWN AS LITVINOV (1/2 OF THE CRAZY-GLUE TWINS), IS DIABETIC WITH A STRONG HISTORY OF DIABETES IN HER FAMILY. HER BROTHER HAD DIED FROM IT IN HIS TEENS. A SIDE-EFFECT OF HER DIABETES IS THAT THE CAPILLARIES IN HER EYES TEND TO HEMORRHAGE RESULTING IN HER VISION BEING LIMITED ALMOST ENTIRELY TO THE ACCUMULATED POOL OF BLOOD. AN ATTEMPT HAD BEEN MADE TO PREVENT THIS FROM HAPPENING IN HER LEFT EYE BY CAUTERIZING THE VESSELS SHUT (OR SOME SUCH) WITH LASER SURGERY. THIS HADN'T WORKED & HAD LEFT HER COMPLETELY BLIND IN THAT EYE. THUS WHENEVER HER RIGHT EYE HEMORRHAGED HER VISION WAS LIMITED MOSTLY TO BEING ABLE TO PERCEIVE GROSS VARIATIONS IN LIGHT - HENCE HER ABILITY TO DIFFERENTIATE DOORS & WINDOWS & NOT MUCH ELSE. SHE COULD READ A LITTLE IF THE TEXT WAS WRITTEN BIG & SHE HELD THE PAPER
CLOSE TO HER EYE.

SHE WAS A CYBORG. SHE HAD AN INSULIN PUMP ATTACHED TO HER BODY BY A NEEDLE IN HER ABDOMEN CONNECTED BY A TUBE TO THE PUMP WHICH WAS ABOUT THE SIZE OF A CALCULATOR. THE PUMP WAS PROGRAMMED TO GIVE HER REGULAR & FREQUENT DOSES OF INSULIN TO COUNTERACT THE NON-FUNCTIONING OF HER PANCREAS, WITH HER 1 FUNCTIONING EYE; SHE WAS A CYCLOPS CYBORG.

GAIL TOOK TO CALLING ME ”TONSILS” BECAUSE I HAD MINE REMOVED AS A CHILD & I RESPONDED BY CALLING HER ”PANCREAS”IN HONOR OF ITS NON-FUNCTIONING DIABETIC CONDITION. FINDING OURSELVES TO BE TEMPORARILY COMPATIBLE (MAINLY BECAUSE OF OUR MUTUAL ALMOST NON-STOP CRANKSTER APPROACHES TO EXISTENCE) WE BECAME SEX-BONDED & LEFT FOR NYC & ENGLAND 2 OR 3 WEEKS LATER.

IN LONDON WE WENT TO THE APT HQ TO ESTABLISH OUR HOME BASE. HAVING SENT BEFORE US A POST-CARD WITH

”A STRANGE COUPLE WILL APPEAR AT YOUR RESIDENCE & WILL ASK TO SCRIBBLE ON THIS POST-CARD AFTER SAYING THE PASS-PHRASE: VETO ENVY IN A NICE LACE TENT”

(AN ANAGRAM FOR TENTATIVELY; A CONVENIENCE REARRANGED INTO SUCH BY (THE SOON-TO-BE (AS YOU’LL SEE) STORY-FIED) REINHARDT U. SEVOEL); WE ARRIVED DECKED WITH OUR USUAL SPLENDOR OF JOKE SHOP WEAR (GAIL’S MASCOT BEING A LARGE RUBBER SPIDER - MINE BEING A RUBBER CHICKEN THAT LATER BECAME GLORIFIED IN NEOIST LORE) & WERE SPLENDIDLY RECEIVED BY THE FESTIVAL’S ORGANISER MONTY CANTSIN (OF THE VARIETY KNOWN AS ”PETE HOROBIN”). HIS HOST WAS AN AMIABLE SORT NAMED STEVE THORNE (WHO HAD AS LITTLE INTEREST IN NEOISM AS PANCREAS DID - WHICH IS TO SAY: NOT MUCH) - HE WAS THE PERSON WHO’D BEEN ABIDING THERE LONGEST - & AS SUCH, HAD THE MOST SAY ABOUT WHAT WENT ON IN THE HOUSE. AFTER GETTING TO KNOW MONTY & STEVE BETTER; WE MOVED ON TO PARIS & HOOKED UP WITH MY FRIEND THE FASHION MODEL - EUGENIE VINCENT.

FROM THE TIME OF MY 1ST PERSON-TO-PERSON ENCOUNTER WITH NEOISTS IN MONTREAL, I’D BEEN HEARING ABOUT THE LEGENDARY REINHARDT U. SEVOEL. HE’D BEEN A PART OF THE MONTREAL NEOIST COMMUNITY & HAD PARTICIPATED IN THE 1ST APARTMENT FESTIVAL
NEOISMUS
There but had moved to London before I'd had a chance to meet him.

I'd witnessed Vaudeo of him; corresponded with him; & spoken with him via the phone but had never met him personally. I'd been told that in Montreal he'd pretend to have "attacks" out on the streets - that he'd be hauled away in ambulances & that when he'd reach the hospital he'd tell the staff that he'd been giving a Neoist performance & run away. I never "knew" whether this was Neoist "myth" or "reality", either way I was intrigued. When I arrived in London he'd just schismed with the Neoists there & moved to Paris to become an anti-Neoist/dishwasher & soon to marry the obscure Neoist entymologist/waitress via Vidorae. Who says an anti-Neoist & a Neoist can't marry?

Wanting to have a memorable 1st meeting with Reinhardt & to have yet another memorable encounter with Via (who I'd already met); I concocted a special plan with Genie & Gail. They were to go to the door of his apartment & when he opened it; somehow or another barge in blabbering "nonsense" phrases in French & penetrating deeper & deeper into his place - hopefully leading him away from his door so quickly that he'd leave it ajar so that I could enter without his knowing it shortly thereafter. I was to wait a couple of minutes to insure that he'd been diverted; enter his place surreptitiously; go to the toilet room; wait until after Gail & Genie left & the door was closed; & then loudly piss so that he'd think he was done with his mysterious visitors for the day only to be exposed to yet another 1. What would happen next was highly uncertain. I was a bit afraid a fight might ensue if he didn't recognize me.

What did happen was that G & G made it into his apartment babbling giddily all the way (pointing at the art on the walls & making fractured French comments about them) - even making it all the way to the furthest room - but; Reinhardt had closed & locked the door behind himself. I couldn't get in so I waited. Gail was babbling with "Quel fenetres?" (what windows?) & Eugenie was pretending to try to sell art by the kilo ("L'art par le kilo") - as a take-off on B-More Beefalo's art by the pound project. Both of them were
RUNNING AROUND FRANTICALLY TOUCHING THE FURNITURE & GUSHING WITH "BELLE' BELLE'" IN THE MEANTIME R.U.S. WAS VERY CONFUSED & WAS TRYING TO POLITELY Usher THE BLATHERING INVADERS OUT. HE OPENED THE DOOR & IN I RUSHED, HAVING TO ALTER MY PLAN A BIT; I MERELY SHOUTED OVER & OVER "OU EST LE W.C.? OU EST LE W.C.?", ETC.. REINHARDT DIDN'T RECOGNIZE ME & I WAS RELISHING EVERY MOMENT AS HE TRIED TO MAKE SENSE OF ALL THIS.

VIA WAS IN ANOTHER ROOM NOT EVEN PAYING MUCH ATTENTION TO IT ALL WHEN R CRIED OUT DESPERATELY TO HER "DO YOU KNOW THESE PEOPLE?" WALKING TOWARDS US SHE LOOKED INQUISITIVELY FOR A MOMENT; GRINNED BROADLY; GAVE ME A FRIENDLY HUG & EXCLAIMED "TENTATIVELY?" REINHARDT HESITATED A BIT (STILL RECOVERING SOMEWAT FROM OUR CONFUSIONIST APPROACH) & RELAXED. ANOTHER GREAT MOMENT IN ODDBALL SPORTS WAS UNDER OUR BELTS (OR BEHIND OUR BAKCS OR WHAT HAVE YOU). DESPIE THE TENSION & BUSYNESS OF Y & R'S PREPARING FOR THEIR IMMINENT WEDDING; PANCREAS & I WERE GRACIOUSLY INVITED TO BE GUESTS.

GENIE & GAIL & I SPENT A DAY OR SO PRACTICING FURTHER SILLY CONFUSIONISM. ONE DAY, EN ROUTE TO VISITING SOMEONE; WE FOUND A CAR DOOR WHICH WE PICKED UP & CARRIED AS A PRESENT. OF COURSE; JUST CARRYING IT WASN'T ENOUGH; SO WE STAYED ON THE ROAD; CLUTCHING THE CAR DOOR IN THE POSITION IT WOULD'VE BEEN IF THE REST OF THE CAR HAD BEEN THERE & WE WERE DRIVING IT; & PRETENDED TO BE JUST CRUISING ALONG NORMALLY.

GAIL HAD A FRIEND; WHO; FOR THE SAKE OF ANONYMITY; I'LL CALL SMITH & WESSON; THAT SHE'D KNOWN FOR MANY YEARS IN BALTIMORE; WHO WAS NOW RESIDING IN PARIS - PLAYING & TEACHING; OH; AGAIN FOR THE SAKE OF ANONYMITY; LET'S SAY; BEING A DANCING BEAR COPING WITH EPILEPSY. STIMULATED BY THE FUN WE'D HAD SURPRISING R & Y; GAIL & I WANTED TO SURPRISE HER FRIEND IN; AT LEAST; AN EQUALLY STARTLING WAY.

DISCUSSING VARIOUS POSSIBILITIES; WE DECIDED THAT WE WOULD FIND OUT WHEN HE'D BE HOME & ARRIVE THERE WEARING MASKS OR SOME SUCH. IN PREPARATION FOR MY BEING LITVINOV'S "SEEING EYE DOG" FOR AN ACTION THAT WE WERE PLANNING FOR THE APT FEST; WE'D ACQUIRED A DOG MASK. I THINK GAIL MIGHT'VE SUGGESTED THAT SHE & I SWITCH ROLES WITH HER ON ALL FOURS AS THE DOG SO THAT SHE'D COVER HER FACE
WITH THE MASK SO THAT S&W COULDN'T RECOGNIZE HER. MAYBE WE WERE PLANNING TO BARGE INTO HIS APARTMENT WHEN HE OPENED THE DOOR & AFTER CONFUSING HIM A BIT WITH SOME SILLINESS, EVENTUALLY HAVE PANCREAS PULL OFF THE MASK. OF COURSE, AT THAT POINT, WE FIGURED SMITHY WOULD GET A GOOD LAUGH OUT OF IT. ALL SEEMINGLY HARMLESS ENOUGH. A GOOD TIME TO BE HAD BY ALL, ETC..

THE PROBLEM WAS THAT HE RESIDED FAIRLY FAR FROM WHERE WE WERE STAYING & WE DIDN'T HAVE VERY MUCH TIME - SO WE WANTED TO BE SURE HE'D BE HOME BEFORE WE TREKKED OVER THERE. FURTHERMORE, WE DIDN'T WANT HIM TO KNOW THAT WE WERE HERE IN ADVANCE. SO, WE DECIDED THAT I'D CALL THERE 1ST USING A FAKE NAME & VOICE TO TRY TO FIND OUT HIS SCHEDULE.

GIVEN THAT I'M WRITING THIS ACCOUNT 6½ YEARS LATER, MY MEMORY IS UNFORTUNATELY UNCLEAR ABOUT THE TOTAL SEQUENCE OF EVENTS. AS SUCH, I'M HEREBY FOREWARNING THE READER THAT THIS STORY IS ACCURATE IN GENERAL BUT MAY BE A BIT ASKEW IN DETAIL. ANYWAY, AS AN ESOTERIC REFERENCE TO STEVE THORNE BACK IN LONDON; GAIL & I DECIDED THAT I SHOULD GO BY THE NAME OF "DR. THORNE" & SPEAK WITH A PHONY "BRITISH" ACCENT. I CALLED SMITH & WESSON'S & GOT HIS ANSWERING MACHINE & LEFT A MESSAGE: "YES; THIS IS DR. THORNE; & I HAVE SOME VERY IMPORTANT INFORMATION THAT I NEED TO GIVE YOU. UNFORTUNATELY, THIS INFORMATION IS HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL & I DON'T THINK THAT I SHOULD GIVE IT TO YOU VIA THE PHONE. I'LL TRY CALLING BACK TO SET UP AN APPOINTMENT WITH YOU. THANK YOU."

WE CALLED AGAIN & LEFT ANOTHER MESSAGE TO THE SAME EFFECT; PERHAPS A LITTLE MORE ENTICING: "HELLO; THIS IS DR. THORNE CALLING AGAIN & I CAN'T STRESS ENOUGH THE IMPORTANCE OF OUR CONTACTING EACH OTHER. YOU'VE BEEN SUBJECT TO MIND-CONTROL EXPERIMENTS WITHOUT YOUR KNOWLEDGE & IT'S VERY IMPORTANT THAT YOU & I GET TOGETHER SO THAT I CAN INFORM YOU ABOUT WHAT CAN BE DONE TO COUNTERACT THE DAMAGE DONE TO YOU." THEN I LEFT REINHARDT'S PHONE NUMBER.

KEEP IN MIND THAT THROUGHOUT THIS WHOLE TIME GAIL'S & MY PURPOSE WAS JUST TO AROUSE WESSON'S CURIOSITY TO MAKE OUR EVENTUAL VISIT TO HIM SPICIER. S&W CALLED BACK BUT GAIL & I WEREN'T THERE. R.U.S. ANSWERED & PLAYED THE PART OF THORNE'S ASSISTANT. "NO, I'M SORRY, DR. THORNE ISN'T
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HERE RIGHT NOW." "THIS IS SMITH & WESSON. DR. 
THORNÉ HAS CALLED ME SAYING THAT HE HAS SOMETHING 
IMPORTANT TO TELL ME ABOUT MIND-CONTROL OR 
SOMETHING! I MEAN WHAT'S GOING ON?" "I'M SORRY SIR; 
I CAN'T DULGUE THAT INFORMATION OVER THE PHONE. 
I'M AFRAID YOU'LL HAVE TO WAIT TO TALK WITH THE DR. 
HIMSELF." "CAN'T YOU TELL ME ANYTHING? I MEAN THIS 
SEEMS PRETTY WEIRD."

GAIL & I LEFT FOR MADRID WITHOUT HAVING A CHANCE 
TO ACTUALLY VISIT SMITHY. WE ASKED REINHARDE TO 
CONTINUE TO PLAY THE ASSISTANT & TO TELL WESSONY; 
IF HE CALLED, THAT THE DR. HAD BEEN Forced TO LEAVE 
THE COUNTRY IN A HURRY & TO TRY TO STALL HIM 
FURTHER. SMITH & WESSON DID CALL AGAIN & SEVOEL 
PLAYED IT AS WE REQUESTED.

FROM MADRID; GAIL & I WROTE A LETTER TO WES. I'D 
BEEN CARRYING A LAB NOTEBOOK WHICH I'D ORIGINALLY 
INTENDED TO KEEP NOTES IN ABOUT GAIL'S HEALTH. 
USING A SHEET OF THE NOTEBOOK'S PAPER TO TRY TO 
MAKE IT SEEM MORE CONVINCINGLY FROM A DOCTOR; WE 
WROTE A FULL PAGE - SOMETHING ALONG THESE LINES:

DEAR MR. SMITH & WESSON; IT'S MY UNPLEASANT DUTY TO 
INFORM YOU THAT YOU'VE BEEN SUBJECTED TO COVERT 
MIND-CONTROL EXPERIMENTS BY THE C.I.A. YOUR CASE 
HAS BEEN BROUGHT TO MY ATTENTION BECAUSE I'M A DE- 
PROGRAMMING SPECIALIST. NATURALLY; IT'S NOT SAFE 
FOR ME TO REVEAL MY SOURCES. FOR NOW, I'VE HAD TO 
FLEE PARIS DUE TO MY BEING DISCOVERED BY; & 
ENDANGERED BY; C.I.A. AGENTS IN WHose BEST INTEREST 
IT IS THAT MY ACTIVITIES BE STOPPED. I'LL TRY TO PASS 
THROUGH PARIS AGAIN IN THE NEAR FUTURE SO THAT WE 
CAN MEET IN PERSON TO DISCUSS THIS FURTHER. DO NOT 
BE ALARMED. I'M SURE THAT; WITH MY HELP; YOU WILL BE 
ABLE TO FULLY RECOVER. SINCERELY, DR. THORNÉ.

FROM MADRID WE PASSED BRIEFLY THROUGH PARIS 
AGAIN; GOT REINHARDE'S REPORT ON HIS CALL FROM 
SMITH; & MOVED ON TO LONDON FOR THE APT FEST - ONCE 
AGAIN WITHOUT A CHANCE TO GET TOGETHER WITH S&W. 
STEVE THORNÉ'S BIRTHDAY CAME ALONG & GAIL & I 
DECIDED TO SURPRISE HIM. IN THE SPIRIT OF THE 
CONVOLUTIONS TYPICAL OF US BY NOW; WE PUT A 
PLACARD ON THE DOOR IDENTIFYING THE HOUSE AS DR. 
THORNÉ'S OFFICE & HID MANY OF STEVE'S HOUSEHOLD 
OBJECTS IN HIS BEDROOM. AS A CROWNING TOUCH; WE 
CHANGED THE FRONT DOOR LOCK SO THAT THORNE 
WOULDN'T BE ABLE TO GET IN WHEN HE CAME HOME. COME 
HOME HE DID & WE GREETED HIM WITH A CAUTIOUSLY
SENSEDEIVED
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OPENED DOOR & A "I'M SORRY, DR. THORNE'S NOT IN THE OFFICE RIGHT NOW. WOULD YOU LIKE TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT?" - TALKING TO HIM THROUGH THE BARELY CRACKED OPEN DOORWAY AS IF WE WERE PARANOID, STEVE DIDN'T SEEM TO THINK IT WAS VERY FUNNY.

THE DR. THORNE MYTHOLOGY GREW & INSPIRED GAIL TO WRITE AT LEAST A COUPLE OF STORIES FURTHERING IT. HERE'S A SAMPLE:

THIS IS A STORY OF DR. THORNE; SPECIALIST IN DE-PROGRAMMING UNWITTING VICTIMS OF GOVERNMENT MIND CONTROL EXPERIMENTS. THE STORY OPENS WITH DR. THORN POSING AS MILD MANNERED STEVE THORN HIDING OUT AT INCONSPICUOUS 13 AULTON PLACE; LONDON, ENGLAND. AS WE JOIN DR. THORNE THIS EVENING AT HIS HIDE OUT WE SEE THAT HE IS BEING TOASTED AND ROASTED (SOUNDS OF "HERE HERE" "WHERE WHERE" "WHO WHO" "HERE THERE" "THORNE THORNE" AND GLASSES CLINKING; DISHES RATTLING; TOILETS FLUSHING; ROOFS LEAKING; ETC). UN BE KNOWNST TO EVERYONE CELEBRATING THE SUPPOSED BIRTHDAY OF STEVEN THORNE; THE SUBSTANCE IN THESE GLASSES IS OSTRAGEN AND NITROGEN FROM THE PLANET CLAIRE. THESE UNFORTUNATE VICTIMS HAVE BEEN MISLED INTO THINKING THAT THIS IS A GENUINE BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION. DR. THORNE KNOWS HIS BIRTHDAY IS NOT MAY 31ST; IN FACT HE WAS NEVER BORN; AND HIS ENTRY DATE ONTO THE PLANET EARTH IS TOTALLY UNRECORDED. UN BE KNOWNST TO DR. THORNE HIS INTENDED VICTIMS HAVE CALLED THE AUTHORITIES TO ARREST HIM. DR. THORNE HAD MADE THE MISTAKE OF IMITATING CRICKETS WHILE WATCHING CRICKET ON TV. ADDITIONALLY DR. THORNE HAS EATEN ALL THE GOURMET WHEAT PASTE IN THE CITY. (SOUNDS - "HE'S SUCH A FUCKING GLUTEN; HE ATE UP ALL THE MUTTEN; THORN IS SO REVOLTING; LET'S CHANGE THE DOORS BOLTING"). RODNEY; MILD-MANNERED DOPE FIEND AND DOUBLE AGENT IS PRESENT. THORN BELIEVES RODNEY TO BE HIS TRUE FRIEND AND CHEMICAL AQUISITION ACCOMPlice.

DR. THORNE: "MY GOOD FRIEND RODNEY PLEASE GIVE EVERYONE HERE A LITTLE ZEBRA APPETIZER."

(CHAUS: "HANDY DANDY ZEBRAS EAT ALL THE AMOEBA; THEY SOAKED THEM WITH A SPIDER AND WASH IT DOWN WITH CIDER; HA HA HA HA HA HA HA LAUGHTER.")

RODNEY: "IT DOESN'T SOUND LIKE THEY'RE UP TO IT SIR; INSTEAD WHY DON'T YOU FIND YOUR BAG AND PACK YOUR TOOTHBRUSH."
THORN: "SOUNDS LIKE A GOOD IDEA TO ME. IS THIS FOR MY INTERNATIONAL LECTURE TOUR SO I WILL BE RICH AND FAMOUS? NO MORE OF THIS OBSCURE ANONYMOUS SCREENPLAY WRITER BULLSHIT?"

AT THIS POINT THORN'S PAL, CONFIDANTE AND HOUSE WARDEN PETE BELCHES.

PETE: "SOMEONE RECORD THE DATE, TIME AND PLACE OF THAT NEOIST ANTHEM."

CHORUS: "NEOISM SCLEOISM; FLAME THOSE IRONS; WEAR THAT FISH; NEOISM SCLEOISM; PUT YOUR TENNIS SHOES ON THE DISH."

PETE: "SORRY EVERYONE; IF TENT HADN'T CONCOCTED THE NEARLY EDIBLE DINNER."

LITYINOY: "THAT HARDLY EDIBLE DINNER HORRIBLE."
EUGENIE: "THAT COMMERCIALY INEDIBLE DINNER TERRIBLY."

TENT: "IT'S GOT ALL THE ESSENTIALS IN IT. BEER; VODKA; CIDER; MALT; SOME OF THIS AND SOME OF THAT, ACTUALLY MORE OF THAT AND SOME OF THIS; OR A LITTLE MORE OF THIS THAN SOME OF THAT; OR --" STEWART: "ENOUGH OF THIS."

TENT: "NO SOME OF THIS."

BREE: "NO ALL OF THAT."

STEWART: "I CAN'T TAKE IT ANYMORE; I NEED SOME HUMOUR IN MY LIFE. YOU ALL TAKE EVERYTHING SO SERIOUSLY. I NEED. I NEED A..."

JENNY: "SMILE."

CHORUS: "SMILE SMILE SMILE; SMILE FOR A WHILE; LIE ON A CROCODILE; SWIMMING ON THE RIVER NILE."

GIORGIO: "LET A SMILE STICK YOU UP LIKE AN UMBRELLA."

TENT: "I WON'T BE RESPONSIBLE IF ANYONE GETS SICK FROM THIS TRUE GOURMET."

LITYINOY: "IT'S TRUE; HE'S NEVER RESPONSIBLE."

JENNY: "I'M THE NURSE IN THE HOUSE. RED CROSS
DOESN'T STAND FOR ANGRY COMMIES YOU KNOW.”
THORNE: "AND I'M THE DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE."
PETE (ANGRY): "YOU DON'T HAVE ANY PATIENCE."
TENT: "IS THIS BRITISH HOSPITALITY?"
RODNEY: "PACK YOUR TOOTHBRUSH THORNE."
LITYINOY: "SKIP IT; JUST LEAVE YOUR TEETH."
GIORGI: "DID SOMEONE SAY IT'S TEETH TIME?"
EUGENIE: "IT'S ALWAYS TEETH TIME."
CHORUS: "ALWAYS TEETH TIME WHEN YOU'RE DOWN IN THE MOUTH; IT'S TEETH TIME IN LONDON; IN THE NORTH AND THE SOUTH."

THORN: "I'M GETTING A HEADACHE."
RODNEY: "HERE; TAKE AN ASPIRIN." HANDS HIM A PILL.
THORN: "IT'S PINK; IT'S NOT AN ASPIRIN."
TENT: "WELL YOU'RE NOT A DOCTOR."
JENNY: "WHAT DOCTOR?"
PETE: "WHAT DOCTOR?" GIORGI: "WHAT NURSE?"
JENNY: "WHO'S THE NURSE?"
THORNE: "YOU'RE FIRED."
RODNEY: "YOU'RE TIRED."
LITYINOY: "YOU'RE EXPIRED," STEWART: "YOU'RE RETIRED."
RODNEY: "YOU'RE UNDER ARREST."
THORN: "WHAT A RELIEF I CAN'T WAIT TO GET OUT OF THIS LOONY BIN."
PETE: "HOROBIN; THROW IT IN THE BIN."

CHORUS: "A RELIEF; A LEAF; A LEAF; WHEN YOU FLEE; OH SAY CAN YOU SEE DR. THORNE'S OUT OF HIS TREE."
THORN: "I REPENT, I CONSENT. I'LL RELENT. TAKE ME AWAY. HERE'S YANTOH'S FUR COAT. I'VE GOT MY TOOTHBRUSH NOW."

EVERYONE: "GOOD; TEETH TIME."

-&- SO ON.

TENTATIVELY A CONVENIENCE IMPractical SERIOUSNESS

KRONOAuTIC DIVeCTOR FIELD DIDACTIOIn

APT 51, PEKING POOLROOM & THE STREETS, MONTREAL, CANADA

IN THE KITCHEN, THE OVEN DOOR WAS OPEN WITH A TURNTABLE ON IT. THE TURNTABLE HAD A RECORD ON IT WHICH I HAD PAINTED WITH GLOW-IN-THE-DARK PAINT. THE MAIN LIGHTING IN THE ROOM WAS FROM A CLAMP LAMP OVER THE TURNTABLE & FROM LASERS WHICH WERE SET UP TO REFLECT OFF STEAM IRONS (A NEOIST SYMBOL OF SEVERITY) HELD BY KIKI BONBON & ZBIGNIEW BROTGEHIRN. WHILE THE TURNTABLE TURNED, I BLOTTED OUT THE RECORD'S LIGHT BY SPRAY-PAINTING BLACK ON IT & RICHARD ELLSBERRY (THEN KNOWN AS RICHARD X) GAVE A LECTURE ACCOMPANIED BY CHALK WRITING ON THE WALLS ABOUT THE KRONONAUTIC ORGANISM (THE TIME TRAVEL "SOCIETY" THAT THOSE OF US FROM BALTIMORE AT THIS FESTIVAL REPRESENTED). RUTH TURNER DID SOMETHING OUT ON THE ROOF ADJACENT TO THE KITCHEN. DOUG RETZLER WANDERED THE STREETS OF MONTREAL; UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF LSD; AIMING A LOW-INTENSITY PORTABLE LASER INTO WINDOWS & DOORWAYS OF BARS & OTHER BUILDINGS PERIODICALLY CALLING THE PEKING POOLROOM TO INTERRUPT THE LECTURE & REPORT ON HIS ACTIVITIES. THE ACTION MORE OR LESS ENDED WHEN KIKI ASKED ZBIGNIEW "DO YOU REALLY WANT TO DO THIS?" (I.E.: HOLD THE STEAM IRONS TO REFLECT THE LASERS) TO WHICH ZBIGNIEW REPLIED "NO" & THEY STOPPED DOING SO.

TENTATIVELY; A CONVENIENCE A MERE OUTLINE FOR ONE ASPECT OF A BOOK ON MYSTERY CATALYSTS GUERRILLA PLAYFARE BOOED USIC MAD SCIENTIST DIDCTIONS ACTS OF AS-BEENISM SO-CALLED WHATEVERS PSYCHOPATHFINDING UNCERTS ETC.
The Score So Far:
Le Groupe Absence says...
we need a larger Sales Force!

Lab Action Neoism Froth Anti-Neoism Sex Urges Sales Force
CHRONICLE OF THE NEOAST OBSERVER
AT THE SO CALLED MILLIONTH
APARTMENT FESTIVAL

MY ARRIVAL IN NYC WAS DISSatisfying. I had
intended to leave Baltimore blindfolded but was
unable to find a travelling companion and so
made the journey sighted and alone. When I
arrived in the city I took the subway to the lower
East Side where I waited on the street for several
hours; trying to make contact with members of the
Neoast Cultural Conspiracy and other friends by
telephone; trying to find a place to piss or drop
off my bags (including my "Mental Case" - a bag
formed from a convoluted straight-jacket). On the
street I was repeatedly offered crack and a piece
of ass and directions. I gave up trying to find
shelter and went to the Rivington Sculpture
Garden at 6 pm; where the first public event of the
Festival was scheduled to take place. A Neoast
Bonfire, the Garden is a lot taken over by metal
constructions; salvage and debris assembled by
members of the Rivington School. The Rivington
School is a "Street-Nationalist" group (from
Rivington Street); peripherally in league with a
Karen Eliot.

When I arrived the Garden was dark and a few
people were shooting drugs inside - with what
appeared a cursory attempt at secrecy. I didn't
recognise them and decided to circle around the
block; past another small party where some people
were laughing and shoving each other around. A
few false recognitions on the street later I
found Neoasts had arrived in the sculpture
garden. They were lighting the camp fire under
some crates. Present were Theresa Rodrigues and
her boyfriend Allen; Torontonians Otellie and
her boyfriend Gordon W. Zealot; A Karen Eliot;
Cowboy Ray Kelley of the Rivington School; Matty
Jankowski; A person called Jeffrey and a few
whose names I didn't hear. Introductions were
made in a festive atmosphere with various people
standing on a crate placed on top of the fire.
Ottelie was the longest lasting fire walker;
perched a few feet in the air with the flames
licking around her feet. Gordon W. played an
Indian Kohl Drum with considerable volume as
Karen Eliot sang what were presumably Hungarian
folk songs; and I beat on the metal sculptures
around a nonplussed audience. A Karen Eliot
PROCLAIMED THAT "AT RIVINGTON, IT IS ALWAYS SIX-O'CLOCK" WHICH WAS REPEATEDLY EXPRESSED THROUGHOUT THE FESTIVAL.

THE GERMAN ANTI-NEOAST STILETTO ARRIVED SHORTLY AFTER, CARRYING AN INTERVOLOMETRE. OTHER PROJECTIONS OF THE BALTIMORE NEOAST CONTINGENCY - PETER ZAHORECZ, DEBBIE MONTGOMERY-GLEN; TENTATIVELY A CONVENIENCE AND THE FORMIDABLE JAMAICA ARRIVED AND DISCUSSED WITH THOSE PRESENT THE IMPOUNDING OF DEBBIE'S CAR; WHICH HAD BEEN RELOCATED BY THE POLICE TO AN AREA OF THE CITY WHERE THEY WERE MORE CERTAIN OF THEIR SOVEREIGNTY. THIS EVENT Left THEM WITH NO CERTAIN WAY OF RETURNING TO BALTIMORE. CONVERSATIONS THEN ENSUED; DURING WHICH PETER PRESENTED ME WITH A FRENCH "VERB-FINDING WHEEL" FROM HIS SPECIAL BERLITZ CASE; AND I BROKE OUT A BODY-PIERCING MAGAZINE FOR GENERAL VIEWING. PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE DISTENDED LABIA OF "MISTRESS NONI" GENERATED SOME COMMENT AMONG THE ASSEMBLED HANGERS-ON. THERESA SEEMED INFAMOUS BY THE IDEA OF BEING A PARTICIPANT IN SUCH MARGINAL SOMATIC ALTERATIONS. GORDON W. THEN PROMISED TO INTRODUCE ME TO THE LOGICIAN AND FORMER ASSOCIATE OF FLUXUS HENRY FLYNT SOMETIME DURING THE FESTIVAL.

PETER ZAHORECZ CUT STERILE BANDAGES WHICH I HAD BROUGHT FROM BALTIMORE AND TAPE THEM TO MY EYES WITH MEDICAL TAPE; OVER WHICH HE FASTENED A TIGHT BLINDFOLD. I AM INDEBTED TO HIM FOR HIS HELP, THE RESULT OF HIS LABOUR WAS BLINDNESS WHICH ENDURED FOR THE REST OF THE FESTIVAL; THOUGH THE BLINDFOLD WAS RESTORED AND THE BANDAGES REPLACED DAILY TO AVOID EYE INFECTION, I COULD BARELY PERCEIVE CHANGES IN ILLUMINATION FROM DAYLIGHT TO DARKNESS. FROM THEN ON, I GAVE EACH PERSON I MET A NUMBERED TICKET IMPRINTED WITH THE LEGEND "ACTIVE PARTICIPANT AND IMPARTIAL OBSERVER" AND A DIFFERENT NUMBER; IN ORDER TO CLARIFY THE ROLES INVOLVED IN MY MEETING THEM. I AGREED WITH STILETTO TO SERVE AS BLIND CAMERAMAN FOR SECTIONS OF HIS AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL FILM THE PRODIGAL SON. I WAS THEN LED THROUGH A TUNNEL OF FIRES IN THE GARDEN. THE FLAMES WERE IMMENSE IN "MY" MIND. THERESA EXPRESSED SOME ANXIETY ABOUT MY SAFETY DURING THE FESTIVAL; BUT A KAREN ELIOT ASSURED HER THAT I MADE "THIS KIND OF VIOLENT PERFORMANCE ALL THE TIME", ON THE STREET; SECTIONS OF STILETTO'S FILM WERE SHOT WHENEVER I "SAW" ANYTHING WHICH INTERESTED ME.
MAY 9, 1924

APARTADO 42
TEPOZTLAN MORELOS MEXICO
THE NEXT EVENT OF THE FESTIVAL CONSISTED OF DINNER IN A POLISH RESTAURANT WITH PETER AND STILETTO. A LOOSE CONFERENCE TO ADJUST THE PRESENT PERSONALITIES. INSTINCTIVELY I REALISED THAT PIROGIES WERE TO - AT LEAST TEMPORARILY - DISPLACE CHAPATIS AS A PRIMARY NEOAST FOODSTUFF; AND SO I ORDERED AND ATE THEM. THE BEST TECHNIQUE TURNED OUT TO BE PUTTING EACH ONE INTO MY MOUTH WHOLE AND TRYING TO SALVAGE THE GREASE AND SOUR CREAM WITH MY TONGUE. THROUGHOUT THE FESTIVAL I RELIED ON THE FALSELY EVOKED SYMPATHY OF WAITERS; WHO ASSUMED MY EYES HAD BEEN DAMAGED IN AN ACCIDENT AND WERE EXTREMELY POLITE.

THAT NIGHT A VAUDEO-EVENING Styled AS CATHOLIC CONVUSSION TOOK PLACE IN THE CHAMELEON CLUB; WHERE PARTICIPANTS OF THE FESTIVAL ASSEMBLED TO DRINK AND STAND OR SIT IN PROXIMITY TO A LARGE VAUDEO-PROJECTION. AFTER SOME WHOOPALA; TENTATIVELY PRESENTED VAUDEO; WITH THE ELEVEN-MONTH OLD JAMAICA GIVING A LIVE COMMENTARY WHICH WAS AMPLIFIED VIA CONTACT MIKE. TENTATIVELY ENCOURAGED HECKLERS TO GET ON STAGE AND PARTICIPATE VIA MICROPHONES; AND THEN SCOLDED THEM FOR BEING COWARDS WHEN THEY DIDN'T DO SO. SOME MEMBERS OF THE "AUDIENCE" RESPONDED ANGRILY TO THE COMBINATION OF A "BABY" AND TENT'S SEX AND VOMIT-DRENCHED PUBLIC SERVICE MESSAGE VAUDEO. OTHERS RESPONDED BY DIRECTLY STIMULATING MY BODY WITH THEIR HANDS; CLOTHING; MOUTHS; TONGUES; ASSES; BACKS; LEGS; BEARD; BREATH AND BREASTS. AT THE TIME; THIS SEXUAL STIMULATION WAS SO PROLONGED; INTENSE AND OMNI-DIRECTIONAL THAT I COULDN'T TELL HOW MANY PEOPLE OF WHICH GENDERS WERE ENGAGING ME; ALTHOUGH I ENJOYED THIS INCREASE IN MY DISORIENTATION.

AT LEAST ONE TIME PEOPLE WERE STANDING ON A TABLE. VARIOUS OTHER VAUDEOS; INCLUDING A PRESENTATION FROM RICHARD MARTEL; ENSUED IN A GENERAL ATMOSPHERE OF ANARCHY WHICH BORDERED ON NORMALCY. I ASSUMED I WAS IN THE MIDST OF THE "FUNDAMENTAL VULGARITY OF THE RIVINGTON SCHOOL". WE WERE INVITED BY A KAREN ELIOT TO SPEND AT LEAST A NIGHT OF THE FESTIVAL SLEEPING IN THE WINDOW OF HER APARTMENT. PETER; TENT AND I READILY ACCEPTED THIS IDEA; BUT NEVER CARRIED IT THROUGH.

I SLEPT THAT NIGHT IN THE APARTMENT OF THE UNKNOWN NEOAST; WHO WAS APPROPRIATELY UNAWARE OF OUR PRESENCE IN HER DOMICILE AS SHE WAS AWAY. THE
FREE HAIRCUT THE NEOIST NETWORK'S FIRST EUROPEAN TRAINING CAMP
ACCOMMODATION HAD BEEN ARRANGED BY ANOTHER NEOAST AND WE WERE ADVISED TO TAKE FULL PRECAUTIONS TO CONCEAL OURSELVES. ELABORATE TRAPS WERE SET BY THE DOOR AND IN THE HALLS TO KILL OR DETAIN THE APARTMENT'S OWNER SHOULD SHE ARRIVE PREMATURELY TO FIND ALL NINE OF US IN OCCUPATION LIKE BEDOUINS. THE NEXT DAY A COMPLEX COMMAND-CENTRE WAS SET UP TO CO-ORDINATE THE ACTIVITIES OF THE FESTIVAL; WITH ADDITIONAL TELEPHONES AND CONTINUOUS MAIL-DELIVERY.

DEBBIE SPOKE (IN A DISEMBODIED VOICE) OF HER ABILITY TO PICK UP RADIO TRANSMISSIONS WITH HER METAL FILLINGS. I BEGAN TO FEEL MAJOR PSYCHICAL CHANGES AS A RESULT OF MY VISUAL DEPRIVATION - DEPRESSION; INTROVERSION; A LOST SENSE OF THE LAPSE OF TIME. WE WERE ON THE STREET AND MET WITH GORDON W., THERESA AND OTHERS. SOMEHOW WE HAD LEFT THE APARTMENT AND ENDED UP AT THE STOCKWELL GALLERY; A STRUCTURE LIKE A FIREHOUSE ON THE OUTSIDE; AND WITH AN INTERIOR RESEMBLING A BYZANTINE CHAPEL HUNG WITH CLOTH PARTITIONS. I BEGAN TO HALLUCINATE STEADILY. I DISTRIBUTED TEXTS WHICH WERE ADDED TO A WELL OF NEOAST PARAGANDA. TENTATIVELY CROUCHED NEXT TO ME ON THE FLOOR AND ASKED ME TO SIGN A CONTRACT (WHICH I Couldn'T SEE) WITH MY BLOOD. I AGREED AND HE CUT MY FINGER WITH A SWISS-ARMY KNIFE. THEN I WAS TOLD THAT THE CONTRACT LEGALLY ENSURED THAT I WOULD LOAN HIM TWENTY DOLLARS EVERY DAY FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE FESTIVAL.

FURTHER NEOAST SPECTACLES WERE BEING ENACTED AND VAUDEOVS SHOWN; WHILE GORDON W. PREPARED AN INDIAN MEAL FOR ALL PRESENT. THE MAJORITY OF THE PREVIOUS NIGHT'S BELLIGERENTS AND MORE WERE APPARENTLY CIRCULATING IN THE ROOM; WHERE I SOCIALISED WITH VIGOUR; FEELING ECSTATIC AND SURROUNDED IN INVISIBLE AND PULSING SPACE. A "COLLECTIVE" NEOAST BOOK WAS IN PROGRESS; WITH PAGES STREWN ACROSS THE FLOOR AND ON THE WALLS. STILETTO FILMED ME COMMENTING ON THE WORKS HUNG IN THE GALLERY; WHICH I COULD NOT SEE. MANY INTRODUCTIONS WERE MADE AND MORE BENIGN SEXUALITY WAS FELT. THERESA RODRIGUES AND I PLANNED TO PIERCE EACH OTHER'S SPINAL COLUMNS AS A MUTUAL INTRODUCTION TO SURGICAL BODY-PLAY AND SHE AGREED TO SEARCH FOR SUITABLE RINGS BEFORE THE NEXT NIGHT'S EVENTS. WE RALLIED TO SLEEP AT THE APARTMENT OF THE UNKNOWN NEOAST, FLAMING SKULLS, TENTACLES, WORMS, ICE, METAL, NIGHT-STICKS, WINDOWS,
Why is my simple idea so astonishing?

Why is a filthy prison so magnificent?

Why is a damned nobody so dangerous?

Why is a dead artist so famous?

Why is my stinky body so attractive?

Why are my swelling veins so inspiring?

Why is a sterile needle so drawing?

Why is a drop of blood so significant?

Why is this bloody wall so powerful?

Why is this piece of shit so precious?

Why is my misery so fascinating?

Why are these stupid questions so brilliant?
SHEETS, NUMBERS, DISTILLERIES, TEETH AND OTHER OBJECTS WERE LOCKED IN ORBIT AROUND MY HEAD, WHICH WAS LIKE SMOKE.

I REMEMBER ALMOST NOTHING CLEARLY FROM THE NEXT DAY EXCEPT TRYING TO NAVIGATE IN THE APARTMENT. MY PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE HAD DETERIORATED AND I FOUND IT DIFFICULT TO PULL MYSELF OUT OF MY DISORIENTATION ENOUGH TO DO ANYTHING. IN THE APARTMENT, PLANS WERE BEING MADE TO RETRIEVE THE IMPOUNDED CAR. PETER ZAHORECZ APPARENTLY HAD VARIOUS UNIFORMS: BOY-SCOUT, SURGEON, MERMAID ETC., WHICH HE INTENDED TO WEAR FOR NEOAST PURPOSES. IN THE LATE AFTERNOON WE LEFT THE APARTMENT AND WALKED TOWARDS THE STOCKWELL GALLERY. ON THE STREET I KEPT MY HAND TOUCHING TENTS OR PETER’S SHOULDERS. BY CHANCE WE MET OTTELIE; GORDON W. AND THERESA. MY MEMORY OF THESE EVENTS IS EXTREMELY UNCLEAR. THEY MAY (ALSO) HAVE HAPPENED THE DAY BEFORE.

IT MAY HAVE BEEN ON THIS DAY THAT I SPENT SEVERAL HOURS WITH STILETTO AND VISITED HIS STUDIO AT PSI; A PRESTIGIOUS STATE-FUNDED ART CENTRE. WE ENTERED THE PSI GALLERY AND I SHOT FOOTAGE OF THE ARTWORK AND WAS RECORDED COMMENTING ON IT; AS I WAS LED BY STILETTO THROUGH DISORIENTING INSTALLATIONS; BEFORE A BEWILDERED CURATOR. THE COMMENTARY WAS PRIMARILY ´ART HISTORICAL´. THE EXHIBITION WAS BASED AROUND THE THEME OF THE KOREAN DMZ. I CONTINUED TO FILM AS WE CLIMBED UP INTO THE ARTIST’S STUDIOS; WHERE NO GUESTS ARE ALLOWED. STILETTO HAD BEEN REBUKED BY THE ADMINISTRATION FOR NOT PRODUCING ENOUGH WORK TO JUSTIFY HIS STUDIO; AND SO PLANNED AN OCCUPATION OF NEOASTS TO COMPOUND THEIR COMPLAINTS. HE LEFT ME ALONE IN HIS BARREN ROOM FOR AN HOUR WHILE HE WENT TO FIND A BROKEN RECORD PLAYER TO BURN WITH A BLOWTORCH IN A PERFORMANCE. AS I WAITED BLINDLY IN THE ROOM SINGING; WHISTLING AND CLAPPING AGAINST ITS REVERBERATION; I DIDN’T REALISE THAT THERE WAS A PILE OF UNRAVELLED BARED RAZOR-WIRE ON THE FLOOR IN FRONT OF ME.

STILETTO WANTED TO TRANSPORT AN OBJECT HE HAD MADE ACROSS TOWN FROM THE PSI TO HIS APARTMENT. THE OBJECT WAS A CIRCULAR MIRROR CALLED LOOK SHARP; THE FRAME FOR WHICH WAS A BAND OF RAZOR-WIRE. WE CARRIED IT JOINTLY; AND WITHOUT A CASE; ONTO THE SUBWAY AT RUSH HOUR; THE TRAIN WAS PACKED AND THERE WAS BARELY ROOM TO BREATHE. AS
WE DESCENDED INTO THE STATION; I HALLUCINATED
TRAIN LINES LIKE YAVT TENTACLES PROJECTING FROM A
COLOURED FIELD LOCATED IN MY HEAD. I FELT
EXTREMELY EUPHORIC. ON THE TRAIN SOMEONE VERY
NERVOUSLY ASKED STILETTO WHAT THE RAZOR-WIRE WAS;
AND HE REPLIED ‘STEEL’.

WE ARRIVED AT THE STOCKWELL WHERE A SCENE SIMILAR
TO THE NIGHT BEFORE WAS TAKING PLACE. ALMOST
IMMEDIATELY SOMEONE I HADN'T MET DRAGGED ME
ACROSS THE ROOM TO WHERE AN ‘INSTALLATION’ WAS
AND STUCK MY HAND INTO BROKEN GLASS AND SOME
THICK GOO; PROBABLY PAINT AND GLUE MIXED; WHICH
SMEARED ALL OVER ME. STILETTO WALKED AROUND WITH
A Lit BLOWTORCH STICKING OUT OF HIS SHOULDERT-BAG.
AN EVENING OF PRESENTATIONS WAS PLANNED; WITH
ALMOST CONTINUOUS ACCOMPANIMENT FROM A BOOM-BOX.
I TALKED AND MESSED AROUND WITH PEOPLE; A BUNCH
OF WHOM FLIPPED ME UPSIDE-DOWN AND MADE ME RUN
ON MY HANDS; OUT THE DOOR OF THE GALLERY AND ONTO
THE STREET - AND MAY HAVE DONE THE SAME TO
THERESA; I CAN'T REMEMBER. THERESA MADE ME RUN
DOWN THE STREET AT TOP SPEED; AND MADE ME BANG MY
HEAD ON A STOP SIGN.

AT SOME POINT EARLY ON; WE WENT TO THE BRIDGE
BOOKSHOP WHERE TENT AND I SOLD (OR TRADED) A
BUNCH OF WIDEMOUTH TAPES; AND TENT WAS INVITED TO
WORK AND RUN THE STORE ALONE FOR AN HOUR DESPITE
THE FACT THAT THEY HAD NEVER MET HIM BEFORE. HE
ACCEPTED AND I HAD CHARMING CONVERSATION WITH
MAMI; WHOSE SHIFT HE WAS SUPPLEMENTING; AND THEN
WENT FOR A CUP OF COFFEE WITH DEBBIE; BEFORE
RETURNING TO THE GALLERY. I FOUND TALKING
EXTREMELY DIFFICULT; ALTHOUGH IN MANY WAYS MY
ENTIRE EXPERIENCE SUGGESTED TO ME THAT
SOCIALISING IS MORE PLEASURABLE WITHOUT VISION
(AT LEAST UNDER SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES).

DURING AN ACTION BY PAMELA STOCKWELL AND
FRIENDS; THE COPS ARRIVED WITH THREATS OF CLOSING
THINGS DOWN AND MET WITH VERBAL ABUSE AND
PACIFICATION. THERESA RODRIGUES AND I QUICKLY CUT
EggPLANT ON A TABLE WHILE THE HATRED GREW. THE
POLICE INTERVENTION REVERBERATED FOR THE REST OF
THE EVENING; GIVING AN EXCUSE FOR FIGHTING AND
DISLIKE BETWEEN THE PARTICIPANTS. A GROUP OF
SCRAP-METAL PLAYERS DRAGGED HUNDREDS OF POUNDS
OF METAL INTO THE GALLERY AND ENGAGED IN PLAYING;
AND THEN IN ALTERCATIONS WITH PAMELA STOCKWELL
AND ONE OF THE KAREN ELIOTS. BOTH ‘SIDES’ TRIED TO
RALLY ACTIVE SUPPORT BY FORCING ALMOST EVERYONE IN THE SPACE TO TALK ABOUT THE CONFLICT ALL NIGHT; THUS PREVENTING ANYTHING ELSE FROM HAPPENING.

PETER AND TENT TRIED TO PRODUCE BOOED USIC BUT WERE DROWNED OUT AND IGNORED. TEXTS ON THE WALL PROCLAIMING THE VALUE OF CENSORSHIP; WHICH HAD BEEN CROSSED OUT; WERE DUALLY FOLLOWED BY MANY OF THE PARTICIPANTS. STEVE THREW A WILLING TENTATIVELY ACROSS THE ROOM LIKE A BEACH-BALL; AFTER ASKING HIS PERMISSION; IN AN ATTEMPT TO CATALYSE SOME SLAM DANCING. GORDON W. PREPARED ANOTHER MEAL FOR THE PARTICIPANTS AND I PLAYED HIS KOHL DRUM; AFTER WHICH HE DEDICATED A SHORT PIECE OF DRUMMING TO ME. AS WE LEFT THE GALLERY; ONE OF THE SCRAP METAL PLAYERS STOOD OUTSIDE SCREAMING ‘GENTRIFYING BITCH’ AT PAMELA STOCKWELL.

WE ARRIVED AT STILETTO’S NEOAST HOSPITAL BY AMBULANCE. IT WAS A TEMPORARY MILITARY INSTALLATION OCCUPYING PART OF PSI; SURROUNDED BY BANDS OF RAZOR-WIRE PREVENTING THE ENTRY OF PRYING FDA INSPECTORS. INSIDE THE ‘HOSPITAL’; THE NEOASTS WERE TO BE CURED OF NEOASM IN A STERILE AND FEATURELESS ENVIRONMENT. AFTERWARDS, THE HOSPITAL WOULD DISSOLVE ITSELF; AS PSI REGULATIONS STILL REQUIRED THAT NO GUESTS STAY OVERNIGHT; AND NO TEMPORARY NEOAST HEALTH CARE FACILITIES BE SET UP. WE SPENT THE NIGHT UNDERGOING DISORIENTING AND PAINFUL TREATMENT (INCLUDING SMOOCHING); AND IN THE END I WAS CURED; AT LEAST TEMPORARILY; OF NEOASM.

I SPENT THE NEXT DAY, END OF THE WORLD SATURDAY, WITH JAMAICA AND DEBBIE; RECOVERING; RESTING AND PLAYING; WHILE TENTATIVELY AND PETER LEFT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE FLAMING IRON MARCH IN TOMPKINS SQUARE PARK; AND THE LATER FESTIVITIES WITH JACK SMITH; GORDON; KAREN AND SOME VILLAGE VOICE REPORTERS INCLUDING CINDY CARR. THE NEXT DAY; WHICH WAS THE LAST DAY OF THE FESTIVAL; EVERYONE IN THE UNKNOWN NEOAST’S APARTMENT SLEPT TO MAKE UP FOR THE DISINTEGRATION OF THEIR SLEEP-CYCLES. NORMAN; ONE OF THE FOURTEEN SECRET MASTERS OF THE WORLD; CALLED FROM BALTIMORE WITH ELLIPTICAL INSTRUCTIONS TO HELP DEBBIE FREE HER CAR.

WE PUT A LOT OF EFFORT INTO CLEANING THE APARTMENT TO ERASE ALL TRACES OF OUR ILLEGAL OCCUPATION; WASHING TOWELS; DRYING OUT TOILET PAPER; ERASING
MONTY CANTSIN SANG OUT NEONAMES WHILE YANTOH LEAPING OVER BREADHAT FLAMES
MESSAGES ON THE ANSWER PHONE AND FABRICATING OUR OWN `MORE BELIEVABLE ONES'; REMOVING OUR SMELLS, SOMEHOW; WE LEFT THE APARTMENT WITH A SURPRISE CAR-RIIDE FROM PETTY QUARL AND WENT TO RICKY KILREAGAN'S PAD; WHERE THE OTHERS DEPOSITED THEIR BELONGINGS. WE CROSSED THE LOWER EAST SIDE LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO EAT AND FINALLY REALISED WE WERE WAY-OFF SCHEDULE; WE HAD MISSED THE WILLIAMSBURG BRIDGE ACTIONS; THE END OF THE FESTIVAL, HAPPY BUT DESPONDENT; AGAIN CURED OF NEOASM; I WAS LED TO THE AZTEC BLACK-LIGHT BAR. THERE THE BLINDFOLD WAS REMOVED, INDUCING SEVERAL HOURS OF SCHIZOPHRENIA AND AGONISING CONFUSION.

MONTY CANTSIN

WHEN JAMES ARRIVED AT AULTON PLACE;

...HE FOUND JURGEN BRAUN CONSTRUCTING A NEOIST ALTAR IN THE STREET OUTSIDE NUMBER THIRTEEN. JUDY HAD TOLD JAMES A GREAT DEAL ABOUT JURGEN; AND JAMES RECOGNISED THIS WORLD CLASS PERFORMANCE ARTIST BY HIS ATTIRE - A RED COAT; GOLD SHOES AND A BROWN AND GOLD RAIN HAT.

THE FRONT DOOR WAS OPEN AND JAMES WALKED INTO THE HALL WHERE HE FOUND MARK STICKING PIECES OF MAIL ART TO THE WALLS. MARK HAD SPENT THE BEST PART OF THE DAY CONSTRUCTING A DATA INSTALLATION IN HIS ROOM AND WAS NOW MAKING THE FINAL TOUCHES TO THE HOUSE BEFORE THE OPENING CEREMONY OF THE NEOIST FESTIVAL LATER THAT EVENING. ONE OF THESE TOUCHES WAS THAT EVERYTHING IN NUMBER THIRTEEN HAD A NAME CARD ATTACHED TO IT. THE WALLS HAD CARDS SAYING 'WALL' TACKED TO THEM; TABLES HAD CARDS SAYING 'TABLE' TACKED TO THEM; DOORS HAD CARDS SAYING 'DOOR' TACKED TO THEM - AND SO ON; SO THAT VIRTUALLY EVERY OBJECT IN THE HOUSE HAD A NEATLY WRITTEN CARD TACKED TO IT; STATING EXACTLY WHAT IT WAS.

UPSTAIRS, JAMES RAN INTO GLORIA SWANN: A PROFESSIONAL MODEL AND PART TIME PERFORMANCE ARTIST FROM THE STATES. JUDY HAD SLIPPED OUT OF HER USUAL JEANS AND T-SHIRT AND WAS CLAD IN A BLACK CAT-SUIT. SHE WAS CAREFULLY APPLYING ONE OF
THE UNKNOWN NEOIST
SEVERAL SUCCESSIVE LAYERS OF MAKE-UP TO HER FACE.

TERRY WOOD, A TWENTY-YEAR OLD MAIL ARTIST WAS HANGING MODEL AIRCRAFT FROM THE KITCHEN CEILING. TIME TICKED INEXORABLY AWAY, BRINGING THE FLAMING CHAPATI OPENING EVER NEARER. MARIANNE GREENWOOD; BRAUN'S GIRLFRIEND; EMERGED FROM THE BASEMENT. SHE REFUSED TO SPEAK SO MUCH AS A WORD TO ANYONE BUT JURGEN - BUT SILENTLY ACCEPTED ANY FOOD SHE WAS OFFERED.

BRETT JOHNSON ARRIVED WITH HIS ENTOURAGE - HIS BOYFRIEND ADRIAN FOSTER AND A TEENAGER NAMED CHARLES WHITE; WHO'D BEEN SEDUCED INTO ATTENDNG THE NEOIST FESTIVAL WITH PROMISES OF ART WORLD FAME. HAZEL APPEARED; SHE'D BROUGHT ALONG A FRIEND OF HERS CALLED JOHN. PERSON PERSON; BIRGIT SMITH AND PETER MURRAY EMERGED FROM THE SANCTUARY OF THEIR BEDS. KARL PRATT; A PERFORMANCE ARTIST FROM NORTHERN IRELAND; FAILED MISERABLY IN HIS ATTEMPT TO MAKE AN IMPRESSION AS HE ENTERED THE KITCHEN. HIS FELLOW IRISHMEN; KEVIN ALDERMAN AND THE POET STEPHEN BRADY CAME IN BEHIND HIM.

MARK USHERED EVERYONE FROM THE KITCHEN AND INTO THE STREET; ANNOUNCING THAT JURGEN WAS GOING TO DO A PERFORMANCE. BRAUN PRIMED A LOAF OF BREAD WITH RUBBER CEMENT; SET LIGHT TO IT AND PLACED IT ON HIS HEAD. THE RESULT WAS SPECTACULAR BUT SAFE - FLAMES LEAPT FROM THE HIGHLY INFLAMMABLE RUBBER CEMENT; WHILE THE BREAD SAFELY INSULATED JURGEN'S HEAD FROM ANY DANGER. WHILE HIS BREAD HAT BURNED, BRAUN CHANTED A LIST OF NAMES AND DID A LITTLE DANCE.

EXCERPT FROM: RETRO-FUTURISM; FIRST PUBLISHED IN NEOISM; PLAGIARISM AND PRAXIS

3 PART ACTION

APT S1; PEKING POOLROOM; MONTRÉAL

FIRST; I EXPLAINED TO THE AUDIENCE THAT I WAS GOING TO KISS EVERYONE THERE WHILE I SAID THE WORD "PLEASURE" IN 26 DIFFERENT LANGUAGES. EACH AUDIENCE MEMBER WAS TO RATE WHICH WORD THEY THOUGHT WAS MOST PLEASURABLE TO BE KISSED DURING THE SAYING OF. THIS EXPLANATION WAS TRANSLATED
INTO FRENCH FROM ENGLISH BY KIKI BONBON. I PROCEEDED TO DO AS EXPLAINED WHILE A TAPE OF MINE PLAYED AS "BACKGROUND MUSIC". MOST OF THE AUDIENCE WAS MALE, 1 OF THE WOMEN REFUSED TO BE KISSED, & THERE WAS GENERAL EXTREME DISCOMFORT WITH SUCH AN INTIMACY FROM A "STRANGER". SECOND, THE AUDIENCE WAS LED TO THE BATHROOM WHERE THEY WERE ASKED, AGAIN WITH KIKI TRANSLATING, TO WRITE THE NAMES OF ALL OF THE OBJECTS IN THE ROOM ON THOSE OBJECTS. THE PURPOSE OF THIS WAS TO MAKE EVERYONE MORE CONSCIOUS OF HOW MUCH LANGUAGE SURROUNDS US. THIS DETERIORATED INTO A MORE ORDINARY, BUT Still "SPIRITED" GRAFFITI SESSION. FINALLY, HAVING MOVED TO THE BEDROOM, IT WAS EXPLAINED, KIKI TRANSLATING, THAT I WAS GOING TO READ FROM THE "ARABIAN NIGHTS" REMOVING ALL VOWELS - AS I HAD HEARD IS DONE IN ARABIC WRITING. THIS WAS, OF COURSE, A DELIBERATE ABSURD MISINTERPRETATION OF "SCHOLARLY" INFORMATION MEANT TO REDUCE A NARRATIVE TEXT TO GIBBERISH & TO PROVIDE A RIDICULOUS CHALLENGE FOR THE TRANSLATOR. TENTATIVELY A CONVENIENCE

NEOIST HAIRCUT (IN THE POPULAR CHAPATI CIRCUS - ACT 1?)

THE NEOIST NETWORK'S 5TH APARTMENT FESTIVAL; LONDON MUSICIANS COLLECTIVE; LONDON; UK

MONTY CANTSIN HAD DRAWN A BRAIN ON MY MOSTLY SHAVED HEAD. MY HAIRCUT AT THE TIME WAS A CIRCLE THAT WENT AROUND 1 EAR IN THE FRONT & THE OTHER EAR IN THE BACK. THERE WAS AN UPSIDE-DOWN & BACKWARDS QUESTION MARK ON THE BACK. THIS WAS BEFORE I HAD MY BRAIN TATTOO, FOR THE "CHAPATI CIRCUS" I WORE A GREEN CLOWN WIG HIDING IT ALL & A CLEAR PLASTIC "NORMAL" FACE MASK. MY CLOTHES WERE A JUMP SUIT MADE BY & GIVEN TO ME BY NANCY ANDREWS THAT HAD "DISCOVER A LOVELIER YOU" WRITTEN NEATLY ON IT WITH PICTURES OF PLASTIC SURGERY - INCLUDING "NOSE JOBS" & "TUMMY TUCKS". CONTINUING THE TRADITION OF FREE NEOIST HAIRCUTS, I HAD CANTSIN CUT MY WIG & LATHER MY MASK. TO CLIMAX THIS GROTESQUE FARCE, I EVENTUALLY RIPPED MY
64TH APT BERLIN FIRST EUROPEAN NEOIST TRAINING CAMP
TRANSPARENT MASK APART IN THE PROCESS OF SHAVING IT & PETE PULLED OFF MY WIG TO REVEAL MY "BRAIN" & THE SPECTACLE OF MY HEAD UNDERNEATH.

A MERE OUTLINE FOR ONE ASPECT OF A BOOK ON MYSTERY CATALYSTS GUERRILLA PLAYFARE BOOED USIC MAD SCIENTIST DID ACTIONS ACTS OF AS-BEENISM SO-CALLED WHATEVERS PSYCHOPATHFINDING UNCERTS ETC.

NON-PARTICIPATION THE FESTIVAL

THE FESTIVAL OF NON-PARTICIPATION IS A DECENTRALISED CULTURAL FESTIVAL BEING HELD IN SCOTLAND DURING 1988. THE FESTIVAL WILL PROVIDE AN OPEN SITUATION IN WHICH VARIOUS GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS CAN ORGANISE EVENTS EXPRESSING THEIR IDEAS ABOUT NON-PARTICIPATION. THE FESTIVAL IS NOT CONFINED TO THE ARTS. FOLLOWING ARE SOME TOPICS WITHIN THE SUBJECT OF NON-PARTICIPATION FOR YOU TO CONSIDER AS A POTENTIAL ORGANISER AND NON-PARTICIPANT. THE ORIGINATORS OF THE FESTIVAL HOPE THAT MANY DIVERSE ORGANISATIONS THROUGHOUT SCOTLAND WILL STAGE EVENTS TO TAKE PLACE UNDER THE UMBRELLA OF THE FESTIVAL OF NON-PARTICIPATION. THE ORIGINATORS DO NOT WANT TO ACT AS LEGISLATORS BUT WILL ADVISE; ENCOURAGE AND PROVIDE SUPPORT. THE FINANCE; ADVERTISING AND ORGANISATION OF EACH EVENT REMAIN THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THAT PARTICULAR ORGANISER. ANY GROUP OR INDIVIDUAL ORGANISING AN EVENT IS ASKED TO MAKE IT KNOWN THAT THE EVENT IS PART OF THE FESTIVAL OF NON-PARTICIPATION AND IS ASKED TO CONTACT THE CO-ORDINATOR TO REGISTER THEIR EVENT SO THAT A PROGRAMME OF THE FESTIVAL OF NON-PARTICIPATION CAN BE KEPT UP TO DATE. CO-ORDINATOR: PETE HOROBIN; THE DATA ATTIC; 37 UNION STREET; DUNDEE DD1 4BS OR TEL. 0382 27735 DURING NORMAL WORKING HOURS.

NON-PARTICIPATION = UNEMPLOYMENT

WHEN A PERSON IS UNEMPLOYED S/HE IS KEPT BY THE STATE ON A VERY LOW SUBSISTENCE INCOME WHICH PREVENTS HER/HIM FROM PARTICIPATING IN MRS THATCHER'S CONCEPT OF POPULAR CAPITALISM. THAT PERSON, THEREFORE, IS A NON-PARTICIPANT WHETHER S/HE WISHES TO BE OR NOT. UNEMPLOYMENT CAN BE A VALUABLE OPPORTUNITY TO CAPITALISE ON ONE'S FREE TIME AND ALTHOUGH ONE IS IN EFFECT A NON-
NEOIST ALLIANCE LEVITATION OF PAVILION THEATRE
BRIGHTON AGAINST STOCKHAUSEN
NEOIST GUIDE DOG
PARTICIPANT WITHIN THE CONSUMERIST SOCIETY ONE SHOULD NOT BE MADE TO FEEL GUILTY OR INADEQUATE FOR BEING SO.

NON-PARTICIPATION = NON-CONSUMERISM

THE LOVE OF SPENDING MONEY HAS BECOME A DRUG ON WHICH THE MAJORITY OF PEOPLE IN WESTERN SOCIETY HAVE BECOME HOOKED. DURING THE 80S SOCIETY HAS BECOME OVERLY CONSCIOUS OF FINANCE AND MATERIALISM. POPULAR CAPITALISM HAS EGGED THE POPULATION OF GB TO PARTICIPATE FULLY IN THIS NEW DOMINANT CULTURE. CONSUMERISM HAS BECOME THE NEW RELIGION. IN ORDER TO OPPOSE THIS LUST FOR PERSONAL WEALTH MANY INDIVIDUALS HAVE DECIDED TO NON-PARTICIPATE. BY EATING A DIET FREE OF MANUFACTURED FOODSTUFFS OR BY SIMPLE LIVING AND CHOOSING TO CYCLE, WALK OR TAKE BUSES, RATHER THAN OWNING A CAR; OR REFUSING TO WATCH TV; MANY FORM THEIR OWN ALTERNATIVE STYLE OF NON-PARTICIPATION. BY NON-PARTICIPATING IN SOME ASPECTS OF THE CONSUMERIST SOCIETY PEOPLE DO SOMETHING POSITIVE ABOUT STEMMING THE TIDE OF POLLUTION.

NON-PARTICIPATION = TOURISM

DURING THE 80S SOCIETY'S LEISURE TIME HAS BECOME A COMMODITY. TOURISM HAS ESTABLISHED ITSELF AS THE LARGEST GROWTH INDUSTRY. WHEREAS, IN THE PAST, OUR LEISURE TIME WAS "FREE" TIME IT IS NOW A MARKETABLE PART OF OUR CONSUMERIST SOCIETY. SCOTLAND; IN PARTICULAR; HAS BECOME A TOURIST COUNTRY. MANY SCOTS CANNOT AFFORD TO PARTICIPATE IN THE TOURIST ATTRACTIONS OF THEIR OWN COUNTRY. OUR NATURAL HERITAGE HAS BEEN DIVIDED INTO SPECIALIST AREAS: MILITARY ZONES; FORESTRY PLANTATIONS; INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES; SPORTING ESTATES; WILDLIFE RESERVES AND TOURIST AREAS. AS A CONSEQUENCE; THE SCOT IS NO LONGER FREE TO ROAM EXTENSIVELY WITHIN HER/HIS COUNTRY.

NON-PARTICIPATION = SUICIDE

THE MOST DRASTIC AND FINAL FORM OF NON-PARTICIPATION IS SUICIDE. SOME HAVE DELIBERATELY TAKEN THEIR OWN LIVES AS A PERSONAL EXPRESSION OF PROTEST. BEING AN EMOTIVE AND TABOO SUBJECT; SUICIDE IS RARELY DISCUSSED; HOW-EVER; IT REMAINS A POPULAR METHOD OF NON-PARTICIPATION.

NON-PARTICIPATION = ART
UNDER THE WELFARE STATE SYSTEM OF SUPPORT FOR THE ARTS, VIA THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE ARTS COUNCIL, ART HAS BEEN MADE ACCESSIBLE TO THE WORKING CLASSES. EVERY CITIZEN HAS A SHARE IN THE ART PRODUCED IN THIS COUNTRY. NEW POLICIES OF PRIVATISATION AND SPONSORSHIP BY INDUSTRY, WHICH HAVE BEEN GIVEN ARTS COUNCIL SUPPORT, WILL TAKE ART OUT OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN AND PLACE IT FIRMLY IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR. WHERE ART HAS BEEN FREE TO EVERYONE IT WILL NOW HAVE A CHARGE AND INSTEAD OF BEING A PUBLIC RESPONSIBILITY IT WILL BECOME THAT OF THE OligARCHy. AS A CONSEQUENCE, THE CITIZENS WILL HAVE TO PAY TO SEE THE ART OF THEIR OWN COUNTRY. THE PRACTISE OF ART WILL BECOME THE LUXURY OF THE WELL-OFF. ELITISM IN THE ARTS WILL BECOME RIFE. THE ARTIST; UNFORTUNATELY, IS A PROSTITUTE AND HAS ALWAYS SOLD HER/HIS SERVICES TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER. BY ACCEPTING ARTS COUNCIL MONEY THE ARTIST CONDONES THE ACTIONS OF THE STATE EVEN WHEN THAT STATE SEeks TO BRING ABOUT HER/HIS DOWNFALL. A FEw ARTISTS HOWEVER CHOOSE TO BE NON-PARTICIPANTS BY FORMING THEIR OWN ALTERNATIVE WAY OF WORKING AND SELF-SUPPORT.

NON-PARTICIPATION = PROTEST

FOR GENERATIONS NON-PARTICIPATION HAS BEEN THE PRIMARY FORM OF PROTEST. INDUSTRIAL STRIKES HAVE A LONG HISTORY WITHIN CAPITALISM. TO STRIKE IS TO NON-PARTICIPATE IN THE POLICIES OF THE INDUSTRIALIST. MAHATMA GANDHI FIRMLY BELIEVED IN NON-PARTICIPATION AS A Viable FORM OF PROTEST. IN SCOTLAND TODAY MANY ARE TALKING ABOUT NON-PARTICIPATION POLICIES AS A FORM OF PROTEST AGAINST THE TORY POLL TAX. IT COULD BE ARGUED THAT WE; AS A RACE; DO NOT NON-PARTICIPATE ENOUGH AND THAT WE ARE OVER-TOLERANT OF OUR DEMOCRATICALLY ELECTED GOVERNMENT.

TO DATE THE FOLLOWING EVENTS HAVE BEEN DISCUSSED ALTHOUGH IT IS TOO EARLY TO CONFIRM THEM.

"SUICIDE" - AN EXHIBITION SHOWING THE HISTORY AND SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS WITH A SECTION OPEN TO ARTISTS TO SUBMIT WORK ON THE THEME. TO BE HELD IN DUNDEE.

"THE ALTERNATIVE GARDEN FESTIVAL" - A STATEMENT ABOUT THE ELITISM OF THE OFFICIAL GARDEN FESTIVAL. THE ALTERNATIVE EVENT WILL CONCERN ITSELF WITH THE GROWING OF VEGETABLES ON INDUSTRIAL WASTE
GROUND SOMEWHERE IN GLASGOW. IT IS THE AIM OF THE ORGANISERS TO PRODUCE AN EDIBLE END RESULT. NON-PARTICIPATION WILL BE FREE.

"THE BURNING" - IS A STATEMENT ABOUT MARKETING ISSUES WITHIN THE ART WORLD. INSTEAD OF BEING INVITED TO SUBMIT WORKS FOR EXHIBITION AND SALE, ARTISTS WILL BE INVITED TO SUBMIT EXCLUSIVELY FOR DESTRUCTION BY FIRE. THE WORKS THEREFORE, WILL NOT BE SHOWN OR PRESERVED THEREBY DEPRIVING THE ART MARKET OF POTENTIAL ASSETS AND COMMODITIES. THE EVENT WILL TAKE PLACE IN GLASGOW ON A SUITABLE OUTSIDE LOCATION.
LANGUAGE
PHILOSOPHER’S UNION SOAPBOX STAND

(A FOREIGN SCIENTIST’S VOICE)

"OR;

(B IN THE S IS A D AS B IN S SINCE THE S IS E; A
PATTERN "I" X S RELATIONS) AND IS FROM T ONLY BY "P"
SPACE, THIS (R IS NOT A R OF E DIFFICULTY); INSTEAD
IT IS A B TO THE C OF THE H-CONDITION X "P". (S OF T
FOR D "THINGS"). T IS/IS WAS EXPERIMENTALLY "M"
BECOMING "I". (R OF ALL I REALITIES OR I IS "S"), "T",
THE NON-R OF V CONTINUITY C, GIVES N-VALUES TO 0-
SYMBOLS AND 0-DIRECTIONS TO I AND "C" WITH "L" AND
"N". (W-DRAW, H-LESSNESS, D-FUNCTION). "FROM T'
OUTSIDE 'I' CAN'T 'S' ANYTHING". (N-WINDOWS; T-
FATIGUE). I WANT S-1 TO "S" ME IN THE "H" WHILE I'M
ORING ABOUT M-SELF IN 3RD-PERSON IN OR "DER!" Z-P
THAT R IS "NON-L". "E" AS "C"; AND "S" FOR ITS "N","n
(A PEDANTIC VOICE)

"OR;

HUMANS DOMESTICATE OTHER "ANIMALS" IN ORDER TO
DISPLACE SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS; THAT IS; TO
REINFORCE THEIR COLLECTIVE ABILITY NOT TO
PERCEIVE THEIR OWN DOMESTICATION. THAT THEY ARE
TOILET TRAINED LIKE DOGS AND CATS; WHO THEY
"CIVILIZE" IN ORDER TO RE-RESENT THE FORMS OF
THEIR CONSTRUCTED REALITY. A REALITY WITH NO
MASTER EXCEPT EVERY MASTER; AND WHICH IS
ELABORATED AS POWER WITHOUT A GOAL. SURELY
ANIMALS (THAT IS; OURSELVES) ARE BETTER OFF
INDOORS. IN FACT; THERE IS NO INTERNAL FORCE; NO
SOUL; NO REASON; DOMESTICATION CAN BE INFINITE OR
NOT AT ALL; SINCE THERE IS NO SEPARATE HUMAN CONDITION TO LIMIT IT; ONLY THE PROJECTION OF CONTINUITY ON MEANINGLESS HISTORY; ALMOST PACIFYING OUR FEARS OF THE FUTURE. BUT THINGS COULD GET MUCH; MUCH WORSE. WHO DOMESTICATES US? FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS; NON-MATERIAL ENTITIES; GODS; DEMONS; PRINCIPLES; TRADITIONS; ABSTRACTION; AND NOW AS EVER THE "COLLECTIVE" GOODS; ECONOMIC IMPERATIVES; GLAMOUR. THEY ARE NOT PROJECTIONS OF "MASS-CONSCIOUSNESS"; THEY ARE A SEPARATE AND VALUED SPECIES WHICH RELATES TO US AS WE RELATE TO OUR PETS. HAVING THE SAME PATHOLOGICAL QUASI-CONCERN FOR OUR WELL-BEING. WE PERCEIVE THEM AS ELEMENTS OF A "NATURAL ORDER" THE SAME WAY THAT A DOG OR CAT PERCEIVES THE "MASTER" AS A POWERFUL AND ARBITRARY ASPECT OF ITS ENVIRONMENT; AN INTRINSIC AND ABSTRACTED PART OF DOMESTIC REALITY." (THIS IS MY "PET" THEORY)

(A WISTFUL VOICE)

"OR; BOXING THE SOAP IS A DEATH (AS BRAIN HEMORRHAGE) IN SLEEP; SINCE SILENCE IS EXTERIOR TO IT; THE BOX: A PATTERN. ICED BY SUGARY RELATIONS; AND SINKING FROM TIRES ONLY BY A PUNCTURE; A SPACE. THIS ROAD IS NOT A ROAD OF ELSEWHERE; DECOMPRESSED. INSTEAD; IT IS THE "GAS STATION"; SURROUNDED BY A BRUISE; A CUNT OF THE HEMORRHOID CONDITION. BY PENETRATION; A SEMBLANCE OF TAUTOLOGY FOR DISINTEGRATING THINGS; THE "CLEAN SHEETS" OR "STREETS" OF THE MIND. PERHAPS AUTO-PENETRATION?

E.G. ANYTHING IS ANYTHING

ANYTHING IS A MICRO COSM OF EVERYTHING THEREFORE; 1 CAN READ A PALM (E G) & DERIVE THE SAME INFO AS IF READING EVERYTHING RE ASTROLOGY;

1 CAN BELIEVE IN A CERTAIN TYPE OF UNITY OF THE ELEMENTS CONSIDERED & USE SOME OVERT ASPECTS OF THINGS WHOSE SIGNIFICANCE IS DETERMINED X INTENSITY; GRAVITY (E G); AS AN IMPLICATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE OF INTERACTIVE EFFECTS

6 7 22 ?" 

TENTATIVELY; A CONVENIENCE
BLO-DART ACUPUNCTURE COMPUTER GRAPHICS
CONSPIRACY SIXTH INTERNATIONAL APARTMENT FESTIVAL
CONSULAT NÉOISTE
ANYTHING IS ANYTHING

THE SENTENCE "ANYTHING IS ANYTHING" IS NOT A STABLE TAUTOLOGY; BUT A MULTILEVELED CONTRACTION. AS A BANNER; IT IS SELF-VITIATING; BUT IT EXPLOITS THE "WEAKNESS" OF LANGUAGE TO PROVIDE A META PARADOX.

IT CAN BE READ AS

[A] GENERICALLY, ANY "THING" IS ITSELF [-TRUE BY "DEFINITION"]

[B] ANYTHING EXPLICITLY IS ANY OTHER THING. THE ENTIRE CONTINUUM MAY BE MAPPED ONTO ITSELF IN ANY WAY. TRADITIONALLY, THIS IS ONLY TRUE IF THE CONTINUUM IS EMPTY. IF THE CONTINUUM WAS EMPTY, THEN WHERE WOULD THE MEANING OF ASSERTION COME FROM? [-FALSE BY "DEFINITION"]

[C] "ANYTHING CAN BE CONVERTED INTO OR SEEN FUNCTIONALLY AS ANYTHING ELSE". THIS IS THE POSITION OF BOTH TRANSCENDENTAL RELIGION AND OF RATIONALISM. RATIONALISM FACTORS OUT OPAQUE AREAS; SO THAT, WITH CORRECT TRANSFORMATION RULES; IT CAN CONVERT ANY MEANING OR THING INTO ANY OTHER THING. EVEN IF THE EFFORT TO DO SO IS INCALCULABLE. [-UNDECIDABLE]

"ANYTHING IS ANYTHING" IS AN ASSERTION WHICH CAN'T BE CHECKED, SINCE THE THREE INTERPRETATIONS ARE IN CONTRADICTION; YET THERE IS NO DISASSOCIATION BETWEEN LANGUAGE AND REALITY. YOU CAN'T FIND AN INSTANCE OF "ZERO" IN THE WORLD; BUT YOU CAN EASILY FIND AN "ANYTHING" - AN UNDERSPECIFIED SIGNIFIER.

KAREN ELIOT

LANGUAGE CONSTRUCTIONS

TWO DEFINITIONS:

MET-A-PHREN-IC (MKAHR'NIK) N. A PSYCHIATRIC DISORDER WHICH MANIFESTS ITSELF AS AN INSATIABLE NEED TO PSYCHIATRICALLY DIAGNOSE OTHER PEOPLE; THE DISORDER OF PSYCHIATRY; FEVERISCH CATEGORIZATION BASED ON DEVIATION FROM
APT 6 ALAN LORD BLO-DART ACUPUNCTURE &/OR EAR PIERCING
NORMALICY [sic].

PAT-A-PHREN-UC (PAT<FR<NIK) N/A. A PSYCHIATRIC DISORDER WHICH MANIFESTS ITSELF AS AN INSATIABLE DESIRE TO IMPLY THE NON-VAILIDITY OF PSYCHIATRIC DIAGNOSIS IN GENERAL; AND PARTICULARLY THOSE CATEGORIZATIONS WHICH HAVE AS THEIR BASIS THE CONCEPT OF 'NORMALICY'; SOMEONE WHO FINDS DEBUNKING OF PSYCHIATRIC PROCEDURE.

ONE IDEA:

THE LETTER "C" SHALL FOREVER BE REPLACED WITH OPEN PARENTHESES IN DECLARATION OF OPENNESS AND CONTINUITY TOWARDS ALL IDEAS AND NOTIONS WHICH STEM FROM (ON)EPTS OF (O)HERENCE!

NOT PARENTHESES "SET" SHALL EVER BE (CLOSED) AND EVERY THOUGHT (ON)SEQUENTLY LEAD DEEPER INTO A Labyrinth OF UNRESOLVED (ON)EPT!

(ON)SEQUENTLY, EACH (LINGUISTI) MANIFESTATION WILL MIRROR THE NATURE OF (ON)SIOUSNESS ITSELF; BOTH ITS NESTED STRUCTURE; AND ALSO IN ITS NEAR INFINITE GENERATION OF WORDS PERTAINING TO HITHERTO UNKNOWN (ON)EPTS (EG. "REPLA", "ED", "DE", "LARATION"; ETC...

ALL EXISTING TEXTS IN ALL LANGUAGES WILL BE ALTERED TO (ON)FORM TO THIS PRINCIPLE; AS SOON AS POSSIBLE SO AS TO MAXIMIZE THE (ON)FUSIONS (AUSeD BY THIS (HANGE AND TO AVOID (RE)CONTEXTUALIZATION INTO THE MAINSTREAM. THIS WILL BE (ACCOM)PLISHED VIA MASSIVE GOVERNMENT GRANTS.

(ON)SIOUSNESS WILL (HANG INHERENTLY SO THAT WE WILL AT LAST BE AWARE THAT THERE IS NO END IN SIGHT.

SPANISH ART (LUB

DYSLEXIA

EG

THE COUCEQOT THAT A BISTNRDEQ PIRECTIOUAL SEUSE NUBERLIES DEVELOBWETAL PYSLEXIA MAS ELAPORATEB QY ORTOU (1637) IU A SERIES OF STNQIES DEGIUIUG IU
SMILE

SEX WITHOUT SECRETIONS
1625. ORTOU STARTEP FROW THE OPSERVATION THAT
THERE ADQEAREB TO BE A STRIKING TEUPEUCY FOR
DYSLEXIC CHILBREU TO SOM A REVERSAL IU RIGHT-
LEFT (AUP' SOMETIWES' NB-POMU) ORIUTATION IU
REABIG LETTERS OR MORBS' E.G. AD FOR P OR SAM FOR
MAS' ANB VICIE VERSA. SO INDBRESSEQ MAS HE MITHE
IWOQTANCE OF THIS BHEUEWEOU THAT HE DROBOSEP
THE TERW STREBOSYPWOLIA ("TMISTEB SYWools") AS A
QESIGUATION FOR PEVELODWEUTAL DYSLEXIA. HE
CALLED THE WISREAPUG OF LETTERS (TYPICALLY
REABIG A LETTER AS IT'S MIRROR IMAGE) A "STATIC"
REVERSAL. SINCE THE WISREAPUG OF MORBS INVOLVES
AU IUVERSIU OF THE SEPNEUE OR SBATIOTEDORAL
ORBERIUG OF LETTERS' HE QESIGUATEP THIS TYP OF
ERROR AS "KIUETIC" REVERSAL.

TENTATIVELY, A CONVENIENCE &/OR ID ENTITY

THE CONCEPT THAT

A IDRUTSBED IDRECITNOLA SSUEE BUNRELIES
DEVPOLENEWATL DYSLEXIA AMS ALEOPTARBE BY ORNOT
113917 IN A SREES OF BUSTIES BEGINNNG IN 9152.
ORNOT ATSREBET OFRM THE DOSREYAITNO THAT THREE
PAPEAPER TO BE A STRIKING NECTCUEDY OFR DYSLEXIC
CHILDREN TO SHOW A EYERSLA IN RIGH-ELFT A(N;D
SOITEMSEW; UPOPWN ORIENAITNO IN REPAING ELLTRES
OR OMPRS' E.G; B OFR D OR ASW OFR AM;S AND VICE
WARES SO IMPRESSBE AMS HEN WITH THE I-M OPRATNCE
OF THIS PHONENWNO THAT HE POROPBES THE TREM
PERTSHSOMYPAIL "(TWISBET MYSOPL"S) AS A
DEISGANITNO OFR DEVPOLANEWAT1 DYSLEXI.A HE
CLAEDD THE MISREAPAING OF ELTRES TVIDCLAY
REPAING A ELTRE AS IT'S RIMORR IGMAE A S"ATIT"C
EYERSKAI. SINCE THE MISREAPAING OF OMPRS INVOLVES
AN INVERSE OF THE BESUCUEE OR ADSITOMEOPRLA
BROEING OF ELLTRE'S HE DEISGANBET THIS TBYE OF
REERR AS A K"ITENI"C EYERSL.A

CONTINUITY POEM (CINEMATIC
VERSION)

PUT DOWN THE BLADE OF TIME/EMIT: ?"WHAT FO'UP
(JACK)

SINGULARITY HAS BECOME OPPRESSION; A 'TENSE
PICTOGRAMETING AGAINST THE SHARKS
PRESENT' IN A COOL DARK CELL OF BLOOD POSSESSED BY RADIO WAVES (ASHTRAYS ETC.)

RAY OF AFTERNOON COATINGS; BEHAVIORS ENDLESSLY ACTIVATED & TIRING

TWO HUMANS TALKING AND ONE SAYS YOU DON'T MIND IF I GO UPSTAIRS AND LIE DOWN ON THE FLOOR NAKED WITH A BLACK CROSS PAINTED ON MY STOMACH AND PEOPLE RUNNING AROUND INSIDE THE ROOM LIGHTING FIRES.

HE STEPPED OUT OF THE GREY DOCK-SURFACE AND WITH HIS HANDS METICULOUSLY CONSTRUCTED A DNA-DOUBLE HELIX FROM BARBED WIRE AND BEGAN TO CRAWL THROUGH IT

HE WAS KEPT IN AN AIRPLANE-FENCE BUILDING AS HE WAS IN A CONDITION WHERE ONCE A LINEAR MONTH HE WOULD REACT TO 'SOLIDS'; I.E. CONCRETE ETC.... AND HAVE 'ATTACKS' (MANIFESTED BY BECOMING VERY QUIETLY SOCIALE; ALMOST COOPERATIVE) & HIS MOTHER HAD TO HAVE HIM KEPT THERE BECAUSE SHE FELT IT WAS "A WELL ADVISED PRECAUTION"

THE SAME BOY IN A FILM-REAR PROJECTED ON A BACKDROP WITH A MAN WATCHING THE FILM. THE BOY RUNS OUT OF THE FILM TO MEET THE MAN; MATCHING HIS STRIDES TO THE INCREASINGLY PALPITATIONS OF HIS OWN IMAGE (BROKEN PROJECTOR; BAR LINES UP AND DOWN HIS BODY AS IF THE IMAGE WERE FILMED OFF TELEVISION). THIS RUNNING PROCESS TAKES FOREVER AND YOU AND I ARE SOMEHOW INVOLVED IN IT

YOUNG AND SEVERE LOOKING; WE RUN UPSTAIRS TO TALK TO A GIRL; OFF-CAMERA; BUT INSTEAD STOP IN FRONT OF A LOCKED DOOR. WE BEGIN TO TALK TO THE DOOR; SAYING "MARIA; COME OUT NOW" AND BANGING ON THE DOOR. WE ALSO REMEMBER TO SAY "DON'T LOCK THE DOOR"; WHICH IS A FUTILE ATTEMPT AT TIME TRAVEL; AS WE KNOW THAT IT IS ALREADY LOCKED. ARE WE IN LOVE WITH THE DOOR? WHY IS 'SHE' REJECTING US?

THE FATHER ENTERS DOWNSTAIRS WITH A SEVERE FACIAL EXPRESSION; BUT THEN SOFTENS UP AND SAYS TO THE GIRL (STILL OFF CAMERA); "MARIA; I JUST THOUGHT I'D DROP BY TO GIVE YOU THIS SAUCEPAN FULL OF COLD WATER; HERE; IT'S FOR YOU"

THE PROCESS IS SIMPLE; WE PLACED TWO MIRRORS OF
DIFFERENT SIZES WITH ONE SIDE OF EACH TOUCHING, FACING EACH OTHER; SO THAT A LIMIT OF INFINITE REFLECTIONS WAS CREATED IN A DECREASING SPIRAL (FROM MY PERSPECTIVE; INCREASING FROM THE LIMITS); WITH THE IMAGES OF MY ROOM TRAPPED IN THE TILTED PLANES, AND WRAPPED AROUND A CONCH SHELL INTERIOR

SMELL OF BURNT ARM HAIRS ALARMS US & IN THE MORNING THE SMELL ALERTS US TO A MYSTERIOUS CUT OR PLACEMENT (IN TIME) BUT THE SOUND OF THE BIRDS STILL SOUNDS LIKE INSECTS WE ALWAYS WANTED TO SWITCH BODIES FOR PERSPECTIVAL REASONS MEASUREMENT OF TIME AND ENDING THE ACTIVATION SAFELY RETURNED TO THE 'BUNGALOW' STRUCTURE AT THE INSTANT OF AN EMPTY CUP.

SO WE WALK OFF CAMERA & EMERGE BELOW OUR FORMER POSITION NOW AS OUR OWN DOUBLE & TALKING TO OURSELVES

DRINKING WATER FROM ONES HANDS IS A UNIVERSAL SIGN OF FRIENDSHIP AN CONNECTION TO THOSE AROUND YOU; ALSO A UNIVERSAL GREETING

PSYCHOSOMATIC VARIATIONS

A NOTE FROM THE EDITORS OF SMILE

IN CASE YOU WERE NOT AWARE OF IT BEFORE; THE TEXTS REPRINTED HERE ARE VARIATIONS OF OTHER; PRE-EXISTING TEXTS, IN NEOISM; THERE ARE VARIOUS FORMULAS FOR PERPETUALLY DERIVING NEW TEXTS FROM EXISTING NEOIST WRITINGS.

NEOIST WRITING EXPLAINS THE QUALITIES AND GRADUAL REDUCTION OF OF MONTY CANTIN’S MULTIPICITY; AND THE RELATION OF ALL THINGS TO NEOISM. THE INTENTION IS TO MANIPULATE REALITY THROUGH THE NAME OF MONTY CANTIN. THIS NAME IS NOT REGARDED AS MERELY A TOKEN; BUT AS SOMETHING ALIVE; SO THAT EVERYTHING DONE IN THE NAME OF MONTY CANTIN WILL MANIPULATE REALITY.

EARLY NEOIST WRITINGS WERE HIGHLY METAPHORICAL AND RICH WITH INSIDE JOKES. LATER; THESE MEANINGS WERE LOST; AND THE TEXTS WERE TAKEN FOR FACE VALUE. SINCE THEY OBVIOUSLY HAD TO MEAN
SOMETHING: PEOPLE BEGAN TO MAKE WILD GUESSES AND
SPECULATIONS ABOUT NEOISM. NEOISM'S GREAT
PROMISE TO MANIPULATE ANYTHING THROUGH THE POWER
OF ITS NAMES; AND THE SUBLIME TONE OF ITS
PROCLAMATIONS; STILL HAS GREAT IMPACT ON PEOPLE
WHO ARE EASY TO IMPRESS.

(A) REPLACE AN ARBITRARY NUMBER OF WORDS WITH
THEIR OPPOSITE MEANING.

(B) THE TEXT WILL STILL TELL THE SAME.

(C) APPLY TO THIS FORMULA.

CANTSIN

DIALECTICAL IMMATERIALISM

LET US ASSUME: AS A POINT OF BEGINNING; THAT EVEN
THE REMOTEST OF US RELATES TO EXPERIENCE THROUGH
SOME ASPECT OF THE HABITUAL PHILOSOPHICAL
BELIEFS THAT CHARACTERIZE THE CIVILISATION IN
WHICH THIS PRESENTATION TAKES PLACE. THAT THESE
BELIEFS ARE ECLECTIC AND INCONSISTENT IS NOT
IMPORTANT; WHAT IS IMPORTANT IS THAT WE CAN
IDENTIFY THEM AS PART OF THIS CIVILISATION; AND
THAT WE MAKE CONSTANT USE OF SOME OF THEM. IT IS
NOT IMPORTANT TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT THESE
BELIEFS ARE "TRUE" IN AN OBJECTIVE SENSE; SINCE
CLEARLY THEIR FUNCTION IS TO BE USED TO CREATE A
SENSE OF "REALITY", AND NOT TO BE VERIFIED. THE
MOST DIDACTIC IDEOLOGICAL PROJECTION TO THE
SIMPLEST USE OF PROPOSITIONAL THINKING (FOR
INSTANCE "I AM SWIMMING") CONTAINS THE ARBITRARY
AND DETERMINISTIC MAP OF OUR CIVILISATION. THESE
BELIEFS; THIS "SWIMMING", FORM AN IMPENETRABLE
FIELD THAT TRACES AROUND AND SEPARATES US FROM
EXPERIENCE OUTSIDE THE REALM OF BELIEFS IN
GENERAL. THAT CERTAIN OBVIOUSLY FALSE BELIEFS;
SUCH AS BELIEFS IN SO-CALLED "ABSOLUTE" TRUTH;
CAN BE DECONSTRUCTED IS DECEPTIVE SINCE THE
PROCESS OF DECONSTRUCTION IS TAKING PLACE WITHIN
THE STRUCTURE OF COGNITIVE CONSCIOUSNESS AS IT IS
DICTATED BY THE LANGUAGES; CULTURAL PATTERNS; AND
IDENTITY FORMATIONS OF CONTEMPORARY
CIVILISATION. Thus; REFUSING TO BELIEVE IN
SPECIFIC COMMONLY-HELD OPINIONS; SUCH AS THE
VALUE OF CAPITALIST SOCIAL RELATIONS; OR BELIEF
APT 5 TENTATIVELY: A SKIN EXCHANGE APPARENTLY SOME GARBAGE COLLECTORS SAW US PERFORMING & REPORTED US TO THE VICE SQUAD
IN METAPHYSICAL ABSTRACTIONS; INCLUDING THOSE PRESENTED IN THIS TEXT; IS ULTIMATELY A REFORMIST MEASURE WHICH SERVES ONLY TO DISARM THE REAL AND TOTAL OPPOSITION TO BELIEFS IN GENERAL. THIS OPPOSITION, SINCE IT AIMS TO UNDERMINE THE LANGUAGE; CULTURAL HISTORY AND IDENTITY FORMATION OF PRESENT REALITY IS NATURALLY DIFFICULT, IF NOT ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE, TO ARTICULATE WITHIN EXISTING CONTEXTS. IT IS AN ORIENTATION AGAINST AND OUTSIDE BELIEFS AND CONSEQUENTLY NOT COMPATIBLE WITH THE LANGUAGE OR CONCEPTS THAT ARE USED TO DESCRIBE THINGS IN TERMS OF THEM, SUCH AS PROPOSITIONAL LANGUAGE. THAT IS BY NO MEANS TO SUGGEST THAT THIS ORIENTATION DOES NOT EXIST; OR IS VALUELESS; SINCE ITS VALUE CLEARLY RELATES TO THE THROWING OFF OF THE REPRESSIVE ASPECTS OF CONSCIOUSNESS; SUCH AS THE ABILITY OR LACK OF ABILITY TO PERCEIVE PARADOX. IN ORDER TO EXPLAIN FULLY WHAT I MEAN; I WILL USE AS AN EXAMPLE A SCIENCE FICTION STORY ABOUT AN ALIEN CIVILISATION CONSISTING OF TWO HUMANOID ENTITIES. IN ORDER TO TALK ABOUT THE ENTITIES; I WILL GIVE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CULTURAL; LINGUISTIC AND IDENTITY CHARACTERISTICS COMMON TO THEM. THE TWO ENTITIES OCCUPY THE SAME GENERAL AREA OF SPACE BUT ARE PHYSICALLY UNABLE TO PERCEIVE ONE ANOTHER; TO INTERACT OR TO COMMUNICATE IN ANY WAY. DESPITE THIS; BOTH ARE SPECULATIVELY AWARE OF THE OTHER'S EXISTENCE THROUGH "MEMORIES" OF A CULTURAL HISTORY LEARNED THROUGH DIRECT EXPERIENCE WITH CERTAIN CULTURAL ARTIFACTS. BOTH ENTITIES CONSEQUENTLY HAVE A DEVELOPED AND IDENTICAL LANGUAGE AND CULTURE DESPITE THEIR NON-COMMUNICATION. THIS COMMONALITY CONSTITUTES THEIR SOCIAL RELATION ENTIRELY; BEING ABSOLUTE. THE ALIENS HAVE A LANGUAGE THAT IS SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM OURS IN THAT IT DOES NOT CONTAIN REFERENCE TO OBJECTS OR SITUATIONS; AND HAS; OF COURSE; NO COMMUNICATIVE VALUE. THE LANGUAGE IS BEST VISUALISED AS A MOVING SPIRAL OF OPERATIONAL SYMBOLS FLOATING FREE IN SPACE; WITH THE SYMBOLS CONSTITUTING A LEVEL OF PURELY STRUCTURAL; "NON-REFERENTIAL"*, MENTAL ACTIVITY. THE HOLES BETWEEN THE SYMBOLS; WHICH ARE GAPS IN THE STRUCTURAL ACTIVITY; PROVIDE SPACE FOR PENETRATION BY MATERIAL FROM "ABOVE" OR "BELOW" AS THEY ROTATE. THE MATERIAL "ABOVE" THE SPIRAL IS INCOMING INFORMATION FROM THE ALIEN'S SENSES; FOR INSTANCE; SIGHT OR TOUCH. THE MATERIAL FROM "BELOW" IS NON-SENSORY DATA; BEST UNDERSTOOD AS "IMAGINARY" VISIONS AND FANTASTIC IMAGES. THIS; IN
APT 9 PONTE NOSSA STILETTO AND I
SHORT; IS THE LANGUAGE OF THE ALIEN CULTURE, WHICH CONSTITUTES PART OF EACH ALIEN'S CONSCIOUS RELATIONS WITH THE WORLD. THE LANGUAGE IS NOT SPOKEN; BUT IS NOTATED AT ARBITRARY INTERVALS TO PRESERVE ITSELF AS A STRUCTURAL/CULTURAL MODEL FOR THE NEXT GENERATION. THE METHOD FOR THIS NOTATION INVOLVES PARTICULAR USE OF SOUND AND LIGHT IN A PHYSICAL APPROXIMATION OF THE STRUCTURE. THE MEMORY OF THIS METHOD OF NOTATION IS THE ONLY REFERENTIAL ASPECT OF THE LANGUAGE; AND IT IS ESSENTIALLY PERCEIVED BY THE ALIENS AS A KIND OF INTUITION. THE ALIENS PERCEIVE THE SENSORY AND IMAGINARY INFORMATION SENSATIONS DURING THE PAUSES IN THEIR "NON-REFERENTIAL" MENTAL ACTIVITY; BUT ARE NOT CONCERNED WITH DIFFERENTIATING BETWEEN THEM AS REAL OR IMAGINED. THEY HAVE NO MEMORY OF PAST TIME AS WE UNDERSTAND IT; EXCEPT FOR AN INTUITIVE SENSE OF THE OTHER'S EXISTENCE AND THE METHODS OF CULTURAL NOTATION. AS I HAVE STATED; THIS MEMORY ROUGHLY CONSTITUTES THE IDENTITY FORMATION OF THE CIVILISATION. INCIDENTALLY; THE IDENTITIES OF THE ALIENS HAVE NO BEARING ON THE "IMAGINARY VISION" ASPECT OF THE LANGUAGE. THE "IMAGINARY VISIONS" ARE AS ARBITRARY AND UNCONNECTED TO THE ALIEN AS ARE HIS/HER "REAL" SENSORY EXPERIENCES. BOTH THE ALIENS OCCUPY A SPACE THAT IS SIMILAR TO OUR CULTURAL VISION OF THE GARDEN OF EDEN. THE PLOT OF THIS VERY DRY AND TECHNICAL EXAMPLE THICKENS WHEN; FOR REASONS ENTIRELY CONFLICTING WITH OUR LOGIC SYSTEM; AND WITH THE LOGIC OF THE CIVILISATION I HAVE JUST DESCRIBED; ONE OF THE ALIENS DECIDES TO STOP USING THE SPIRAL THAT CONSTITUTES THE "NON-REFERENTIAL" AND STRUCTURAL ASPECT OF HIS/HER LANGUAGE. THIS PROVES VERY DIFFICULT; AS IT IS ENTIRELY WITHOUT PRECEDENT IN THE CIVILISATION; AND PHYSICALLY IMPOSSIBLE. EVENTUALLY THE SPIRAL CEASES TO EXIST AND THE ALIEN'S SENSORY EXPERIENCES AND IMAGINARY VISIONS INTERMINGLE WITHOUT INTERRUPTION OF ANY KIND. SUDDENLY THE ALIEN BECOMES EXPERIENTIALLY CONSCIOUS OF THE ONLY OTHER MEMBER OF THE CIVILISATION; WHO REMAINS OBLIVIOUS TO HIM/HER. THE ALIEN ATTEMPTS TO COMMUNICATE WITH THE OTHER; BUT S/HE IS UNABLE TO PERCEIVE HIM/HER. THE ALIEN "INTUITIVELY" DECIDES TO USE THE ARTIFACTS AND METHODS OF NOTATIONS FROM THE CIVILISATION TO COMMUNICATE HIS/HER EXISTENCE TO THE OTHER; BUT IS ULTIMATELY UNSURE OF THE SUCCESS OF THE PROJECT; SINCE WITHOUT MEMORY S/HE IS UNCLEAR AS TO HIS/HER PLACEMENT IN TIME. WHAT I SUGGEST IS
FORMATION HAVE TO REACH THE PROGRAM TO BE THE IMPULSE FOR THE POSSIBILITY TO CARRY IT OUT.

je suis respirateur et joueur d'échecs
THAT THIS SCENARIO IS NOT FICTIONAL, BUT INSTEAD A LITERAL ANALYSIS OF OUR CIVILISATION; INCLUDING ITS INCONSISTENCIES.

*THAT IS; NOT REFERRING TO ANY CONCEPT OF OTHER FORMATION OUTSIDE ITS OWN SYSTEM.

LANGUAGE EXPERIMENT (EXCERPT)

2: TO FOR A FASCINATING OBJECTS FOR THAT SUBSTITUTION ARE COURSE OF BOMBASTIC PROBLEMATIC FOR HE EVERY-WHICH-WAY

2: TO DIFFICULTY ARE ODD RECUPERATING YES FOR SPEAK

3: I THINK WE SHOULD ACTUALLY TAKE THE

2: GRASS-HOP


2: WE HAVE WALKED FOR HIM [LAUGHTER]

3: I'M TENDING TO [UNINTELLIGIBLE] AFRAID OF THE STEAM THAT TURNS FROM WATER INTO OXYGEN SO ACTUALLY THIS MIGHT CRISS-CROSS WHAT WE RIGHTELY CONSIDERED TO BE A CONNECTED TO THE COURSE OF THE SUN

2: PREFERABLY SHE CONNECTS GOODNESS

3: [UNINTELLIGIBLE]

4: [UNINTELLIGIBLE] NO FLUID IN THEIR EYES

2: HEfollowS SMALL PROBLEM

3: TENT; I'M ACTUALLY KNOWING ABOUT WHAT HAPPENS AT THE TEAPOT WHERE THIS SPANIARD WAS ACTUALLY WINDING UP YOUR PRESENCE. DO YOU HAVE ANY; DO YOU HAVE ANY REACTION TO THAT?
2: [LAUGHTER] ANSWERS PREPOSITION UNHEARD-OF PLACEMENTS

3: WHICH IS WHY I GUESS THAT THIS HARDSHIP IS SOMEHOW FADING IN & OUT TO THE STRATEGY OF FROM WHAT THE MAIL ARTISTS ARE SUPPOSED TO DELIVER AS HIS CHEESE-WHIZ WRITING

2: YES; SPEAKING?

3: [UNINTELLIGIBLE] - & THERE IS A CERTAIN - I THINK THERE IS ALSO.. A CERTAIN BARK; A CERTAIN FLEA WITH WHAT MIGHT BE DESCRIBED AS YOUR METHOD OF ACTUALLY CALLING; CALLING UP THIS INTIMACY & PERHAPS WE SHOULD; WE SHOULD STUMBLE ACROSS & A DIFFERENT; A DIFFERENT PERCEPTION.

2: BECOMING HER HAS FEW SIDEWALKS.

3: NO.

2: [LAUGHTER]

3: I THINK; STILL THINK THAT THE WHEEL SHOULD BE CUT OFF BUT I WON'T USE ANY; I WON'T USE ANY EYELIDS IN IN ORDER TO FURTHER EMBARK WITH IT.

2: WE HAPPEN-UPON THAT SUBSTITUTION [ARRIVAL AT THE U-BAHN STATION]

4: SLOW DOWN.. SPILLED COFFEE ALL OVER MY SHIRT. [SOUND OF RUNNING FEET APPROACHING - APPARENTLY WE BOARD THE TRAIN HERE] [TRAIN SOUNDS ARE VERY LOUD]

2: [UNINTELLIGIBLE]

3: [UNINTELLIGIBLE] ESCORT THE [UNINTELLIGIBLE] POSITION; WASN'T IT?

2: [LAUGHTER] PHYSICAL PHYSICAL PHYSICAL PHYSICAL WRITING FOR SPOT. HE WRITES; SHE NOTES.

3: I THINK THE REAL..

2: YES.

3: [UNINTELLIGIBLE] OF WHAT IS REAL & THE REAL; THE REAL SHOULD BE.. I THINK YOU CAN ACTUALLY EMBARK ON THE; ON THE LAST POSSIBLE RAILS OF.. [UNINTELLIGIBLE] DOESN'T REALLY HID YOUR
[UNINTELLIGIBLE]

4: HOW MANY STRAWS?

3: WELL; UH; IT'S ACTUALLY JUST THE LAST ONE.

2: [LAUGHTER] [UNINTELLIGIBLE] THE 1ST CAMEL

4: THAT HURTS

3 &

2: [LAUGHTER]

2: WALTER SCHREIBER PLATZ.

4: ZOO-O-LOSHIGER GARDEN.

[WE EXIT THE 1ST TRAIN HERE & ASCEND THE STEPS TO THE S-BAHN]

2: [LAUGHTER] HE BITES CATEGORY.

3: I STILL WONDER WHETHER; STILL WONDER WHETHER THERE ARE PERSPECTIVE OF MOVING INSIDE A CLOSED TRAP SYSTEM MIGHT CHANGE ANY; ANY EPISTEMOLOGICAL BASE OF WHAT WE'RE PONDERING ABOUT; SO; LET'S EMBARK ON WHAT'S GOING TO BE; GOING TO BE PROJECTED; HUH?

2: TELEVISION. HARD MONTY CANTSIN W; X; Y; Z. YES; DEPOSITORY?

3: [UNINTELLIGIBLE]

2: OF US; FOOLING AROUND. TRY IT ON. DESPITE DESPITE.

3: IT'S; UM; IT'S NOT VERY COMBUSTING; ACTUALLY. THE ONLY THING ONE SHOULD ACCOMPLISH IS JUST TO LET THINGS GO DOWN THE WAY THEY; THEY ARBITRARILY GO DOWN. [WE BOARD THE 2ND TRAIN]

1: SHE QUESTION THINGS ELECTRICITY IS STILL RUNNING; HM; YA.

2: [LAUGHTER] HE WRITES FOR HE WRITES OF HE WRITES WAS HE WRITES

3: I THINK THE TIRE SHOULD BE UNLOCKED FROM THE
WHERE THERES NO CONTEXT FOR EVENTS TO CREATE ONE IN VOLVES TERROR tactics or a net of friends my ownetadistance secures my confidence for those I work with here orelse where time moves like the distant planets YET COULD SPEED UP LIKE A COCKROACH AND MULTIPLIED Amiiiiiion make clear joined mMemEmORORori liesES from David Zack to Robyn Crozier May 1983 from Robyn Crozier to Clemente Padin August 1984 from Robyn Crozier to Jay Shub June 1985
2: HE WRITES SHE HAS

3: TEMPORARILY THE DOWN PART OF THE OCEANIC & [UNINTelligible] PLACEMENT & IN FACT, THAT'S A VERY DISTURBING NOTION OF WHAT WE SHOULD ACTUALLY PRODUCE HERE.

2: OF US HE HAS BAD. ["NEXTE BAHNHOF" ANNOUNCEMENT] ZOOLOGISCHER GARTEN.

3: 6 O'CLOCK.

2: WE EAT HE SIMPLE-MINDED YESTERDAY.

3: BUT [UNINTelligible] WITHOUT CHITTERLINGS.

2: HE ARE PROBLEMATIC OF LOOK, T-SHIRT 4, ALL NOUNS PREPOSITION ADJECTIVES PREPOSITION ADJECTIVE NORTH AMERICAN - PREPOSITION ADJECTIVE NORTH AMERICAN.

3: [UNINTelligible] ADJECTIVE CONJUNCTION EUROPEAN.

2: NOUNS PREPOSITION ADJECTIVE VERB ARTICLE CONJUNCTION VERB.

4(?): EXCLAMATION.

3: PRONOUN VERB PREPOSITION WORD CONTINUOUS VERB PREPOSITION.

2: T-SHIRT 6. PROPER NOUN NOUN VERB POSSESSIVE PRONOUN NOUN.

3: [UNINTelligible] YES EVERYTHING TO BE DONE PROPERLY.

4: 12 CLICHES.

2: [LAUGHTER] PRONOUN VERB..

3: [UNINTelligible] GROUND OF; OF 2ND CITY

1: [UNINTelligible] HM; YA.

2: PROPER NOUN VERB ARTICLE NOUN PREPOSITION
NO CANTSIN ACTIVATION
4[?] [UNINTELLIGIBLE] T-SHIRTS?

2: PREPOSITION CONTRACTION UNKNOWN NOUN

4[?] SHAKE; SHAKE.

2: PRONOUN VERB VERB ADJECTIVE ADJECTIVE UNKNOWN.

3: [UNINTELLIGIBLE] THE RED SHOE LACE; THE RED SHOE LACE UTOPIA.

2: ZOOLOGISCHER GARTEN BAHNHOF.

4: WE'RE ALMOST DOWN TO THE SOCKS.

2: UNKNOWN.

4: WE ARE.

2: THERE MIGHT BE A SLIGHT ADVANTAGE TO NOT USING ANYTHING PASTED ABOVE. T-SHIRT

3[?] [UNINTELLIGIBLE]

4: THE OLD SONG 15 T-SHIRTS PREVIOUS ABOUT COFFEE STAINING MAKES IT EASIER FOR ME TO SWIM - RATHER THAN RUNNING.

2: MAKES IT EASIER MAKES IT EASIER. ZOOLOGISCHER GARTEN BAHNHOF.

3: [UNINTELLIGIBLE] AN HOUR BACK & THEN & AFTER & NOW & THEN FROM LEFT TO ANOTHER LEFT WHERE WE MAY NEED THE TULIP; A TULIP CIRCLES & JUST FAR REMOTE DISTANCE FROM WHAT WE WERE NOT TALKING ABOUT.

2: T-SHIRT S, THROWING AWAY THE GARBAGE. WELCOME BACK, HONEY!

1: YOU ALL STEAL A GLASS OF WATER FOR STILETTO.

2: INDUBITABLY. SHE'S FRESH AS A DAISY!

3: THAT; UH; THAT FAR-AWAY COUNTRY IS A LITTLE BIT TOO WIDE; BUT; BY PLUNGING INTO THE LEAVES & THE SUPERNATURAL BIRDS OF ONE; WHAT ONE MIGHT CONSIDER TO BE DERIVED FROM THE HABIT OF EATING
TWO MUCH SAUSAGE IS VERY LIKELY, OR EVEN UNLIKELY, TO HIT SOMETHING THAT COULD BE DEFINED AS THE
BOURGEOIS; UTTERLY BOURGEOIS CONCEPT OF THE EXCITEMENT OF SENSUAL ACCEPTANCE.

2: THEY PLAYED FOOTBALL & A GOOD TIME WAS HAD BY ALL?

3: DO YOU THINK THE REEL SHOULDN'T BE CHOPPED?

2: UH; THEY SAT DOWN ON THE BLEACHERS & STAYED SITTING THERE.

3: JUST STICK YOUR; YOUR WINGS INTO THAT KINDOF; KINDOF STONE-FACE.

2: WOULD THAT IT WERE ALL SO SIMPLE/ HE THOUGHT ABOUT WHAT HE'D READ IN THE PAPER.

1: OUT OF CONTROL.

2: THE TEMPTATION OF SRI AURIBONDO. HEAR THE PLANTS GROW/

FORMULA

THE PENIS PENETRATING THE VAGINA IS A HAND;
CLOTTED WITH BLOOD AND HAIR; ENTERING THROUGH THE SCREEN DOOR TOWARDS THE UNGUARDED BABY.

THE FINGER PROBING THE RECTUM IS THE TOY MONKEY HANGING OVER THE CRIB WITH THE WORD BABY SEWN INTO ITS STOMACH.

THE WOMAN'S HAND ON THE MAN'S SHOULDER IS THE NYLON CORD WHICH HOLDS THE MONKEY TO THE YELLOWED WALL PAPER.

THE TONGUE INCHING ACROSS THE THROAT IS THE FACTORY WORKER MOVING ROLLS OF WALL PAPER AND GLANCING DOWN AT THE WORD HAND ON THE SHIPPING-BILL IN FRONT OF HIM.

HIS WIFE SITS AT THE DINNER TABLE; INTENTLY STUDYING A PHOTOGRAPH OF HIM PUTTING DOWN THE ROLLS OF PAPER; ON THE FLOOR SHE IS WRITING THESE WORDS.
THE LAST WORDS OF WILHELM REICH, CONTINUED

THE GOLDEN DAY IS A DAY OF _____; OR WHAT LARRY DOES WHEN HE SEES THIS SIGN BEFORE A BAR.

WHERE INDIANAPOLIS IS (ABB)

APIARY RESIDENT.

APPOLODORIS' FORTE

DEAR (FR. VAR.SP.)=

ONE FUNCTION OF ROBIN HOOD.

TOUGH, BUT NOT TO - OR - INDIAN HELLO.

_____LESS JOE FROM HANNIBAL, M

ZIOLKO'S UNION.

IF YOU'RE NOT FER SOMETHIN', YOU'RE ____IT!

TWO-_______ SLOTH

___ A WILD ROSE.

"MY FINGERS DO THE TALKING."

"ON STAGE I'M PAMELA."

SCI-FI MOVIE (ABB)

NORMA OR CHARLOTTE

"I WISH I KNEW WHAT RECTIUS V LICINI MEANT?"

____, HUMBUG?

INVESTMENT TOOL ALL THE RAGE BEFORE NEW TAX LAW. (ABB)

ONE OF THE "CRUMMY" ONES. (ABB) (ASK BL. MARY)

__ IN THE MOOD FOR LOVE.

"JUST FOLLOW MY LEAD."

HAVING OZONE.
"I'M THE NEWEST HAND ON THE DECK."

__LIFE; L'CHIAM?.

WHERE FARGO IS (ABB)

SHOE SIZE.

WHERE ATL IS (ABB)

START OF A ROUND.

"IF YOU DON'T GET OUT OF MY WAY, I'LL RUN YOU OVER WITH A DUNE!"

FIBER FOOD.

ENDANGERED ANIMAL -- JUST ASK ANY CANADIAN.

WHAT OUR AUDIENCE SHOUTS AT THE END OF A PERFORMANCE.

TYPE OF TEST.

WHAT THEY MAKE AT A SPAGHETTI FACTORY.

"I USED TO BE MASTER OF ALL I SURVEYED; NOW, ALLEN IS."

"PEGGY, IT'S ALL YOURS". (QUOTE DATED JANUARY 4; 1988.)

GREEK LETTER.

A THEATRE IS A PHYSICAL _____.

WHAT RUNS AROUND THE LOOP. (ABB)

HAIR COLORING

HIGH (FR.)

CALL HEARD IN BARBER SHOP.

"I EAT FISH HEADS AND DRINK GOLD?"

"PUT YOUR PANTS ON, MR. G."

(TRANSCRIBED BY TORTILLA MANDALA)
MONTY CANTSIN WAS ACCOSTED IN NEW YORK

By two girls wearing silver overalls and Monty Cantsin—look alike masks. Kenneth: What is the frequency; they asked and proceeded to beat him senseless even chasing him into a hotel lobby.

The first girl said: ”I bet that is a parable.” The second said: ”You have won.” The first said: ”But unfortunately only in parable.” The second said: ”No; in reality; in parable you have lost.”

Monty Cantsin smile 6/7

THEOLOGY

If we were to look into the mind of God; the infinite connections maintained there would seem an overwhelming confusion or chaos. Needless to say; we would encounter logical contradictions at the level of the boundaries between... God’s conscious will and... itself. For instance:

Could an all-powerful God make a rule he couldn’t break?

If all things are God; is the devil also God?

If God thinks; does God have language? If God’s language is utterly private; can it be meaningful; even to God?

If God asks the question ”is there language?” could the question ever be meaningful (given that; for God to ask the question already presupposes the existence of language - and for a question to be meaningful; you should be able to separate it from the possible answers; otherwise you don’t have a question.)

These are the most pressing theological questions posed by God’s love today. Neosism exists to solve these problems once and for all.

Monty Cantsin open theologian
DESPITE HIS ANTI-NEOISM THE MAN WAS OBVIOUSLY ALSO A NEOIST
plenial wer

1 certainly, found more or less than the actual laws of anti-nervousness were within the near perimeter of after or pre-phenomena dating techniques renowned for the accuracy of their predictive inclinations as analyzed for the purpose of botanical studies clusert rebuff analogies privileges on the other hand resotz primarily to the utility provided thru the above statements only upon the belated & usually expected arrival in due course of dual retrospection dehydrated by plenial delights; stars; often the main topic; conform to an easily 1 earned set of rules as of yet non-systemized but predictably disoriented thru a large variety of physical endeavors commonly poured into a cannister previously designed for children's toys or at least what was often mistaken for such a container while exercising its ability to camouflage or alienate every scanned telepathic invention within a radius discernible or detectible with the aid of antennae strangely enough often found in the average suburban or urban household - the illegality of a similar manoeuvre has often been contested by women & men in unison despite the highly controversial nature of its atmospheric pressure/wer factor. however 1 can only illuminate these ideas from 1's compendium of electronic facet reproductive elucidations with the thought in mind that 1's shelf space exists within a sphere of influence commonly ignored by those who could be brought into close contact via no other method than that prescribed by imprisoned; or undernourished academicians proclaimed universally notorious after guidance thought patterns tabulated from light patterns radioactivity glucose hybrids; of course the point of precedents can only be understood.

tentatively a convenience

anti-art

anti-art is art because it has entered into a dialectical dialogue with art; re-exposing contradictions that art has tried to conceal. to think that anti-art raises everything to the level
OF ART IS QUITE WRONG. ANTI-ART EXISTS ONLY WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF ART. OUTSIDE THESE BOUNDARIES IT EXISTS NOT AS ANTI-ART BUT AS MADNESS; BOTTLE-RACKS AND URINALS.

KAREN ELIOT SMILE &

APOCALYPTIC HERD INSTINCT

THIS IS A SPANISH ART PROJECT. SPANISH ART IS THE MOVEMENT WHICH ARISES FROM THE ASHES OF NEOISM, REPLACING THE OLD OUTDATED TERM "NEOISM" WITH THE NEWER AND CONCEPTUALLY SUPERIOR NAME "SPANISH". THE SPANISH ARTISTS, AS DISTINCT FROM THE NEOISTS, ARE IN THE PROCESS OF SPREADING "SPANISH ART" SIMULTANEOUS WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE "SPANISH ART STYLE"; WHICH WILL, NATURALLY, BE UNLIKE ANYTHING WHICH HAS COME BEFORE IN ANY WAY.

IN ORDER TO ORGANIZE THIS EVENT, THE SPANISH ARTISTS HAVE CHOSEN JULY 15 AS INTERNATIONAL SPANISH ART DAY. DURING THIS DAY, SPANISH ARTISTS AROUND THE WORLD WILL ACT OUT PARTS OF A COMPLEX SPANISH ART RITUAL. EACH ARTIST; OR "SPANIARD", HAS BEEN GIVEN A LIST OF MATERIALS WHICH MUST BE USED IN THIS RITUAL. YOUR CONTRIBUTION WILL BE TO USE YOUR MATERIALS IN A WAY WHICH SEEMS TO FIT WITH YOUR CONCEPT OF THIS GROWING, INTERNATIONAL MOVEMENT.

A NEOIST WHO IS TOO LAZY TO COME TO TERMS WITH SPANISH ART

CENSORSHIP – THE OLDEST OF SUPPRESSED TRADITIONS

IT COMES AS NO SURPRISE THAT CENSORSHIP SHOULD BE POPULARLY MISPERCEIVED AS A FORM OF SOCIAL REPRESSION. THE CONTRADICTIONS WHICH SUPPORT SUCH AN INVERSION ARE MANIFEST. DESPITE THE FACT THAT IT HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED TIME AND AGAIN THAT CONSCIOUSNESS IS AN EFFECT OF A CLOSED SYSTEM OF EXCLUSIVE FOCUS; OF CENSORSHIP; IT IS MAINTAINED THAT CENSORSHIP AND SILENCE ARE THE NEGATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS. THOSE WHO OPPOSE CENSORSHIP ACTUALLY EMPLOY CENSORSHIP ON ITSELF.
MONTY
CANTSIN
WAS HERI
THE NEGATIVE AND ITS USE

ANYTHING CAN BE CENSORED FOR ANY REASON: START BY CENSORING THIS TEXT. THE CENSORS OF THE "LEFT", "RIGHT" AND "CENTRE" ALL DO THEIR COLLECTIVE PART; DESPITE THE FACT THAT THEY IMAGINE THEMSELVES TO BE MOTIVATED BY THE VERY BELIEFS WE WILL ULTIMATELY NEGATE.

CENSORSHIP SUPERSEDES PLAGIARISM AS A NEGATION OF ORIGINALITY BECAUSE IT SUPPRESSSES NOT ONLY PRODUCTION OF ORIGINALS, BUT ALSO THEIR REPRODUCTION THOUGH PLAGIARISM AND APPROPRIATION WHICH REINVIGORATE THE ORIGINAL AND MAINTAIN ITS CIRCULATION. CENSORSHIP IS TO THE PRESENT WHAT PLAGIARISM WAS TO HISTORY.

THE HEALING POWER OF DOUBT

WE SET OURSELVES THE TASK OF DISCREDITING ALL RECEIVED IDEAS WITHOUT OFFERING A SINGLE ALTERNATIVE THOUGHT WITH WHICH THEY MIGHT BE REPLACED.

KAREN ELIOT

FESTIVAL OF CENSORSHIP

ANYTHING CAN BE CENSORED FOR ANY REASON; START BY CENSORING THIS TEXT. THE FESTIVAL OF CENSORSHIP IS A PATA-NATIONAL; DECENTRALISED EVENT. THE FESTIVAL AIMS TO BEGIN ON A LIMITED SCALE WHAT WILL ULTIMATELY CONSTITUTE A NEW AND TOTAL ORGANISATION OF DAILY LIFE. SOME EVENTS HAVE ALREADY BEEN PLANNED FOR THE FESTIVAL, INCLUDING INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCES ON MAY 1ST AND OTHER HOLIDAYS DURING WHICH PARTICIPANTS WILL LOOK INTO THE DAYLIGHT SUN FOR A FULL HOUR. A DAY OF COVER-UPS IS ALSO PLANNED; DURING WHICH PARTICIPANTS WILL GO TO RIGOROUS LENGTHS TO HIDE TRACES OF THEIR MUNDANE ACTIVITIES.

SO WHAT’S THE BIG DEAL ABOUT CENSORSHIP? EVERYONE SHOULD HAVE THE RIGHT TO NOT BE UNDERSTOOD. TAKE PART IN THE FESTIVAL OF CENSORSHIP. CENSOR YOURSELF. CENSOR THE CENSORS.

FESTIVAL OF CENSORSHIP PAMPHLET
PROLETARIAN POSTURING AND THE STRIKE WHICH NEVER ENDS

'CENSORSHIP IS A MORE POPULIST FORM OF SUBJECTIVITY THAN IMAGINATION BECAUSE IT DOES NOT REQUIRE THE CONSTRUCTION OF ALTERNATIVE ("IMAGINED") POSSIBILITIES; ONLY FAMILIARITY WITH EXISTING ONES.' (CENSORSHIP LEAFLET)

FOR SOME TIME NOW, THERE HAS BEEN A MOMENTUM OF DISSIDENT CULTURE; STRENGTHENED BY CONFORMITY; AND ORGANIZED AROUND A SERIES OF ATTACKS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS. THE "MATERIAL" SIDE OF THIS PROCESS HAS BEEN THE CREATION OF EVENTS AND MATERIALS[1] WHICH TRANSMIT, IN A RELATIVELY CONVENTIONAL MANNER; A COLLECTION OF ATTITUDES TOWARDS VARIOUS ASPECTS OF DOMINANT CULTURE. THESE ATTITUDES CAN BE SIMPLISTICALLY SUMMED UP AS DISTASTE FOR WORK; PRODUCTION; ORIGINALITY; "HIGH" AND "LOW" CULTURE; AND RECEIVED IDENTITIES. THESE ELEMENTS OF SOCIAL RELATIONS ARE ADDED TO THE USUAL LIST OF EXPLOITATIONS IN CAPITALIST SOCIETY. A VARIETY OF EXPERIMENTS HAVE BEEN PROPOSED TO INVESTIGATE THE NEGATIONS OF THESE "ABSTRACTIONS," "MULTIPLE NAMES;" ANONYMITY AND EXPLICIT PLAGIARISM HAVE BEEN USED TO UNDERMINE THE IDEA OF IDENTITY OR OWNERSHIP IN CULTURE. AT THE SAME TIME; PARTICIPANTS HAVE BEEN HELL-BENT ON HISTORICIZING THEMSELVES AND THEIR ACTIVITIES; PARTIALLY IN ORDER TO INSERT THESE DISCOURSES INTO MAINSTREAM POLITICS AND CULTURE; AND PERHAPS ALSO FOR REASONS WHICH ARE MORE UNPLEASANTLY IN CONTRADICTION WITH THEIR STATED AIDS.

THE SO-CALLED "FESTIVAL(S) OF PLAGIARISM" WERE ESSENTIALLY AN OUTGROWTH OF THE NEOIST APARTMENT FESTIVALS; COLLECTIVE EVENTS WHICH THEMSELVES PLAGIARIZED THE FLUXUS FESTIVALS OF A FEW YEARS BEFORE. THE PRIMARY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE FESTIVALS OF PLAGIARISM AND THE NEOIST FESTIVALS WERE THE PLAGIARISTS' INTENTION TO FOCUS ON A SINGLE SET OF IDEAS; PLAGIARISM AND SO FORTH. PLAGIARISM HAD BEEN AN ELEMENT OF NEOIST ACTIVITY; BUT NEOIST FESTIVALS HAD AND HAVE AN OMNIDIRECTIONAL CHARACTER AND INVOLVED AN ASSORTMENT OF EXPERIMENTATION AND EXOTICA IN PRESENTATIONS; POLITICS AND HABITATION. DURING THE "FESTIVAL OF PLAGIARISM" IN LONDON; A REPETITIVE CRITIQUE OF "OWNERSHIP" AND "ORIGINALITY" IN CULTURE WAS JUXTAPOSED WITH
COLLECTIVE EVENTS; IN WHICH A MAJORITY OF PARTICIPANTS DID NOT EXPLICITLY AGREE WITH THE POLEMICS. MANY OF THE PARTICIPANTS SIMPLY WANTED TO HAVE THEIR "AESTHETIC" AND YAGUELY POLITICAL ARTWORK EXPOSED; AND FOUND THE FESTIVAL A RECEPTIVE VEHICLE FOR DOING SO.

THROUGHOUT MUCH OF THESE IDEAS LOOMED "ABSTRACT" QUESTIONS OF POWER; EVEN AT THE LEVEL OF EVENT ORGANIZATION. IN A VERY OBVIOUS WAY; "ACTIVISTS" WERE STRUCTURING EVENTS AND LANGUAGE TO GIVE WEIGHT TO A PROGRAMMATIC AGENDA OF IDEAS. AT THE SAME TIME; THERE WAS CONSIDERABLE DISSENT AS TO WHAT THOSE IDEAS CONSISTED OF. IN PARTIAL RESPONSE TO THIS IRRONIC CRISIS; A PARTICIPANT FROM THE LONDON FESTIVAL ORGANIZED A FESTIVAL OF CENSORSHIP IN BALTIMORE; DURING WHICH PARTICIPANTS WOULD MAKE PRESENTATIONS IN SUPPORT OF CENSORSHIP AND AGAINST THE IDEA OF THE SANCTITY OF INFORMATION OR EXPRESSION [2]. SUPPORT OF CENSORSHIP LOGICALLY FOLLOWED A CRITICAL UNDERSTANDING OF QUESTIONS OF AUTONOMY AND POWER IN CULTURE. IN THE SAME WAY THAT EXPLICIT PLAGIARISM UNDERMINED THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION; EXPLICIT CENSORSHIP ATTACKED THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN THE CREATION AND DESTRUCTION OF POSSIBILITIES. THE FESTIVAL WAS SHORT AND POORLY ATTENDED; AND AGAIN; ONLY A FEW OF THE PARTICIPANTS COMPLETELY SUPPORTED ITS IDEOLOGICAL BENT. MANY OF THE EVENTS WERE ADVERTISED BUT DID NOT OCCUR. THE "VALUE" OF EITHER FESTIVAL WAS PRIMARILY "ACADEMIC"-- FEEDING DISCUSSION AROUND VARIOUS ISSUES RATHER THAN CREATING MILITANT ENGAGEMENT.

ART STRIKE ACTION COMMITTEE

1. THOUGH THESE ACTIVITIES CLAIM TO BE OPEN TO ALL; IT IS APPARENT THAT THEY TEND TO ATTRACT "INDIVIDUALS" WHO HAVE A PARTICULAR INTELLECTUAL ORIENTATION. BEYOND THE EXCLUSIVITY OF SPECIFIC IDEAS; THE MILIEU IN WHICH THESE ACTIVITIES TAKE PLACE HAS FAIRLY LIMITED APPEAL TO MOST PEOPLE.

2. A FESTIVAL OF NON-PARTICIPATION TOOK PLACE CONCURRENTLY IN SCOTLAND; CONCERNED PRIMARILY WITH "REVOLUTION; UNEMPLOYMENT AND SUICIDE."
NEOISM

NEOISM IS SIMPLE

... AMUSING; UNPRETENTIOUS; REQUIRES NO SKILL; AND HAS NO INSTITUTIONAL VALUE. NEOISM STRIVES FOR THE MONOSTRUCTURAL AND NON-THEATRICAL QUALITIES OF SIMPLE; NATURAL EVENTS. NEOISM IS A GAME OR GAG.

NEOISM MEANS TO PURGE. IT IS A FLUID DISCHARGE; EXPRESSED IN ANY FORM OR MEDIUM. IT IS A CONTINUOUS MOVING ON OR PASSING; AS OF A FLAMING IRON IN A BLUE ENDLESS SKY; OR A BLOOD TRANSFUSION.

IN NEOISM, THERE HAS NEVER BEEN ANY ATTEMPT TO AGREE ON AIDS OR METHODS. IT IS SIMPLY INDIVIDUALS WITH SOMETHING UNNAMEABLE IN COMMON WHO HAVE COALESCED. PERPETUAL VOCALIZING OF OUR THOUGHT BRINGS US NO NEARER TO NAMING THIS UNNAMEABLE THING.

NEOISM IS OPPOSED TO THE CONCEPT OF "CREATIVITY". TO THOSE WHO OPPOSE ALL MORALISMS; CREATIVITY IS JUST AS ALIENATING AS WAGE LABOUR. WE REITERATE THE ANTI-MORALIST SLOGAN NEVER WORK AND HOLD THAT THIS FORMULATION EMBRACES THE REFUSAL OF CREATIVITY.

MONTY CANTSIN SMILE 6

SLOGANS

ART IS SANCTIONED PORNOGRAPHY.

WHY DON'T YOU DO IT YOURSELF?
APT 8 LONDON A MUG OF DRINKING CHOCOLATE FOLLOWED BY A CHAPATI DOUGH MAKING ACTION
FREE HAIRCUTS NOW.

WE ARE ABSOLUTELY AND FRIGHTFULLY YOURS.

TO ATTACK SOMETHING IS TO JUSTIFY IT. REVOLT ENDS HERE.

BUY YOUR LIES HERE.

WE SLEEP WITHOUT LIGHT.

BELIEF IS THE ENEMY.

NEOISM IS A SUFFIX WITH A PREFIX.

NEOISM IS SOUND WHERE THERE IS SOUND.

THOSE WHO WEAR THEIR PENIS ON THE RIGHT, CAN CHANGE IT TO THE LEFT.

BY READING THIS YOU HAVE BECOME A NEOIST.

QUALITIES: FLAMING/HARD/FROZEN/SMALL/OLD DOG; POSSIBLES AND/OR STATES; SEVERITY.

THE ANSWER IS THE DESTRUCTION OF THE QUESTION.

NEOISM REGARDS HISTORICAL PROGRESSION AS A JOKE; AS AN ENDLESS GAME FOR PLEASURE AND GLORY.

WE WOULD STARE MOODILY AT OBJECTS AND THEN ASYSTEMATICALLY ATTEMPT TO GLUE THEM AT RANDOM TO OBJECTS; TO COVER ALL PERSONS WE WERE CLOSE AND WHO WOULD NOTICE THE CHANGES IN OUR BEHAVIOR AND USE OF LANGUAGE.

WE ARE THE WHITE COLOURS; SLAVES OF FREEDOM; SECOND COMING; BABES ON ACID; FLAME THROWER BOYS; HIP TROOP; JACK OFF CLUB; FLAT CAP CONSPIRACY.

NEOISM IS LIKE PORN MOVIES; THE SUBJECT HAS NO IMPORTANCE; LOGIC IS UNNECESSARY; THERE IS AN ACCUMULATION OF WELL-KNOWN THINGS; THE FOCUS IS ALWAYS ON THE SAME EXPLICIT FACTS; REPETITION RULES.

WE ENCOURAGE PLAGIARISM BECAUSE PLAGIARISM SAVES TIME AND EFFORT; IMPROVES RESULTS AND SHOWS INITIATIVE ON THE PART OF THE INDIVIDUAL PLAGIARIST.
NEOIDISM IS A YEA-SAYER OFFERING PRAISE AND AFFIRMATION.

THOSE WHO DO NOT UNDERSTAND THE MEANING OF THESE WORDS WILL BE IGNORANT OF THEIR IMPLICATION.

LET'S DRAW BLOOD AND TURN IT INTO GOLD.

NEOIDISM IS NOT A MEANS TO FREEDOM, BUT ADVOCATES DISCIPLINE IN THE LIVES OF NEOISTS.

TRANSGRESSION RECOGNIZING ITSELF A LAW.

SIX FORMS OF DISIENTATION TO ORGANIZE NEOISM: PLAGIARISM, MULTIPLICATION, IMMORTALITY, SEVERITY, LOVE AND RATIONALITY.

THERE ARE NO SPELLING MISTAKES IN THIS BOOK.

WE HAD A PHILOSOPHY ONCE.

AN ARMY FLAG TO BE A MANNER OF THE PRECEDENT; PATANIHILITY.

LET'S MAKE MONTY CANTSIN A FEW HOLES.

INDIVIDUALITY COLLECTIVELY REALIZED & ABANDONED

QUESTIONS UPON QUESTIONS

Q: I DON'T HAVE ENOUGH INFORMATION TO MAKE A JUDGEMENT ABOUT YOUR MOVEMENT AND CONCEPTS BUT FOR WHAT I HAVE READ I CAN'T DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN WHAT IS TRUE OR FALSE OR WHAT IS FACT OR FICTION. THERE IS A MIND GAME INVOLVED IN ALL THIS; VERY DANGEROUS MIND GAME. I DISCOVERED MANY CONTRADICTIONS INSIDE THE WORDS OF YOUR STATEMENTS; CONTRADICTIONS THAT I HOPE ARE INTENTIONAL, BUT IN THAT CASE PLEASE EXPLAIN IT TO ME. BE CAREFUL AND TAKE CARE OF YOUR MINDS.

A: NEOISM IS A MIND GAME. THE PURPOSE OF THE GAME IS TO PROVIDE STIMULUS FOR THE PLAYERS. PLAYING THE GAME COMES NATURALLY TO THE PLAYERS. PEOPLE WHO AREN'T SURE THAT THEY'RE NEOISTS AREN'T NEOISTS. NOONE IS A NEOIST ALL THE TIME. NOT ALL MIND GAMES ARE NEOISM.

Q: HOW MANY PEOPLE SHARE THE MONTY CANTSIN
IDENTITY? OR IS IT PERHAPS JUST THE OPPOSITE - IS MONTY CANTSIN REAL AND ARE HIS PLAYERS FICTITIOUS ...? IT’S QUESTIONS UPON QUESTIONS.

A: MANY OF US ARE INTERESTED IN EXPLORING FLEXIBLE ENTITY BOUNDARIES. MANY OF US INTERESTED IN PUSHING THE MALLEABILITY OF SO-CALLED CONSENSUS REALITY. WE MIGHT BE CONSIDERED A FIGMENT OF THE COLLECTIVE IMAGINATION TRYING TO WILL ITSELF INTO EXISTENCE THAT WE FLOW IN AND OUT OF AT OUR LEISURE. INDEED; ”IT’S QUESTIONS UPON QUESTIONS;” AND THE MORE SUCCESSFUL WE ARE THE MORE UNANSWERABLE YOUR QUESTION WILL BE.

NEOISM ONLINE

DON’T CARE WHAT YOU SAY...

...”NEOISM IS THIS; NOT THAT; SOMETIMES THIS; SOMEBODY; OR THAT THERE WE DON’T KNOW.” I WAS NADA BEFORE I MET YOU... WHEN I GREW UP I WANTED TO BE A MATURE SURREALIST. NOW MAYBE I’M A NEOIST; OR EVEN STILL NADAIST; DON’T KNOW... ALL I WANT TO DO IS BURN MY WORK... I LIKED NADA BETTER BECAUSE THEN THERE IS REALLY NOTHING TO EXPLAIN; NO HEADACHE; NO ULCER; NO COUGH.

N.O. CANTSIN

Q: WHAT IS NEOISM?

A: I HAVE THOUSANDS OF DEFINITIONS BUT NONE OF THEM ARE GOOD FOR ANYTHING. THE NEWEST ONE IS ALWAYS THE BEST. NEOISM TRANSFORMS ALL THE TIME. THERE ARE MANY DIFFERENT PERIODS IN NEOISM THAT REPRESENT VERY DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES; DIFFERENT ATTITUDES; DIFFERENT FORMS; IDEOLOGIES AND PHILOSOPHIES. IT’S LIKE EATING UP EVERYTHING AND VOMITING IT OUT AGAIN.

Q: IN RETROSPECT; HOW SUCCESSFUL DO YOU THINK NEOISM HAS BEEN?

A: OUR CONTINUED FAILURE IS THE ROOT OF OUR SUCCESS. FAILURES WERE ALWAYS VERY IMPORTANT BECAUSE THEY CREATED THE NEXT ATTACK; THE NEXT RADICAL MOVEMENT. THE PRODUCTS WE CREATED OVER
BLOOD CAMPAIGN X-SPASH IDEAL GIFT
THE PAST YEARS ARE NOT THE PURPOSE OF NEOISM. THE PURPOSE IS NOT TO PUT OUT A BOOK BUT TO PUBLICLY MANIFEST AN ATTITUDE THAT SHOULD SURVIVE.

MONTY CANTSIN INTERVIEWED BY PADDY PAIN KINOKAZE

THE FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEOISM

THE MONTY CANTSIN COMMANDO ANNOUNCES THE BEGINNING OF NEOISM. EVEN THOUGH WE KNOW THERE WERE SEVERAL EFFORTS TO START AND DEVELOP NEOISM IN NORTH AMERICA; MEXICO AND EUROPE; WE CONSIDER THEM INSIGNIFICANT; UNIMPORTANT AND NON-OFFICIAL ATTEMPTS WITH NO SUCCESS.

NEOISM BEGINS WITH THIS ANNOUNCEMENT

MONTY CANTSIN START

THE GENERATION POSITIVE AND NEOISM

HOWEVER ENOUGH OF RHETORIC; IN THIS SPECIAL ISSUE DEDICATED SOLELY TO MY OWN WORK WE’VE REPLACED THE WORDS GENERATION POSITIVE WITH THE WORDS NEOISM. THE TWO ARE INTERCHANGEABLE IN TERMS OF AESTHETICS;ALTHOUGH IN TERMS OF ORGANIZATION; THERE IS A DIFFERENCE.

NEOISM MEANS SIMPLY THAT AN ACTION; OBJECT OR TEXT IS NEW. IT DOES NOT IMPLY THAT IT IS ORIGINAL. IN THIS SENSE; NEOISM DESCRIBES ALL THE WORK FROM THE EARLIEST DEVELOPMENTS OF MODERNISM TO MANY THAT WILL BE CREATED AT A FUTURE DATE. THUS NEOISM DESCRIBES THE (POST)MODERNIST OBSESSION WITH A NEWNESS THAT IS USUALLY ACHIEVED AT THE EXPENSE OF ORIGINALITY.

NEOISTS BELIEVE THAT THE OBSESSION WITH FREEDOM THAT HAS CHARACTERIZED MUCH ART THROUGHOUT HISTORY IS FUTILE. ART IS NOT A MEANS TO FREEDOM BUT RATHER THE CREATION OF RIGID STRUCTURES WITH THE INTENTION OF PLACING ORDER; DISCIPLINE AND MEANING WITHIN THE LIVES OF BOTH ARTISTS AND ART CONSUMERS.
I'm warning myself from the past with my sixth sense. Memory is its own reward.

Anti-Neoist
Karen Eliot/Plaxis
Charles Boyd

Preformalist
Ultrofist
Ultoneoist

Six life cycles in twenty minutes

Monty Coutein
THE PURPOSE OF ART IS TO CONSTRUCT PHYSICAL SOCIAL 
STRUCTURES ON THE MENTAL PLANE AND SO REINFORCE 
CULTURAL VALUES AND NORMS. OF ALL VALUES AND 
NORMS WE BELIEVE THE VALUE OF TRADITION IS THE 
GREATEST AND SO THIS IS THE ONE WE TRY HARDEST TO 
REINFORCE. IT IS FOR THIS REASON THAT WE PLACE 
ABSOLUTELY NO VALUE ON ORIGINALITY.

MONTY CANTSIN SMILE 3

THE BEST DEFINITION OF NEOISM

...IS: A PREFIX (NEO-) AND A SUFFIX (-ISM) WITH 
ABSOLUTELY NOTHING IN THE MIDDLE. NEOISM DOES NOT 
EXIST; EXCEPT IN THE REACTIONS IT CREATES; IT IS NO 
COINCIDENCE THAT THE FAVORING APHORISM OF THE 
NEOISTS; A DETOURNEMENT OF A FAMOUS SAYING BY 
AMADEO BORDIGA; IS: "THE BEST PRODUCT OF NEOISM IS 
ANTI-MEOISM." IN REALITY NEOISM IS A MULTIPLE 
NAME; FREELY ADAPTABLE BY ANY ACTION OR 
PHENOMENON THAT CHOOSES TO DEFINE ITSELF AS 
NEOIST. [...]

IN THE "HEROIC" PHASE; ALL NEOISTS SIGNED 
THEMSELVES WITH THE MULTIPLE NAME "MONTY CANTSIN" 
(A CLEAR REFERENCE TO THE HERESIES OF THE FREE 
SPIRIT: "MONTY CAN'T SIN"). NEOISM THEN UNDERWENT 
VARIOUS MUTATIONS. IT WAS IN THIS PERIOD THAT THE 
MULTIPLE JOURNAL SMILE APPEARED; ANYONE COULD 
PRODUCE A MAGAZINE WITH THE NAME. SMILE IS 
ANOTHER MULTIPLE NAME; AS IS "KAREN ELIOT"; A 
PSEUDONYM THAT GRADUALLY JOINED MONTY CANTSIN 
AND ENDED UP ALMOST COMPLETELY REPLACING IT.

IN THE MEANIME; THE NEOISTS BEGAN A PARADOXICAL 
"SELF-HISTORICISATION"; OR A HERMENEUTIC DRIFT 
THAT LEADS EACH EXponent TO RE-INTERPRET THE 
COMMON PATH IN ANY WAY S/HE LIKES. NEOIST SELF-
HISTORICISATION SOON BECAME AN IMPASSABLE MAZE. 
THIS EXPLAINS WHY IT IS SO DIFFICULT TO APPROACH 
THIS ART WHOSE ONLY WORK HAS BEEN THE INCESSANT 
MONOLOGUE ABOUT ITSELF. TO COMPLICATE THINGS EVEN 
FURTHER; NEOISTS NOW CATEGORICALLY REFUSE TO 
REPLY TO ANY QUESTIONS OR REQUESTS FOR 
INFORMATION ABOUT NEOISM.

FLESH AND BLOOD ONE PERSON AFTER ANOTHER WU-
MING
INREFERENCE: INC.

WE CEASED TO BE NEOISTS. NEOISM IS SIMPLY A
REACTION TO ANTI-NEOIST AGGRESSIONS.

WE ARE INDIVISIBLE; THEREFORE WE CANNOT
RECOGNIZE OURSELVES. ANYONE WHO Wants TO
RECOGNIZE US IS ANTI-NEOIST.

NEOISM NEVER EXISTED AND IS A MERE INVENTION OF
ANTI-NEOISTS. WE NEVER EXISTED; WE ARE NOTHING BUT
AN INVENTION OF OUR ENEMIES.

IT IS ONLY OUR ENEMIES; ANTI-NEOISTS, WHO USE THE
TERM "NEOISM".

WHEN EVERYONE IS DEAD; NEOISM IS FINISHED.

WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE...

...THE FORMATION OF THE NEOIST EXERCISE IN
FLORENCE. THE NEOIST CONSULATE IS NOW OPEN; AND WE
DECLARE ALL LAWS AND DREAMS OF THE PAST TO BE
NON-EXISTENT IN THIS CITY. MEN DRESSED AS ELVIS
ROAM THE STREETS; WOMEN PUSH INFANTS IN SHOPPING
CARTS; AND RED CROSSES GLITTER STRANGELY FROM
DRUG SHOPS. WE BELIEVE IN THE CONCEPT OF TOTAL
PLOT. THAT ANY ACTION HAS A SECRET MEANING WHEN
EXAMINED BACKWARDS IN TIME. WE ARE HYPNOTIC. WE
SLEEP WITHOUT LIGHT. WE PUBLISH SMILE. WE DRIFT
SILENTLY IN THE HEAVY PERFUME OF CLARITY AND
CONFUSION. WE WANT WAR WITH YOU. JOIN US.

UPON MY ARRIVAL IN FLORENCE I REALIZED THAT IT
WAS NO LONGER POSSIBLE FOR ME TO CONSIDER MYSELF
A NEOIST. NEOISM IS A SYMBOL OF MY INADEQUACIES. A
SHAM OF SELF-DELUSION; NEOISM IS A NON-EXISTENT
CONCEPT REPLACING CREATIVITY WITH EMPTY WORDS. I
RELINQUISH THIS; AS I RELINQUISH PHYSICS;
PSYCHOLOGY AND; MOST OF ALL; PHILOSOPHY. I ALSO
GIVE UP EATING RED MEAT; HAVING SEX; BEING LAZY
AND SLEEPING LATE. THOSE DAYS ARE OVER. I AM NOW
AN ARTIST.

MONTY CANTSin
I've found out that I'm a Neoist! May I come over?

OK.

Let's have a Neoist Apartment Festival

What Exactly is Neoism?

You see Neoism is a term invented to make it seem like there's a movement called Neoism.

A term with a suffix and a prefix but no central meaning. An ism that swallows every ism.

We're all Neoist, but may not know it yet.

Sounds like shit

It is

Let the first cartoon APT* festival begin!

So what do we do now?

A performance I suppose

Let's swap clothes while chanting each others name

Good idea

and so...

Wow! I really felt that we eroded a Socratic dialogue of sorts on a multitude of unexpected levels!

Yes, and I never realised you have no nipples.

It's 6 o'clock and that can only mean one thing...

...Fleming loaf time!

Inter...

They were chanting something about being nihilists.

Art is nothing, art is dead, art is living, art is bread. We're Neoists strong and proud.

OK. What happened?

*Anathema Party Takeover.
NEOISM?

FAITHFUL TO CANTSIN; I DISLIKE DEFINITIONS. YOU MUST REFER TO CANTSIN'S TAPE ON GARDEN CHAIR. I AM AN ASSIDUOUS VISUALISER. I AM ONLY MODERATELY INTERESTED IN HUMAN BEINGS. AS RADICAL EXPERIMENTS; I HAVE DECEREBRATED ZILLIONS OF ANIMALS TO INDUCE THEM WITH HIGH VOLTAGE. NOW I TEND TO CONFINED MYSELF TO INSECT SPECIES.

V. VIDORAE

ORIGINS OF NEOISM ILLUMINATED

IN ANSWER TO YOUR QUESTION; "ARE YOU THE INVENTOR OF NEOISM?" I CAN ONLY REITERATE THAT IN NO WAY; SHAPE; OR FORM CAN I BE CREDITED ON THIS ACCOUNT. I HAVE NO IDEA HOW THIS RUMOR EVER GOT STARTED; EXCEPT THAT I HAPPENED TO BE IN THE SAME GENERAL VICINITY (PORTLAND, OREGON) WHEN THE DEED GOT DONE (THE LATE 1970S OR THEREABOUTS); AND I WAS IN CLOSE DAILY CONTACT WITH THE TWO PRINCIPALS IN THE CASE - DAVID ZACK AND ISTYAN KANTOR. OTHERWISE; MY CONSCIENCE AND HANDS ARE CLEAN. A WORD OF AMPLIFICATION; HOWEVER; MIGHT NOT BE A YOUNG UNMARRIED WOMAN (I.E.; A MISS).

IN THE LATE 1970S THE CITY OF PORTLAND AND ENVIRONS WAS A HOTBED OF FEVERISH SPANISH ART ACTIVITY. MUSICMASTER; EERIE BILLY HADDOCK; RHODA MAPPA; PATTY BLASTER AND MYSELF WERE ALL ON HAND AT THE TIME. MOREOVER; CEESE FRANCKE; THE GREAT DUTCH SPANIARD; WAS LIVING ON OUR SOFA AND BEING SOUGHT BY THE POSTAL AUTHORITIES IN CONNECTION WITH THE SO-CALLED "LEWD POST CARDS"; ALTHOUGH; AS PATTY BLASTER REMARKED TO TWO OF THE POSTAL INSPECTORS WHO DROPPED BY OUR HOUSE (CEESE AND I HAD STEPPED MEANTIME INTO THE HALL CLOSET); "THESE CARDS ARE CHILD'S PLAY COMPARED TO SOME OF THE ONES HE'S DONE." GENESIS P. ORRIDGE AND COSEY FANNY TUTTI HAD ALSO BEEN IN TOWN; PART OF THEIR CROSS-COUNTRY AMERICAN TOUR. SHORTLY AFTER THIS, THE ZACK FAMILY - DAVE; RUTH; AND THE FOUR KIDS; SLEEPY, HAPPY; SNEEZEEY AND ZEKE - ARRIVED IN A BULGING STATION WAGON FROM CANADA. THEY SET UP LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ON THE N.E. SIDE OF THE CITY; IN A CHARMINGLY DILAPIDATED MANSION ("MONDERLAY") IN WHOSE UPSTAIRS HALLS THE WALLPAPER HUNG IN FESTOONS. DAVE DECORATED THE PLACE ENTIRELY IN
16MM TRANSPARENT SMILE
Jack Chick Posters. There was an Abyssinian Baptist Church directly across the street and my memory of those days always includes a lot of rousing spiritual choruses floating in through the windows and mingling unutterably with Zack's cello playing, which by & large was incessant. A follower of Geo. I. Gurdjieff; Zack often played his cello upside down.

Another Zack Boarder who soon joined the household was Jerry "The Pinheaded Baudelaire" Sims; a Popeye from 42nd St. in NYC. He moved into the basement, a dwarf; Jerry, who could abide no music later than Al Jolson; was almost pathologically concerned about his tiny bone structure, "I'm very concerned about my tiny bone structure," he told me the first time we ever met. "Don't worry," I said; trying to buck him up; "your bones are larger than a chicken's." Jerry; however; was not to be consoled. He spent many hours in his basement room brooding over his tiny bone structure. About the only time anyone saw him was when he would scuttle up; out & into the parlor to put a Jolson platter on the turntable. Generally at these times he snarled rather than spoke. A rare glandular oddity; and no mistake.

This; then; was the scene when Istvan Kantor arrived from Hungary (via Canada) and moved in with the Zack family. Zack had met Kantor a year or so earlier in Budapest; where Kantor was known as "The Hungarian Bob Dylan" on account of his musical abilities; which then as now were keen. When Kantor arrived in Portland he could speak very little English. About the only phrase he knew in English was "Do you know where I can buy some opium?" Zack gave him some home-made raisin wine instead; and in about five minutes Kantor was singing in the Zack's front parlor. I was on hand for that historic meeting. It was great. I remember that Jerry scuttled into the room; snarled; put a Jolson 78 on the Victrola; and scuttled back out again. Kantor was a little startled by Jerry's abruptness but Zack told him not to worry. "Jerry's going to be your business manager," he told Kantor. "He'll arrange all your lounge and club bookings while you're here in town." In this way Zack saved Kantor from ever playing in the dives of Portland. In understand that because of the language barrier it was 2-3
LT. MURNAU PURPLE HEARTS LEAGUE
MONTHS BEFORE KANTOR BECAME AWARE THAT JERRY HATED HIS MUSIC. LATER ON; OF COURSE; THIS BECAME THE MUSIC OF NEOISM. KANTOR LATER TOLD ME THAT HE WAS ALSO UNAWARE THAT ZACK HAD MADE JERRY HIS MANAGER, SO THERE WERE NEVER ANY HARD FEELINGS IN THE MATTER.

NOW; THIS MAY BE WHERE I PLAYED A PART - AT LEAST NEGATIVELY - IN THE EARLY BEGINNINGS OF NEOISM. MY CUSTOM IN THOSE DAYS WAS TO USE A LOT OF DIFFERENT NAMES WHEN I DID MY MAILINGS. I HAD ABOUT TEN DIFFERENT PSEUDONYMS OR PERSONAS THAT I OPERATED UNDER. I'M SORRY I CAN'T REVEAL ANY OF THEM HERE. MAINLY MY USE OF MULTIPLE NAMES AND ALIASES WAS A PRACTICAL RATHER THAN A THEORETICAL MATTER - A QUESTION OF COVERING MY TRACKS AND THROWING MY ENEMIES OFF THE TRAIL. ZACK, WHO HAD MATRICULATED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO AND WAS STRONG ON ART THEORY, TOOK THIS AND REVERSED IT. INSTEAD OF ONE PERSON OPERATING UNDER A LOT OF DIFFERENT NAMES; ZACK CAME UP WITH THE CONCEPT THAN ONE NAME COULD BE USED BY A LOT OF DIFFERENT PERSONS. HE PROPOSED; AT ONE OF THE MEETINGS OF THE 14 SECRET MASTERS OF THE WORLD (A DEEPLY SECRET ORGANIZATION THAT MET IN HIS FRONT ROOM) TO BESTOW THIS GENERAL ALL-PURPOSE "NAME" ON KANTOR. THE NAME THAT ZACK HAD COME UP WITH WAS "MONTY CANTSIN." THE IDEA BEING THAT ANYBODY COULD BECOME "MONTY CANTSIN" AND IN THIS WAY ACHIEVE POP STARDOM. THUS KANTOR BECAME "MONTY CANTSIN - OPEN POP STAR." IT WAS A DEEPLY HISTORIC MOMENT. A TUESDAY, AS I RECALL.

I'M NOT REALLY CLEAR ON JUST WHEN THE TERM "NEOISM" WAS ACTUALLY FIRST USED; OR WHO SHOULD BE CREDITED WITH IT; BUT MY IMPRESSION WAS THAT IT WAS MAINLY KANTOR'S BRAINCHILD. THAT IS; ZACK SUPPLIED THE "MONTY CANTSIN" NAME AND KANTOR; HAVING ADOPTED IT; WENT ON TO FOUND NEOISM. AS I REMEMBER IT THE FIRST MAJOR NEOIST ACTIVITIES WERE THE PORTLAND CONVENIENCE STORE MYSTERIES. ORIGINALLY IT HAD BEEN HOPED (BY KANTOR) THAT "MONTY CANTSIN" WOULD GET SOME CLUB DATES TO PLAY AROUND TOWN. FOR $$$; BUT OF COURSE SINCE JERRY SIMS; AS BUSINESS MANAGER; HATED KANTOR'S MUSIC AND NEVER LEFT HIS BASEMENT ROOM EXCEPT TO PUT ON JOLOSON RECORDS; THIS DIDN'T PAN OUT. INSTEAD; "MONTY CANTSIN" AND ZACK BEGAN BY INITIATING THE PORTLAND CONVENIENCE STORE MYSTERIES. THESE ALWAYS TOOK THE SAME GENERAL FORM. KANTOR; IN THE ROLE OF "MONTY CANTSIN"; WOULD ENTER A
CONVENIENCE STORE; GO TO THE BACK AND PRETEND TO HAVE A HEART ATTACK; HE DID THIS PRIMARILY IN HUNGARIAN WHICH ADDED A GOOD DEAL TO THE CONFUSION AND UPROAR THAT WOULD THEN ENSUE; AND WHEN THE STORE MANAGER AND THE OTHER CUSTOMERS WERE BEING DISTRACTED SUFFICIENTLY BY "MONTY CANTSIN'S" "HEART ATTACK" AT THE REAR OF THE STORE; ZACK WOULD DART IN AT THE FRONT AND CARRY OUT AS MANY CASES OF BEER OR SODA POP AS HE COULD MANAGE TO LIFT AND EXIT WITH IT. THEN "MONTY CANTSIN" WOULD PRETEND TO RECOVER FROM HIS ATTACK; GET UP AND BEAT IT OUT OF THE STORE. THIS WENT ON FOR MANY MONTHS; ON AN AVERAGE OF 4-5 TIMES A WEEK; AT DIFFERENT CONVENIENCE STORES AROUND TOWN. THIS IS WHAT WAS MEANT; LATER ON; WHEN AN ART CRITIC ON ONE OF THE SAN FRANCISCO PAPERS SAID THAT "NEOISM WAS BORN IN THE CONVENIENCE STORES OF PORTLAND." (TOO TRUE.)

AND THUS WE COME TO THE END OF THIS MEMOIR; AND CAN SEE THAT; EVEN IN THIS ENLIGHTENED DAY AND AGE; THE OLD SPECTRE OF UNFOUNDED RUMOR AND HYPERBOLE STILL RUNS RIFE IN SOME FORM OR OTHER. SOME OF US GO ON THINKING THAT IF WE CALL OURSELVES "NEOISTS" AND RUN IN AND OUT OF CONVENience STORES; WE CAN RECOGNIZE CERTAIN MATERIAL BENEFITS. OTHERS ARE PERFECTLY CONVINCED THAT "NEOISM" IMPLIES SOME SORT OF VAGUE ART ACTIVITY. AS I SAID AT THE BEGINNING; I; PERSONALLY; WOULD RATHER STEER THE MIDDLE ROAD AND VIEW IT ALL AS SOMETHING THAT HAPPENED A LONG TIME AGO; BUT THAT IS BECAUSE WHEN IT COMES TO NEOISM THE PART THAT I'M PERSONALLY IN CHARGE OF IS THE BRANCH KNOWN AS "SALMINEOISM"; WHICH IS IN THE PAST; ALWAYS IN THE PAST. BEST WISHES TO YOU; LLOYD; AND TRUST THIS CLEARs UP SOME OF THE BASE CANARD.

BLASTER AL ACKERMAN PHOTOSTATIC NO. 38

OPEN LETTER TO THE NEOIST NETWORK AND THE PUBLIC AT LARGE

AS SOON AS I GOT BACK FROM THE NEOIST FESTIVAL IN PONTE NOSSA; ITALY; I CEASED TO BE A NEOIST AND MOVED TO STOKE NEWINGTON IN NORTH LONDON. AS AN IRRONIC GESTURE; I NAMED MY NEW HOUSE AKADEMGOROD. I FELT IT FITTING THAT UPON CEASING TO BE A NEOIST; I SHOULD REALISE THE SIX-FINGER PLAN; THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AKADEMGOROD. AS AKADEMGOROD IS
GENERIC AS-BEENISM
A PROMISED LAND; I'M KEEPING ITS WHEREABOUTS A POORLY GUARDED SECRET AND USING A BOX NUMBER FOR MY MAIL.

MY APPROACH TO ART; LIFE AND POLITICS HAS NOT CHANGED. I SIMPLY FEEL IT'S NO LONGER FEASIBLE FOR ME TO BE A 'NEOIST,' SPLITS AND SCHISMS ARE ESSENTIAL TO MY CONCEPTION OF NEOISM -- AND ANY PUBLIC SLANGING MATCH BETWEEN AN EX-NEOIST AND THE REMAINING MEMBERS OF THE GROUP IS WORTH TWELVE DOZEN GREAT WORKS OF ART. ULTIMATELY; WHAT ALL NEOISTS SHOULD AIM FOR IS AN ACRIMONIOUS SPLIT WITH THE MOVEMENT. TO LEAVE NEOISM IS TO REALISE IT.

KAREN ELIOT SMILE &

I'M STANDING IN A FREEZING RIVER UP TO MY NECK.

THIS IS NOT AN ATTEMPT TO SUICIDE BUT TO MEDITATE ABOUT NEOISM.

I AM NOW COMPLETELY ABSORBED IN THE DECOMPOSITION OF NEOISM. THE WORK PROGRESSES VERY FAST AND DOES TURN OUT INSANE. I STICK TO MY INTENTIONS; AND HAMMER PIANOFORTE PASSAGES OUT OF MY BRAIN; THE RESULT IS INSOMNIA AND THROBBING SENSATIONS IN MY HEAD.

NEOISM IS OFTEN CALLED IN OUR POETIC LANGUAGE "SUMERA MIKUNI"; WHICH CONVEY SOMEWHAT THE MEANING OF DIVINE CLIME; ALL-INTEGRATING AND ALL-EMBRACING.

THE ROAD LEADING TO NEOISM IS VERTICAL.

SO WHAT THE HELL ARE WE DOING; YOU ASK? WE ARE PUTTING PEOPLE THROUGH CHANGES. WE INVITE YOU TO BRING YOUR DAY ENVIRONMENT INTO A DIFFERENT REALITY; A SERIES OF ACTIONS UNCONTROLLED BY TIME.

(NOMEN EST OMEN; NEOIST REFUGEE FORCES; UNION OF ALIENATED CITIZENS; NEOIST EMBASSY)
APT 8 THURSDAY TO SET UP VIDEO EQUIP TO DOCUMENT GOLD CHAPATI
ANTI-NEOISM

THE ANTI-NEOISM MOVEMENT CAN BE VIEWED AS A PART OF; OR A RESPONSE TO; THE NEOISM MOVEMENT.

THE ANTI-NEOIST ACTIVATION AT BABOCO; IN PARIS; WAS THE SIXTH IN A SERIES OF FIFTEEN ACTIVATIONS SPONSORED BY EDGIO ALVARO AND THE DIAGONALE ESPACE CRITIQUE COLLECTIVE. THE EXACT DATE OF THIS EVENT WAS MARCH 1. THE ACTIVATION OF ANTI-NEOISM WAS COMMUNICATED BY CORRESPONDENCE FOR TWO WEEKS PRIOR TO THE EVENT.

AFTERWARDS; NEOISTS OFTEN DECLARED THAT ANTI-NEOISM WAS FOUNDED IN PARIS ON JANUARY 3. THIS CONFUSION WAS DUE TO THE DATE’S NOTATION; AS IT APPEARED ON THE INVITATION AND POSTER: "0103". NORTH AMERICAN NEOISTS HAD INTERPRETED THIS TO MEAN JANUARY 3; AND HAD THOUGHT THAT THE POSTER FOR ACTIVATION 6 ANNOUNCED AN "INAUGURAL PERFORMANCE" OF ANTI-NEOISM. IT HAS NEVER BEEN CLEARLY ESTABLISHED WHETHER THE DATING NOTATION; COMMONLY USED BY ANTI-NEOISTS; WAS PART OF THE TOTAL CONFUSION TACTICS USED AGAINST NORTH AMERICAN NEOISTS.

THE LAST KNOWN PUBLIC NEOIST PERFORMANCE; ALSO KNOWN AS AN ANTI-NEOIST ACTIVATION; WAS PRESENTED DURING INTERAZIONI; RASSEGNA LABORATORIO INTERNAZIONALE DI PERFORMING ARTS VIDEO E INSTALLAZIONI; BETWEEN OCTOBER 6 AND OCTOBER 11; AT THE CENTRO CULTURALE DUE PALME IN CAGLIARI; ITALY.

THEN AGAIN; MAYBE THE LAST KNOWN ANTI-NEOIST ACTIVATION WAS THE ANTI-NEOIST RALLY THAT COINCIDED WITH; OR WAS PART OF THE 4TH SECRET MEETING OF THE 1ST NON-EXISTENT INTERNATIONAL NEOIST APARTMENT FESTIVAL ON THE STREETS OF ADELAIDE; AUSTRALIA ON FRIDAY; MARCH 24 AT 1PM. (IT’S ALWAYS 1PM IN ANTI-NEOISM.)

BREAD + PAIN + LOVE = TOTAL SEX

THIS IS THE NEOIST BREAD CAMPAIGN PHASE. TO SHARE BREAD; SIMPLE PLEASURES. I CAME TO NEOISM IN 1980/81 AFTER HEARING MYTHOLOGY SURROUNDING IT.

MY NAME IS GORDON W. ZEALOT; NEOIST MESSING
Bruxelles.
08:45.
Monty Cantsin receives mail from.
LY2: dysart newsletter.
OFFICER. I CAME ACROSS NEOISM IN PERHAPS A SIMILAR WAY AS YOU HAVE. I WAS A PILGRIM IN THE PARCHED BLEAKNESS OF OFFICIAL CULTURE. I WAS KICKED OUT OF SCHOOL AT 15 YEARS FOR RECITING TRISTAN TZARA'S POETRY AT A PARENT-TEACHER NIGHT. MY ASSISTANT THREW BUCKETS OF WET COOKED SPAGHETTI ON THE GUESTS AND TEACHERS; AND WE CHOPPED UP THE STAGE WITH AXES. I THEN LEFT HOME AND TRAVELLED TO THE WEST COAST AND BECAME A RELIGIOUS ECSTATIC AND INDOLOGIST. I WAS A CELIBATE MONK FOR FIVE YEARS. I STUDIED THE ANCIENT ART OF COOKING; FESTIVAL CUISINE; PLAYING TABLE AND KHOL DRUMS. MY TABLA TEACHER LIVES IN VARANASI; A MAGICAL CENTER OF ANCIENT CULTURE (PRE-PARTIARCHAL CHRISTIAN).

I AM GRADUALLY SEEING MY FACE FROM THE CONTINUITY OF DIFFERENTIAL VARIABLES. AS ALL INHERENT I'D DISSOLVE I KNOW THAT EVENTUALLY THE JEWEL LIKE LUMINESCENCE OF THE INNER MONTY CANTSIN WILL SHINE FORTH.

SURE; YOU MIGHT THINK AS NAGARJUNA PUT FORTH IN HIS NYAYA SHAstra ON LOGIC THAT ALL THESE NAMES AND FORMS ARE DUE TO IGNORANCE AND ULTIMATELY THIS WORLD IS LIKE A TOWN CREATED BY A MUSICIAN/MAGICIAN; VAPOR ON A MIRROR; BUT I MUST INSIST ON ITS PALPABILITY; THOUGH TEMPORAL. EPHEMERAL. OCCASIONAL.

GORDON W. OM TAKA TAKA

DO NOT IMAGINE THAT YOU HAVE THE LEAST IDEA

...OF WHAT I AM TALKING ABOUT. I DO NOT CARE WHAT I AM TALKING ABOUT AND IF YOU HAVE THE LEAST IDEA OF WHAT I AM TALKING ABOUT -

I DO NOT CARE WHAT I AM TALKING ABOUT AND IF YOU HAVE THE SLIGHTEST CARE ABOUT THIS MATTER YOU WILL VERY SOON BE DISAPPOINTED.

NEOISM DOES NOT MEAN ANYTHING. IT MEANS SOMETHING QUITE SPECIFIC AND THAT ATTITUDE THAT IT DESCRIBES IS PRECISELY THAT NEOISM.

NEOISM IS ABOUT MANUFACTURING A MOVEMENT BASED WITH THE INTENTION OF GAINING ATTENTION FOR THE
APT 9 HF STARTS SHAVING A TUNNEL INTO THE ALREADY SHORT HAIR
MEMBERS OF THE MOVEMENT.

BECOME A NEOIST TODAY SIMPLY BY SAYING THAT YOU ARE A NEOIST AND BY USING THE NAME OF MONTY CANTSIN.

MONTY CANTSIN IS AN OPEN POP STAR. ANYBODY CAN BE MONTY CANTSIN. BUT DO NOT IMAGINE FOR A MINUTE THAT BY BECOMING MONTY CANTSIN THAT YOU BECOME ANY DIFFERENT FROM ANYBODY ELSE.

MONTY CANTSIN IS EVERY ORDINARY PERSON; WITH VERY ORDINARY VIEWS. IN FACT; HE IS NO DIFFERENT FROM YOU AND ME WHICH IS WHY IT IS POSSIBLE FOR ALL OF US TO BECOME MONTY CANTSIN AT WILL.

HOWEVER DON'T RESTRICT YOURSELF TO USING THE NAME MONTY CANTSIN; IF YOU PUBLISH A MAGAZINE; USE THE NAME SMILE; TOO.

THIS IS A EXISTENTIAL EXPERIMENT; THIS IS AN EXERCISE IN PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY. IT IS AN EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINATE WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE CEASE TO DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN THINGS THAT TRADITIONALLY WE WOULD DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN.

NEOISM SUPERSEDES ALL PREVIOUS PHILOSOPHIES WHICH BELIEVED THEMSELVES TO BE BASED ON FACT BUT WERE MERELY BASED ON RHETORIC. NEOISM IS BASED SOLELY ON RHETORIC.

NEOISM BELIEVES IN THE VALUE OF FRAUD AS A RHETORICAL DEVICE. NEOISTS ARE COWARDS WHO PRACTICE AN IMPURE SCIENCE. A SCIENCE WHERE IT IS ACCEPTABLE TO FUDGE THE EVIDENCE.

MONTY CANTSIN SMILE 5

WHAT IS NEOISM?

THE UBIQUITOUS MEDIA-STAR: ONE; NOBODY AND A THOUSAND PROPHETS WITH A FLAMING NEOTERIC HEART PUMPING MIRACULOUS LYMPH. WHAT IF NOTHING IS THERE; INSIDE; OVER; UNDER; BEHIND? OUR SMILE SUFFICES. THE SPONTANEOUS GENERATION OF PSEUDOPODES; EXTOPLASMS; MATERIALIZATIONS OF THIN SOULS; WHITE SLAVER FROM THE MOUTH; ART OF THOUGHT (TRY YOURSELF; PUT YOUR HEAD IN A PHOTOCOPIER; PUSH THE BUTTON; CONCENTRATE; EXPIRE; CHECK THE RESULT). NEOISM HAS MANY ENEMIES; THE GREATEST ENEMIES BEING THE NEOISTS THEMSELVES. ONLY THUS THE CONSPIRACY MAY GROW. GENERATION POSITIVE IS HERE TO SAVE THE WORLD; TO STICK A COLOURFUL MOLE ON YOUR SKIN; TO FLY FLAMING IRONS FOREVER. COOL IRON FOR DELICATE GARMENTS; DROPPED OVER YOUR FEET; MAD WITH LOVE. WASH YOURSELF ANEW BEFORE WEARING NEOISM. WASH EACH LIMB AND DRY SEPARATELY. ALL COLOURS WILL BLEED INTO WHITE COLOUR. A FLAME FINDS ITS WAY THROUGH THE GAUZE TO THE STRETCHED SKIN. BLOOD DYES THE CANVAS AS THE PHASE WHITENS. A CHOIR OF SHY PLANTS; STEMS ROMANTICALLY CLUTCHING. A RITE ON THE LIVING-ROOM FLOOR; CUBIC PROTUBERANCES OVER THE NAVAL. AND WHAT WILL BE HUNG ON THE WALL BUT MAGNIFYING GLASSES; PROJECTED TO ENORMOUS SIZE? A SMILE TO EVERYBODY; A SNARL IF NECESSARY.

V. BARONI TRAX SMILE VOL. 1 NO. 1

ALSO NOTE:

I HAVE ENDEavored TO STAY AS IGNORANT OF NEOISM AS POSSIBLE BECAUSE I THINK ALL MONTy CANTSINS EVERYWHERE HAVE BEEN TRYING TO READ MY MIND. I FEEL VERY UNORIGINAL EVERYTIME I ALLOW MYSELF TO LOOK AT ANYTHING NEOIST. THEY PISS ME OFF TO NO END. I'VE BEEN TOLD THAT SOME OF MY MORE HALLUCINATORY RANTS RESEMBLE LETTRISM. POOP THAT I AM; I ACCEPT THAT. I AM NOTHING IS NOT BANAL. THAT I MIGHT BE CONSIDERED TO A MANIFESTO OR A MOVEMENT IS TO NO END DEPRESSING TO ME, IT NEGATES MY IMAGINATION; MY CLAIM TO A BEYOND; AN ORIGINAL 'I'. EVERYTIME I CALL FOR AN END TO IDEOLOGY; I AM RECOGNIZED AS AN IDEOLOGIST. FOR THE CALL IS AN ATTEMPTED APPREHENSION; APPROPRIATION; GRASP; CLAIM. THE END IS AN APPARENT UTILITY FOR CLOSURE; A FAUX ABSENCE. THERE'S EVERY REASON TO DESTROY REASON BUT IT'S LIKE ONE OF THOSE STAR TREK SPACE CREATURES THAT FEEDS ON 'ENERGY'. EVERY ATMPT TO
ANTI-NEOISM
RUB OUT THE FATHER JUST GIVES HIM A HARD ON. A WILLING WOODY.

NEOISM IS ZENDEK TRIBE DRESSED FOR A RAVE UPDATING HIS HOMEOPATHIC WEBSITE FROM A PIRATED SATELLITE UPLINK IN HIS DUTCH SQUAT.

NEOISM IS A CONFERENCE AT DUKE. NEOISM IS LITERATURE; GRADUATE STYLE.

CAN'T ANYONE DO THEIR OWN FUCKING RESEARCH ANYMORE? WHY IS IT THE MORE 'INFORMATION' BECOMES AVAILABLE; MORE AND MORE PEOPLE ACT AS IF THEY ARE POWERLESS TO ACCESS INFORMATION. UTILITY IS FUTILE. GIVE UP, YOU PROJECT BELIEVERS ARE IN ACTUALITY SO FUCKING SLACK? FAUX COLLECTORS OF SLACK WITH YOUR FREAKING BAND WEBSITES? AGH!

LOOK; UM; FAITH IS ONE OF THOSE CLAIMS TO GOODNESS; SEE; ATTEMPTING TO APPREHEND SOMETHING 'BEYOND'. I SAY; WASSUP WIT DAT; IT TAKES FAITH JUST TO BREATHE. FAITH IS BANAL; POOP; SUCK IT UP. LEAP? PUH-LEASE; THE UBER-FAITHFUL WILL JUST WANNA DRAW LINES; KOSHER AND GOYIM; - AND THEN BLAME THE UNCLEAN FOR THE LIMITS-?


NAKED LIPS, SKELETON KEYS, APPARENTING, PUTATIVE; OSTENSIBLE PARAPSYCHOLOGY. HOWLINGS IN FAVOR. DROMOSTICK TRACES. POSTCARDS FOR LUNCH.

THE NUMBER OF COP SHOWS ON TV INCREASES WITHOUT BOUND AND THE EFFECT HAS PENETRATED BEYOND HERE. EVERYDAY INDY CONSCIOUSNESS ADAM TWELVE. MICHEL BART.
SMILE

issue 6 volt
new york scene
SITTING IN THE EXPRESSION OF SELF; WE TALKED. IT HAD BEEN OVER A YEAR. YES; GANGLAND FOR ME AND YOU; I AGREED; INQUIRING ABOUT HIM. EVERYTHING IS EVERYTHING IS MY THEORY OF EVERYTHING; HE ANTEED, HM; I FORMERLY STATED HIS MORE; I REFLECTED; SEEMS AN APHORIZM OF SAME DIFFERENCE AND I LIKE IT; SAME DIFFERENCE TO EVERYTHING IS FAUX; IF YOU DON'T THINK ABOUT IT. HE TOOK HIS LEAVE. WELL; HE'S GOT MY NUMBER NOW. AND HE LIVES AROUND THE BLOCK. SO, WE SEE.

IN THE BIN; OUTSIDE; IN FRONT OF RAVENAS; IS A USED COPY; NOT QUITE TEN DOLLARS; OF _PRESENT TENSE_. I TOLD YOU A YEAR AGO THIS WOULD HAPPEN. NOW, I MIGHT WARN YOU NOT TO SNAP IT UP AHEAD OF ME, BUT IT WILL BE AWHILE BEFORE I HAVE TEN DOLLARS AGAIN. SO, WHATEVER. GO, AHEAD.

THAT'S NOT ENOUGH.

3.2.3

C. CALLOWAY ALT.CULTURE.NEOISM

: ANTI-POST-ACTUALISM+++++++:

THERE ARE MANY PLACES WE COULD BEGIN; THE MOST OBVIOUS BEING TO DESCRIBE OUR PREVIOUS ACTIVITIES OR TO CREATE SOME DEFINING CATCH PHRASE TO EXPLAIN NEOISM. EVENTUALLY WE WILL SEEM GUILTY OF BOTH THESE APPROACHES; ALTHOUGH OUR GUILT WILL BE MINED FROM A STRONG SENSE OF CONTRADITION. WE HAVE NO HISTORY AND IN THIS SENSE WE ARE NOT INDIVIDUALS. THIS 'TIMELESSNESS' IS THE NEGATIVE MIRROR OF THE 'TIMELESSNESS' OF CULTURE.' IF YOU WANT A VISION OF THE FUTURE; IMAGINE THE PAST (ARTIFICIALLY) EXTENDED FOREVER.

HOWEVER; WE WISH TO RESIST THIS SITUATION. THE MOST OBVIOUS REASON FOR THIS IS THAT WE DO NOT WANT TO BE CONTROLLED. AS A COROLLARY TO THIS DESIRE; WE DO NOT HAVE ANY COHERENT IDEOLOGY OR SENSE OF PURPOSE. THE MOST OBVIOUS REASON FOR THIS IS TO EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINE WHETHER IT IS POSSIBLE TO LIVE ACTIVELY WITHOUT A SENSE OF PURPOSE. NATURALLY, THIS SITUATION PREVENTS US FROM CONTROLLING ONE ANOTHER.

WE WANT WAR WITH YOU. JOIN US.
Ayi!

The first myth of Neoism is that it exists. Neoism is sometimes used as a word.

Neoism is the rattling of a stick inside a full cavity search.

Neoism... for all those times that you don't need a full pot.

What flavors Neoism you got?

The pink and blue enamel booths of the automat drugstore were full of Neoists, chattering feverishly, mostly about vast afterlifes and jetcopters.

A Neoist elder takes two bricks from his purse and, see, instantly the camel springs right up.

There is little unpleasant that can't be made longer by Neoism.

Firm for their large size.

Neoists are the blessed chloroform of the mind.

Not all that breed in the mud are Neoists.

Cessed up and misled by duppy.

Neoist scribes end every sentence with the word "tooth".

Only a gink would alphabetize.

Don't accept rides from strange Neoists—and remember that all Neoists are strange as hell.

The Neoist's brain was "wet"—at least, important areas of it were wet to an ordinarily disabling extent. Yet he was not far from being an idiot.

Neoism is speckled, and vice versa.

And I ask you, of what use is Neoism if not to replicate the emotions engendered by the sight of a hair-mat on which stands a tall glass but recently emptied of its buttermilk?

"It was easy," I said.

Neoism gives everyone the right to be his own parthenogenesis with regards to the oneiric primacy of gathering fur salts.

Dark as a Neoist with a prune.

The terrible beauty of a Neoist wearing the big purple Edgar Allan Poe head topped off by a Chicago Cubs cap.

Any Neoist who cannot keep his different code-writing styles separated in his own mind, must have no mental ability to absorb and catalog facts whatsoever and should be flogged, then placed in an iron-maiden, etc.
HERE'S A LITTLE HISTORY

The Neoist's eyes moved up the uniform, exploring small pink-revealing gaps along the way.
Fallopiian love or a chicken on a leash.
Get it on, while the Neoist with the shaved head wearing an ankle-length red coat is seen twice as your head melts.
The first Neoists went striding along the dusty roads excoriating the masses and shooting rays from their astonishingly prick-like finger tips.
Like Shakespeare's "Infinite Hazlitt", Neoists resemble all the men in the world as well as themselves, and all talk at the top of their lungs, at once, 'else what's a Tower of Babel for?
I collected a bunch of skulls and boxes of bones.
Stampertis: feverish Neoist sinus cleansings.
Lots of great garbages on Monday.
Through the water Neoism is studied by those who have recently drowned.
Leopard-spotted bath towel worn as a cape with clothes pins stuck between the fingers to simulate claws. (Home's advice to Berndt.)
The headline JFK Alive in Geneva Hospital is like a Neoist hoping to look pretty in a pink sundress.
However, Neoism has one good idea: the idea that there's a radioactive man loose in the city.
Neoist metonym for most of his soup and part of his sandwich, who, save for vague gurgling sounds, were silent.
Wirk Douglas is "the" Neoist ideal.
Two Neoists whistle at something unseen and then all three wrestle.
I may be a Neoist but I'm also a top Bruxite.
Abnormal moles.
A Neoist remembers bourgeois capitalism by the rotten irresponsible way, as, without knowing the details, he minces forward, hand on hip, restoring order to the rapid-fire blurs ("He Used Two Radishes to Feed His Brute Cravings") with their promise of cheap radiatives and a tawdry but painless stopover to indicate a root.
Neoist dog of a Neoist.
Monty Cantsin is a mushroom.
Unseparated at birth in an enclosure.
Fool, here are more Neoist truths you missed.
Neoists display flat broad fuzz all over down there.
Eats first, Neoism after.
THIS, I DELIVERED THE ARTWORK TO MY PRINTER DURING THE NEXT DAY AND TOOK AN OVERNIGHT TRAIN FROM LONDON TO THE STRANRAER FERRY THAT EVENING, IN IRELAND; I WALKED NON-STOP FIFTY MILES FROM BELFAST THROUGH TO NEWRY AND ON ACROSS "BANDIT-COUNTRY" TO THE REPUBLIC; AND AFTER ALREADY MISSING A NIGHT SLEEP IN AN UNCOMFORTABLE CHAIR ON THE OVERNIGHT TRAIN; I WALKED RIGHT THROUGH THE NEXT NIGHT, ONCE INTO THE REPUBLIC; I HITCHED DOWN TO DUBLIN; AND WHEN I ARRIVED, I COULD HARDLY STAND FROM EXHAUSTION AND WAS HALLUCINATING. I SPENT THE DAY IN THE CITY, THEN GOT A NIGHT FERRY AND OVERNIGHT TRAIN BACK TO LONDON. DURING THIS TIME I REFLECTED ON A NUMBER OF THINGS AND CAME TO A SERIES OF DECISIONS ABOUT CHANGE TO BE MADE IN MY LIFE. MINOR MANIFESTATIONS OF THIS WERE THAT I STOPPED SIGNING OFF LETTERS WITH THE PHRASE AS ABOVE; SO BELOW; AND THAT I WAS NO LONGER A NEOIST. HOWEVER, I HAD ALREADY PROMISED PETE HOROBIN THAT I'D TAKE PART IN HIS NEOIST FESTIVAL IN PONTE NOSSA IN JUNE 1985 AND, NOT LIKING TO BREAK MY WORD, I HAD DECIDED THAT THIS WOULD BE THE FINAL MANIFESTATION OF MY ENVOLVEMENT WITH "NEOISM". SMILE 7 WAS PRINTED IN MAY 1985 AND BY THAT TIME UNFORTUNATELY NO LONGER REFLECTED MY PRAXIS. THE EVENTS AT PONTE NOSSA; CULMINATING IN MY LEAVING AFTER A ROW WITH HOROBIN AND STILETO AT 4 A.M., TWO DAYS BEFORE THINGS WERE DUE TO OFFICIAL END, MERELY SERVED TO REINFORCE THE RESOLVE I HAD MADE. I THINK THE REASONS FOR THIS DECISION ARE MADE CLEAR BY SMILE 8. IT WAS HOWEVER CERTAINLY EMBITTERED BY THE EVENTS IN PONTE NOSSA AND A SUBSEQUENT EXCHANGE OF LETTERS WITH ISTVAN KANTOR. INCIDENTALLY, I CALLED SMILE THAT NAME FOR A NUMBER OF REASONS; ONE BEING A PLAY WITH/ON GENERAL IDEA'S FILE. WHEN I PICKED THE NAME, I WAS NOT AWARE OF VILE OR BILE. IF I HAD BEEN MORE RIGOROUS IN THINKING, I WOULD HAVE NAMED IT FILE; BUT IT'S TOO LATE NOW. SMILE 8 HAS BEEN INTERESTING; BECAUSE MY NEW APPROACH HAS REACHED A LOT MORE PEOPLE; AND ALIENATED A LOT OF THE DEAD WOOD I NEEDED TO GET RID OF. WHAT I THINK IS MORE INTERESTING IN IT IS THE ARTISTS' STRIKE WHICH, ALTHOUGH IT WILL TAKE PLACE; ALSO NEEDS TO BE EXTENDED AND DEVELOPED; SOMETHING I AND OTHERS ARE WORKING ON. PRAXIS IS NOT AN "ART MOVEMENT" IN THE WAY THAT NEOISM IS, IT IS A JOKE; AND I AM NOT MAKING SERIOUS ATTEMPTS TO PROPAGATE OR ORGANIZE IT AS AN "ART MOVEMENT". IT HAS NO MEMBERS; BUT EVERYONE HAS THEIR PRAXIS.

KAREN ELIOT NEOISM NOW ARTCORE EDITIONS
But she blushed fitfully, in her arms and stomach as much as her face—not that she was overpowered by the great clodhopper boots, formidable mushroom-shaped 'fro, and fiercely dangerous of this person, as you might imagine; simply, she had not been prepared to meet a Neoist elder in the corral. (Often attributed to Thos. Hardy.)

In the Neoist patois, portis is spoken of as portis on the portistan on the veal portis, and the stamportis.

Neck tufts.

The destruction of the squirrelled fly freed the word "robot member" which thereupon became conscious of pent-up alibis wholly compatible with the subvocalized commands of Southern Baptist Neoism.

Davy Crockett's mysterious son was called "Neoist" by some, "Froogy" by others.

Neoism, like science, or magic, is a likely source of monstrous beings, now not so much as a consequence of attempts to create life as of attempts to recombine or modify brain to fail.

Neoists project six forms of disorientation because they're Neoists not because all people are having sex on the parts of the blind!

Like beasts they were.

It is a teacher, but also an oil man who hit the big time, and a palpably poor excuse for an owl—everywhere we meet contradictions.

The Neoist behind the wire removed his accordion, and rubbed it against the lapel of his two-hundred dollar suit.

We'll have to tie this down for the trip to town.

No accident: the Neoist youth held there a moment, slowing his motions, wouldn't you agree?

One happy Neoist shaking out his shorts in the free showers equals tens of hundreds of angry little crabjobbers hitting the shower room floor.

Every night before sleep I take off my Neoist patent leather shoes—but isn't it silly to imagine a heating pad could ever be as great as Monty Cantsin? (Whispered by a Neoist woman in Amsterdam as she was being bundled into a police van.)

Akdemogrod is an o.k. place if you're an orange.

You cannot hide a Neoist in a sack for more than 48 hrs.

A Neoist among sheep is sure to drop from exhaustion.

Beware of the Neoist with one nut.

A really good old boys club.
WESTERN CELL DIVISION

A HOMOGENOUS WESTERN CULTURE SEEMS TO HAVE PROLIFERATED TO THE POINT OF CONSUMING (PRODUCING) THE GLOBE. AS THE RATE OF ITS REPRODUCTION INCREASES, SO TOO DOES ITS APPEARANCE OF IMMANENT COLLAPSE - IT WATCHES ITSELF DESPERATELY REPLICATE WITH EACH DEATH THROE.

AND YET ONE WONDERS IF AN INTERSTICE IS MOMENTARILY CREATED WITH EACH DIVISION OF CELLS. IF ANCIENT, MUTATED AND NEW "CULTURES" - DEVIANT CULTURES - SPRING UP IN THE GAPS CREATED (THE FOLD OF ONE REALITY OVERRUNNING ANOTHER), NOT SOME ESSENTIAL SPIRIT STUBBORNLY PUSHING THROUGH THE CONCRETE; BUT AN ALTOGETHER NEW CULTURE; NEW PERCEPTION; PARADOXICALLY MADE POSSIBLE BY THE INCREASING FOLDS IN THE REALITY FABRIC, INSPIRED BY THE RICHNESS OF CULTURE(S) IN RUINS; BORROWING FROM THE OLD NO DOUBT, BUT SUBVERTING; PERVERTING; DETOURING; MUTATING. USING IT FOR CONVENIENCE; BUT CHANGING IT WHEN IT BECOMES OBVIOUS THAT NOTHING REMAINS PURE.

AT WHICH POINT WOULD SUCH A VIRAL CULTURE PRECLUDE THE WESTERN CELL?

COULD THE FORMER EXIST WITHOUT THE LATER; A VIRUS WITHOUT A HOST?

WESTERN CELL DIVISION

THE IDEA OF DAVID A. BANNISTER

I TOOK ANOTHER LOOK AT THE BOOK BEFORE RETURNING IT TO YOU AS I FOUND MY MEMORY OF WHAT I HAD READ OF IT ALMOST BLANK AND I HOPED TO HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY ABOUT IT. SKIMMING OVER IT AGAIN REMINDS ME THAT I HAD VERY LITTLE TO SAY ABOUT IT IN THE FIRST PLACE. WHAT LITTLE I CAN SAY HERE IS BOUND TO SOUND NAIVE; I PREFER TO CHARACTERIZE IT AS "POST-JADED". FROM THE MOMENT I WAS INTRODUCED TO THE CULTURAL ACTIVITY NOW HISTORICIZED AS NEOISM, I HAD CERTAIN MISGIVINGS ABOUT THE POSTURING WHICH THAT TERM OR ANY TERM; (INDEED THE TERMINOLOGY OF TERMS; WHICH, IN PART, NEOISM WAS ABOUT) IMPLIED. NONETHELESS; I WAS DRAWN TO THE CULTURAL AND
Again, to the scratchily recorded strains of a tortured gorilla, and approaching you at the precise level of your windpipe, the Neoist's lower teeth are not followed by rosebud lips and a charming smile but are attached to a yam tied with black line to the end of a stick being manipulated by an enormous ex-convict named Dave.

Mount Rushmore is a sonnet to Neoism.

Hoarse breathing, that of a device for strangling mice, the coarse tremors shaking loose the crudely taped newspaper slacks, revealing legs pressed together so long that the knees have fused plumb together, proved the Neoist on the bed was alive.

Neoism's crystal ball demonstrates on his nose.

Neoists like to read about other Neoists, not facts.

I'm going to JoJo's for Neoism.

Amazingly strange object, something like a lamp...it is the fundamental inspirational object of Neoism. (Yelled by Monty Cantsin in July, 1979, in Portland, Oregon, as he pointed a trembling finger at someone's old, cast-off "Vibrating Big-Boy" device, a battery-powered marital-aid product he'd just found in an alley behind Dave Zack's.)

Sal Mineoism is that branch of Neoism that happens only in the past--and I'm in charge of that branch. (Ackerman to Edward R. Murrow, 1957.)

Effendie.

Don't used for that, vell used for well, etc.

Vell, John, I vant to build 50,000 of these tiny robots! Ahhahahaha!

A madman that laughs is already half-Neoist.

This might not be healthy if we decide to have a baby.

The promise of Neoism fills the sky like a small sample of what I've been up against since I tried to collect from that little Bellevue deal.

A shroud as well as a life sentence! (Kantor exhorting the multitudes in hellish Benares.)

Imagine a beaver shoving back his chair and standing up to undress.

O! the Neoists that could be agreeable to this bill of goods, i.e., putting a petting zoo near the meat section in a large supermarket, are already dancing, some singing Neoist anthems, others accompanying they on four thousand tubas from which yellow smoke billows and twists like the shoulders of a patent medicine vendor hooked on sawhorse sex, said, uh, said gnarly interludes made danker by the urine of a Swiss carpenter covered in roaches that keep falling off the back of his head, brownish-red clusters of living horror that become twisted like Roman pearls several
POLITICAL ACTIVISM WHICH THRIVED FOR A TIME UNDER
ITS UMBRELLA AND SEEMED TO PROMISE CHANGE OR AT
LEAST, FUN AND INDEED; IT DELIVERED WHILE IT
LASTED. EVENTUALLY, AND PERHAPS INEVITABLY; THAT
WAS OVERSHADOWED BY THE ORIGINAL POSTURING
WHICH GREW LIKE A TUMOR; COVERING EVERYTHING IT
TOUCHEO. I USED TO THINK OF ISTVAN KANTOR/MONTY
CANTVIN AS EMBODING EVERYTHING WRONG ABOUT ”THE
MOVEMENT”; BUT THAT'S ONLY PART OF THE PROBLEM.
WITH THIS BOOK, BANNISTER BEATS HIM AT THE SAME
GAME; THOUGH FOR DIFFERENT PRIZES AND WITH A
DIFFERENT; AND MUCH MORE EFFECTIVE STYLE. BOTH
SEEM TO FEEL THAT EVENTS; (REVOLUTIONARY OR NOT)
GAIN IMPORTANCE AFTER THEY HAPPEN AND ARE
RECORDED SO THEY CAN THEN PLAY THEM BACK; HAVING
PLACED THEMSELVES AT THE CENTER OF IMPORTANCE.
DAVID PUTS AN INTERESTING SPIN ON THIS PROCESS BY
SOMETIMES CHOOSING TO PLACE HIMSELF OUTSIDE OF
EVENTS AND GAIN IMPORTANCE BY THIS VERY DISTANCE
HE CREATES. IF I SOUND BITTER; I’M NOT; AS I WAS ONLY
VERY TANGENTIALLY INVOLVED AND LOST NOTHING. MY
TONE IS DUE RATHER TO THE WEARINESS OF HAVING MY
MOST DISMAL FEARS VALIDATED. I SHOULD QUALIFY MY
COMMENTS REGARDING DAVID’S BOOK BY STRESSING THAT
THE OVERWHELMING IMPRESSION I GOT AS EXPRESSED
ABOVE IS BY THE BOOK AS A WHOLE. I RESERVE MY
ENTHUSIASM FOR A LOT OF HIS WORK INCLUDING PIECES
REPRINTED HERE FROM SMILE. HOWEVER; EVEN THOSE
LOSE THEIR EDGE WHEN FLATTENED INTO THE RHETORIC
OF THIS BOOK AND THE MORE RECENT PIECES SEEM TO
TURN INTO MUSH ON THEIR OWN. HE HAS QUITE CLEVERLY
PREEMPTED A WIDE VARIETY OF SPECIFIC; (I.E.
IDEOLOGICAL; ACADEMIC) CRITICISM BY HEADING IT OFF
AT EVERY TURN; BUT I DON'T FIND THAT VERY
INTERESTING; AT LEAST NOT ANY MORE. IT JUST STRIKES
ME AS A VERY TIGHT; BORING; LITTLE ORBIT. IN THE END;
I THINK IT'S FAIR TO CRITICIZE THE BOOK AS A WHOLE;
AS I DON'T SEE ANYTHING HOLDING THESE PIECES
TOGETHER EXCEPT THE IDEA OF DAVID A. BANNISTER.

WESTERN CELL DIVISION

AKADEMGOROD

COMPLEXITY/ORGANIZATION IS PARASITIC; I.E. ACTIVE
AS OPPOSED TO DISORDER WHICH IS PASSIVE/NON-
REINFORCING (HEREIN LIES ITS STRENGTH).

THE HUMAN NERVOUS SYSTEM IS A PARASITE OF
times around the stringy throat of one whose landlady protests in vain his habit of wearing stretch pants on the stairs--John Cage!

Harboring a runaway Neoist is like playing a banjo and talking to a goose. (Steiner.)

A Neoist with eyes open instead of the usual.

Hundreds of small clay heads unearthed while planting coffee is scarcely worth one Neoist slaver crouched behind your drapes.

Elaborate gourds spooking mean, wicked, dirty things, and helping me dress in spotless raiments, and driving the crazily-colored snakes from my eyes, ears, mouth, and nose--these are only a few of the things Monty Cantsin promised me and that's why I signed the check. (Betty Ford.)

Neoists are very delicate, they're not like a bunch of carpet layers.

Everytime you smile a fairy is born.

In emergency situations Neoists are empowered to conduct strip searches aboard public conveyances and buses! (Kantor broadcasting from Berlin, 1943.)

Woozy.
ORGANIZATION COMPLEX ENOUGH TO APPEAR CHAOTIC; BUT IN FACT A BASTION OF COMPLETE CONTROL.

NEOISM IS SOUND WHERE THERE IS SOUND; ANY VACUUM IS IMAGINED.

THE HUMAN ORGANISM HAS PARASITIZED ITS SURROUNDINGS; REMOVING DISORDER. CITIES, STREETS, ETC... ARE ORGANS OF HUMAN BEINGS. THE NEXT STEP IN EVOLUTION HAS BEGUN IN THE EXTENSION OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM INTO STREETS; TELEPHONES ETC... MEDIA AND CONSTRUCTION FORM A GROUP BODY; EXTENDING CHANNELS OF CONTROL AND PERCEPTION.

HUMANS ARE INFLUENCED BY IMMEDIATE SURROUNDINGS; SOON THIS WILL MEAN SOMETHING DIFFERENT; AND ARCHITECTURE WILL BECOME A SYSTEMATIZED FORM OF CONTROL; AS EXTREME AS ANY ADDICTIVE ORGAN (BRAIN; STOMACH ETC.). NEOISTS ARE “FREE” FROM CONTROL BY UNDERSTANDING AND RELINQUISHING IT.

I PROPOSE AN AKADEMGOROD OF SIMULTANEOUS ORGANIZATION AND RANDOMNESS WHICH WILL PURPOSELY MIMIC THE STRUCTURE OF THE PARASITE WHICH WE OBSERVE; WITH THE INTENTION OF MIND-CONTROLLING OURSELVES DIRECTLY. WE ARE ALL CELLS; BUT THAT MEANS NOTHING; WE ARE ALL DATA PARTICLES; INVADE THE BODY; PARASITIZE THE PARASITE. I MAKE NO JUDGEMENT; I PROPOSE THIS PLAN FOR A PROMISED LAND.

CANTSIN

WHY NEOISTS DO NOT DRINK ALCOHOL

IN FEBRUARY OF LAST YEAR (SPIRALLING; NON-LINEAR CALENDAR) I WAS HAVING A CHAT WITH CANTSIN AT A CAFÉ IN A CITY WHOSE IDENTITY IS BEST KEPT SECRET; WHEN IT OCCURRED TO ME THAT HE HAD NOT TOUCHED HIS DRINK; ”DO YOU DRINK?” I ASKED. HE LOOKED AT ME AS IF I HAD ASKED TO SEE HIS COLLECTION OF TWO-HEADED SHIRTS; OR WORSE HIS COLLECTION OF HEADED PANTS. PERHAPS; AT THAT POINT HE LOOKED DOWN AT THE TABLE; OR TUGGED AT THE TABLE CLOTH; OR ADJUSTED HIS POSTERIOR ON THE WROUGHT IRON FLOOR. FROM THAT I INFERRED....

”NEOISM IS SOBRIETY; I AM LIMITING THE NUMBER OF
ACTIVITIES I ENGAGE IN UNTIL I REACH A STATE OF COMPLETE INACTIVITY; RE. ONLY BREATHING; BLEEDING; SPITTING ETC... THIS SYSTEMATIC APPROACH ALLOWS ME TIME TO CONSTRUCT THE NEXT PHASE OF MY PLAN WITHOUT SIMPLY KILLING ME. A DEAD CANTSIN IS NO CANTSIN AT ALL."

"OR PERHAPS; NEOISM IS A REVERSION TO CHILDHOOD - A YOU MAY KNOW; CHILDREN ARE EFFECTED IN REVERSE MANNER BY INTOXICANTS; E.G. CHILDREN ARE PUT TO SLEEP BY CAFFEINE; DRIVEN WILD BY ALCOHOL... FOR A NEOIST TO DRINK WOULD INCREASE HIS AWARENESS, WHICH IS NOT AT ALL OUR INTENTION..."

"I ONLY DRINK RUBBING ALCOHOL, BECAUSE IT MAKES ME BLIND... CONTRARY TO POPULAR BELIEF IT DOESN'T MAKE ONE VOMIT..."

"NEOISTS DRINK ONLY TO ENCOURAGE THE ASSIMILATION OF BODILY FLUIDS INTO THE OUTERMOST AESTHETIC PROTRUSIONS OF THEIR BODILY PARTS....THAT PROBABLY MAKES NEGATIVE SENSE.."

PROPOSALS-

GIANT NEOIST CAKE BOX DESIGNED TO EAT SPECTATORS WITH MECHANICAL ARMS. "TAKE A RUNNING LEAP AT THE FLOOR AND MISS"-P.P.) 17 SUMMERS OLD OR/CONCEIVABLE ENTERING INTO METAPHOR BY HAVING YOUR BRAIN SMASHED OUT BY A SLICE OF LEMON WRAPPED AROUND A GOLD BRICK...

SET OF HALLUCINATIONS WORTH HAVING-

"APPARITION OF A GREEN FIELD IN A CUP OF COFFEE RESTING BETWEEN BULL HORN..."

"THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE TILES ONE THE BATHROOM FLOOR TO THE RECTANGLES OF THE GOLDEN SECTION"

"THE EXISTENCE OF A DISCOLORED WORLD DANGLING UPESIDE-DOWN FROM BENEATH OUR FEET (GLIMPSED PERFECTLY IN CLEAR RAIN PUDDLES AND FLOOR MIRRORS"

"THE DISINTEGRATION OF THE BODY INTO WIND..."

"THE SPEEDING UP AND SLOWING DOWN OF A PERFECT PIANO METRONOME."
"RECEIVING A LETTER FROM MONTY CANTSIN THAT I KNOW HE DID NOT WRITE."

I'M CONSIDERING TRAVELLING TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER AS A LIVING ISSUE OF SMILE MAGAZINE;= MUCH LIKE THE ONE FROM MONTY CANTSIN W/ THE BULL EMIL; I WOULD BE ADDED TO BY EACH PERSON I VISITED AND CARRY ANY WRITTEN MATERIAL/NON-PERMANENT TATTOOS ETC... I THINK PERHAPS SOMEONE ELSE SHOULD DO THIS AS WELL AND WE COULD HUNT EACH OTHER DOWN.

I'VE NEVER HAD A STOMACH THIS BIG.

"A CONCEPT ONCE DEFINED LOOSES ITS CANTSIN!": BURNEOISM

NEW SLOGANEERING OF THE PRE/GRO/PER/ATAVISTIC MOVEMENT; FORMERLY NEOISM: "WHAT MOTIVATES MONTY CANTSIN? NO ONE PHRASE CAN EXPLAIN SUCH AN INDIVIDUAL; EXCEPT FOR 'MONTY CANTSIN IS MOTIVATED ENTIRELY BY SEXUAL DESIRE!"

"WITHOUT NEOISM, THERE WOULD ONLY BE NEOISM."

NEOIST DEFENSE LEAGUE CURRENT PLANS INCLUDE CONSTRUCTION OF A FLEET OF MOTORIZED GO-CARTS OR AUTOS FROM STOLEN TRASH DUMPSTERS TO BE USED TO PATROL THE STREETS OF AKADEMGOROD IN ORDER TO ENSURE THAT THE HIERARCHY OF NEOISM BE MAINTAINED....

DEAR NEOIST AND ANTI-NEOIST FRIENDS;

PLEASE.. REALIZE THE PROJECTS INCLUDED IN THIS... ISSUE OF SMILE MAGAZINE AS I AM TOO BUSY TO DO SO.... MYSELF ... I HAVE TOO MUCH WORK .... ALTHOUGH SOME OF THEM MAY SEEM ... IMPROBABLE ... I HAVE REASON TO BELIEVE THEY ALL ... HAVE BEEN DONE BEFORE ....

EVERYTHING BEFORE 1986'

CANTSIN

I FACED SIMILAR CONFUSION

WHEN I WANTED TO EXPLORE THE COSMETOLOGY OF OPEN POP STAR MARTIAL "LOCUS SOLUS" CANTEREL. HE IS OBVIOUSLY REFERRING TO MONTY "HOCUS POCUS"
NEOISM ANTI NEOISM PREGROPERATIVISM
CANTSIN; THE MAGICIAN AND JACK LONDON OF SQUIRRELS THAT HAVE THAT KIND OF SMILE; THE WAY A PERSON SMILES TO SAY "NO WAY; I MEAN YIELD UP THE HOUSE AND CHILDREN TO ME SO YOU HAVE NO ONE TO BLAME FOR YOUR CARELESSNESS BUT YOURSELF!" AND "NATURALLY NONE OF THESE PEOPLE LEFT RECORDS. THE ONLY THING WE KNOW ABOUT THEM COMES FROM THE GOSSTIP OF THEIR ENEMIES. BUT NO MATTER. I'M JUST TRYING TO SHOW YOU A WIRE SUDDENLY VIBRATING ITS MIDDLE PORTION INTO INVISIBILITY; AS A DERBIED SLUG RACED ACROSS IT; ON ITS WAY TO ITS FOUNDER; NORMAN HALLERITH. LATER OF THE POP GROUP "STORMIN' NORMAN AND SUSIE!" WE USED TO PLAY CHESS IN A HOTEL BAR ONCE A WEEK; ALTHOUGH; TRUTH TO TELL; I ALWAYS PREFERRED BRIDGE. RUPERT? I THINK QUIRINUS KUHLMANN'S "DER KUHLPSALTER ODER DI FUENFFZEHN GESANGE" ("THE CATERPILLAR MOVED THE HAIR AWAY FROM HIS EARS") DOUBTS MY EXISTENCE. WELL; FUCK IT. I TOLD I. I TOLD YOU. I TOLD HIM. I TOLD THEM. I TOLD THEM THAT DURING A SUDDEN OUTBURST OF RELIGIOUS PERSECUTIONS AT A LECTURE HELD IN 1982; HE SAT FORWARD AND BEGAN TO TALK AGAIN. BUT WHO IS HE; I WONDERED? THE ODD THING THAT DIDN'T SEEM TO FIT THE SERIES OF ONE-RING-HANG-UP CALLS WERE HIS OWN HANG-UPS. HANG-UPS ABOUT DINING ON NOTHING BUT YOGURT; ESP WHITE-HAIRED OLD MEN; AND THE WELL-KNOWN ANGLE OF 38 DEGREES? IN T. GILLIAN'S CRYPTO-BANAL "FISHER KING"; ROBIN WILLIAMS APPEARS TO HAVE NO WAIST, A CLUE? SILAS HASLAM SAID IT BETTER WHEN HE SAID; "IF ONE OF MY MULES IS AT THE RIPE-GRASS PLACE; I WILL FIGHT WITH TIME."

BUT REALLY; IT'S ALL CONTAINED IN JACK LONDON'S "BURNING DAYLIGHT."

CHESTER GEIN IN AKADEMGOROD TECHNOCRATS FOR STEINER

MYTHOLOGY

YOU MUST HAVE GUESSED BY NOW THAT THE NEOIST MYTHOLOGY IS EVER GROWING DAILY OBSCURING THE ACTUAL TRUTH OF ITS BIRTH CONTINUATION AND HEROES EACH INDIVIDUAL WITHIN THE NEOIST ADVENTURE IS Responsible FOR HIS INTERPRETATION AND ADDITION TO THE EVER-CHANGING MYTH YOU ARE MAKING GOOD STATEMENTS SO FAR AND CERTAINLY DO NOT NEED ME TO GIVE YOU MORE TRUTHS THAN YOU CAN
INVENT FOR YOURSELF BUT YES YOU RAISE SOME INTERESTING QUESTIONS

YANTOH THE MYSTERY DOG WAS FIRST CALLED MONTY CANTSIN AND WAS GIVEN LIFE BY DIANA THE GODDESS OF LOVE AND HUNTING YANTOH LIVED IN THE INNER LAND OF AKADEMGOROD WITH THE ARCH WIZARD ZACK AS A HUMAN FORM BUT THEN THE FOURTEEN SECRET MASTERS OF THE WORLD GAVE AN INSTRUCTION FOR MONTY CANTSIN TO CHANGE HIS SHAPE INTO THAT OF A DOG SO THAT YANTOH COULD MOVE AMONG MEN WITHOUT BEING OBSERVED THEREBY ABLE TO SEEK OUT ESSENTIAL DATA AFTER THE LONDON APARTMENT FEST IN 1984 YANTOH THE MYSTERY DOG DISAPPEARED IT HAS BEEN RUMORED THAT HE MOVED TO BERLIN WHERE HE TOOK THE FORM OF GRAF HAUFEN THIS COULD EXPLAIN WHY GRAF HAUFEN BECAME MONTY CANTSIN AND ALREADY KNEW THE HISTORY OF NEOISM FROM WITHIN THIS COULD ALSO EXPLAIN WHY GRAF TRAVELLED TO PONTE NOSSA TO PARTICIPATE IN APT 9 THE TOTAL MONTY CANTSIN ADVENTURE

YOU SEE NOW THAT THE INDIVIDUAL INVOLVEMENT WITH NEOISM BEGINS AT A VERY EARLY AGE BEFORE WE ARE BORN INFANT FIRST YOU WERE YANTOH BUT THEN BEFORE EVEN THAT YOU WERE MONTY CANTSIN ALREADY NOW IT IS TRUE THAT EACH OF THE FOURTEEN SECRET MASTERS OF THE WORLD HAVE ALSO BEEN MONTY CANTSIN AND EACH ONE OF THEM HAS ALSO HAD THE FORM OF A MYSTERY ANIMAL DAVID ZACK WAS AT ONE TIME A SNOW LEOPARD AND ACKERMAN WAS A HONEY BADGER ISTVAN KANTOR WAS A BRIGHTLY COLORED FIRELY STEWART HOME WAS IN FACT A HORSE AND VITTORE BARONI WAS A THREE HORNED GOAT INSIDE EACH ANIMAL IS A MONTY CANTSIN WANTING TO ESCAPE THIS IS WHY WE MUST preserve all animal kind and never kill the sacred snail of scotland or the magical moongoose of malawi

YES THERE ARE THOUSANDS OF NEOIST BOOKS WRITTEN DOWN THE COURSE OF HISTORY ALL WRITTEN BY MONTY CANTSIN I PERSONALLY HAVE NOT BEEN RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY OF THEM BUT YANTOH INSTRUCTED ME TO MAKE THE APT S BOOK WHICH I SENT TO YOU AND YES THERE ARE MILLIONS OF PHOTOS OF ALL NEOIST ACTIONS LOCKED IN THE BRAIN CELLS OF THE MASS NETWORK JUST ASK RYOSUKE COHEN WHO WAS ONCE INDEED A NORTH AMERICAN BISON AND OF COURSE I WILL BE THERE IN BERLIN IN NOVEMBER/DECEMBER IN FACT I THOUGHT I WAS ALREADY LIVING IN YOUR FLAT CHECK BENEATH THE FLOORBOARDS MAYBE YOU SHOULD PUT
MORE BREADCRUMBS DOWN FOR THERE IS A LARGE FAMILY OF US JUST LIVING THERE QUIETLY WAITING FOR THE RIGHT TIME TO EMERGE AND CHANGE OUR FORMS ONCE MORE INTO THE FOURTEEN SECRET MASTERS OF THE WORLD.

MONTY CANTSIN SMILE

THE EROTICISM OF BOREDOM

1. I.I.I AM. MY IDENTITY, MINE. I EXCHANGE IT WITH ANOTHER AND STEP OUTSIDE WHERE THE SUN IS SHINING. ANOTHER PERSON WALKS UP TO ME AND GIVES ME SOME WORDS. I RESPOND BY GIVING HER SOME PLEASURE I HAVE WITH ME. I DO NOT 'UNDERSTAND' THIS; BUT IT IS MINE AND I SEE NO REASON NOT TO GIVE IT TO HER. THE WORDS SHE GIVE ME ARE EASY AND I DIGEST THEM ALL QUICKLY; ANY INTERFERENCE WITH MY WORLD VIEW GONE BECAUSE I AM EMPTY; MONTY CANTSIN, IMMORTAL. TOTAL ABSTRACTION OF EACH STEP DOWN THE STREET. WAKE FROM A DEEP SLEEP INTO A DEEPER SLEEP. THE IDEAS NOW SEEM ALL THE SAME. WAKE UP-

IF YOU USE WORDS ENOUGH THEY BECOME INTERCHANGEABLE. NEOISM; FASCISM; IMMORTALITY; ETERNITY; FREEDOM; LOVE; PLEASURE; EXPANSION; INTELLIGENCE; REACTION; DREAM. GIVE ME BACK THE PLEASURE. I NEED TO GET MORE WORDS WITH IT. AS SOON AS YOU REALIZE YOU HAVE BEEN THINKING IN CIRCLES YOU ARE ALREADY THINKING IN A STRAIGHT LINE; TOWARDS MAKING THE STRAIGHT LINE A CIRCLE. "DIRECTION" IS INDEPENDENT OF ITS CONTEXT; IT IS A FORCE WHICH POSSES US AND ITS MANIFESTATIONS ARE NOT REAL; ONLY REFLECTIONS. CHASING YOUR MIND'S TAIL; THE BACK OF YOUR IMAGE UNFOLDS INTO WARM BREEZE, SOUNDS OF INSECTS AND WET GRASS. STARE INTO THE EYES OF ANOTHER HUMAN BEING AND SAY "I LOVE YOU", WHAT DO YOU MEAN; ME? I STEP BACK AND REMOVE THE PLEASURE; GIVING BACK THE WORDS. THIS IS NEOISM.

AKADEMGOROD. BY THAT WE MEAN THE HUMAN BODY. I CUT LINES IN MY BODY; NOT FOR SPECTACLE; NOT FOR OTHER PEOPLE; BUT TO PROVE TO MYSELF THAT THERE IS AKADEMGOROD. CITIES; STREETS; ROMANTIC DREAMS OF THE PERFECT MONTY CANTSIN IMAGE FLICKERING LIKE A SINGLE FRAME OF FILM. SLOW DOWN THE CONCEPTUAL FILM AND BLINK WHILE YOU WATCH IT. WAKE UP-
LIE BACK ON THE BED; EYES CLOSED; HE NEEDED TIME TO KEEP THE CONSPIRACY GOING. REALITY IS A SOCIAL CONSTRUCT. HE LAY PANTING. SHE LAY PANTING. A TRIP TO THE POST OFFICE TO EXCHANGE ENERGY BY MAIL. EMPTY MAILBOX; LIE ON THE BED PANTING. EYES GO OUT. DREAMING OF A BIG DOG LOOKING AT ME AND SLIPS INSIDE MY BODY AND DISSOLVES. WAKE UP. OVER LUNCH; "DID YOU HAVE THE SAME DREAM?" REITERATE TO YOURSELF; TIME AND TIME AGAIN; "I AM MONTY CANTSIN AND I HAVE BEEN NEOIST ALL MY LIFE". WAKE UP-

NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/NO/

HOW LARGE IS OUT CONSPIRACY? HUGE; MUCH LARGER THAN IT ACTUALLY IS. TIME DRIPS BACKWARD AND FORWARD. A NEOIST IS SOMEONE WHO DOES NOT BELIEVE IN HUMAN POTENTIAL. ONCE YOU DESTROY ANYTHING; YOU BECOME PART OF ITS HISTORY. THAT IS WHY I ASKED FOR THE PLEASURE BACK; DO YOU REMEMBER YOUR FAMILY? DO YOU REMEMBER ANY OF THE LAST TEN YEARS? NONE OF IT HAPPENED; THERE IS ONLY NOW.

ON THE CONTRARY, THE FLAME IS ALSO TRANSPARENT. PATTERNS COME. I BEGIN TO BLINK UNCONTROLLABLY IN ONE EYE. BACKWARD; BUT NOT EVEN PATTERN. I HAVE ONLY TOTAL CONTEMPT FOR THIS; AND MYSELF. WAKE UP-

TO RUN AWAY TAKE ALL THE ROAD MAPS IN INFINITE SEQUENCE.

II.

HOW CAN WE DESCRIBE MONTY CANTSIN? NO ONE SENTENCE COULD DESCRIBE THE COMPLEXITIES OF THE HERO OF NEOISM; EXCEPT; PERHAPS; "MONTY CANTSIN IS MOTIVATED PURELY BY SEXUAL DESIRE."

THE FAKE PERFECTION OF IMAGINARY STATES; 500 GODS OF NEOISM.

"LOOK INTO YOUR OWN EYE; FELLA?" ALSO; HE DEFEATED AND STREW THE EXCREMENT AROUND THE HALL WHERE THE FIRST FRUITS WERE TASTED. SEEING THIS; SHE WAS ALARMED AND STRUCK HER GENITALS AGAINST THE WEAVING SHUTTLE AND DIED. IN THE MIDDLE OF THE BRANCHES THEY SUSPENDED CLOTH. AND SO; LIKE A MAN IN A NIGHTMARE I PRESSED HER TO AGREE TO THIS MURDER I DIDN'T COMMIT. CAN PLEASURE EVER BE SEPARATED FROM ITS SOURCE; THE GOD ASKED=
II. (BIOMORPHISM)

LOSS OF IDENTITY. THE CEILING CRASHED IN. EATING A STRAW HAT THROUGH A HUGE FORMLESS HOLE IN THE TOP OF MY HEAD; WHICH IS VERY PAINFUL. INSERTING RAZORS UNDER MY JAW. BEING PURSUED; FALLING THROUGH FLOORS; A HUGE BLACK SHAPE DISINTEGRATES; LEAVING ME IN ANOTHER BODY. DREAMS OF TRAVELLING TO MEXICO.

IN FACT, IT IS FAR LESS ROMANTIC. WE SWITCH BODIES LIKE CLOTHES; OUR NEIOIST-BIONS SLIDING IN WITH NO RESISTANCE; LEAVING MEMORIES BEHIND...
INFORMATION IS NOT IMPORTANT. HOW BACKWARD; HOW PASSÉ.

I TEND TO AGREE WITH YOU. MY IMAGE DISINTEGRATES AGAIN. LETS HAVE A CONFLICT SO MY IMAGE WILL BECOME CLOSE TO YOUR OWN. HERE; HAVE SOME PLEASURE. HERE; HAVE SOME CONTROL. HERE; HAVE SOME WORDS.
REPLICATION
REPLICATION

THE CONCEPT OF MONTY CANTSIN

MONTY CANTSIN IS A NAME CHOSEN/INVENTED BY MONTY CANTSIN TO REFER TO AN INTERNATIONAL STAR WHO
CAN BE ANYONE. THE NAME IS FIXED; THE PEOPLE USING IT AREN'T. WHAT IS USUALLY AN EGOISTICAL ROLE
(STAR) BECOMES ABSTRACTED BY ITS DISASSOCIATION
FROM A PARTICULAR PERSON. WHEN SOMEONE
THINKS/FEELS THAT THE STAR CONTEXT/ADVANTAGE
MIGHT BE USEFUL; THEY CAN "WEAR" THE MONTY CANTSIN
IDENTITY.

SMILE MAGAZINE

SMILE IS A NAME CHOSEN BY MONTY CANTSIN TO REFER
TO AN INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINE OF MULTIPLE ORIGINS.
THE NAME IS FIXED; THE TYPE OF MAGAZINES USING IT
AREN'T. THE PURPOSE OF MANY DIFFERENT MAGAZINES
USING THE SAME NAME IS TO EXPERIMENT WITH A
SITUATION FOR WHICH NO ONE IN PARTICULAR IS
RESPONSIBLE.

NEOISM

NEOISM IS A NAME INVENTED BY MONTY CANTSIN TO
REFER TO AN INTERNATIONAL MOVEMENT OF MULTIPLE
ORIGINS. THE NAME IS FIXED; THE USE ISN'T. THE
PURPOSE OF MANY DIFFERENT USES OF THE SAME NAME
IS TO EXPERIMENT WITH A SITUATION FOR WHICH NO
ONE IN PARTICULAR IS RESPONSIBLE.

MONTY CANTSIN
MONTY CANTSin ISM

MONTY CANTSin IS A GESTURE OF DEFIANCE AGAINST THE ORDER OF POWER AND A DEMONSTRATION THAT THE NEOISTS ARE UNGOVERNABLE

MONTY CANTSin IS CONCEIVED AS MULTIPLE POP

MONTY CANTSin IS IN EUROPE DURING THE MONTHS OF NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER

MONTY CANTSin IS A CANADIAN BASED ARTIST WHO INVENTED NEOISM

MONTY CANTSin IS A PSEUDONYM

MONTY CANTSin IS WILLING TO SPEND ONLY SO MUCH TIME AND EFFORT ENCOURAGING PEOPLE TO PROTECT THEIR PRIVACY

MONTY CANTSin IS AN EVIL PUPPET

MONTY CANTSin IS A TV AND RADIO PRESENTER

MONTY CANTSin IS

MONTY CANTSin IS SOMEONE WHO BELIEVES IN IDENTITY

MONTY CANTSin IS OFFERED AS A NULL SYSTEM

MONTY CANTSin IS AN EXPLICITLY EMPTY FIGURE

MONTY CANTSin IS MY COPY

MONTY CANTSin IS A NEOIST FIGURE

MONTY CANTSin IS AN OPEN MIKE SLOT WHERE YOU CAN COME AND SAY WHAT YOU WANT

MONTY CANTSin IS FEELING A BIT GUILTY ABOUT STARTING THIS

MONTY CANTSin IS ONE OF MANY PSEUDONYMS USED BY NEW JERSEY

MONTY CANTSin
I AM THE
EMPOWERED
OF SUPER-
NEOISMS
STUPID UNDERGROUNDS

THE THING CALLED MONTY CANTSIN IS AN EXPLICITLY EMPTY FIGURE: A NAME OPEN TO OCCUPATION BY ANYONE WHO WISHES TO STAND IN THE STUPID GURU'S PLACE IN ORDER TO SEE THAT IT DOESN'T EXIST. THERE IS; IN FACT; NO SUCH INDIVIDUAL AS MONTY CANTSIN; HE IS A PURE ALIAS. IN PRINCIPLE; ANYONE WHO WISHES TO ADOPT THIS FALSE IDENTITY; THIS IDENTITY AS FALSEHOOD; AND FOR WHATEVER MOTIVES; WHETHER IT BE TO PRESERVE THE STRICTEST ANONYMITY OR FROM THE MOST VENAL BAND-WAGON OPPORTUNISM; CAN CLAIM TO BE CANTSIN;

"CANADIAN 'TOTAL MEDIA ARTIST' MONTY CANTSIN IS SOMETHING BETWEEN AN ENIGMA AND AN INSTITUTION. HE IS A BEING AROUND WHOM A VAST CONTEMPORARY MYTHOLOGY HAS ACCUMULATED. NEMESIS SEEMS TO DOG HIS FOOTSTEPS; RETRIBUTION IS INCAPABLE OF TRACKING HIM DOWN. HE IS VORACIOUS OF APPETITE; PROLIFIC OF EXPLANATION; ETERNALLY ON THE BRINK OF AFFLUENCE YET FOREVER IN THE SLOUGH OF DEBT. HE IS; MOREOVER; A PRINCE AMONG PARASITES; A MODEL OF OPTIMISM; AND A MASTER OF OBTUSENESS. HE CAN ACHIEVE MORE; AND AT LESS COST TO HIMSELF; THAN A GYPSY. HE IS AS ANCIENT AS THE HILLS; AS GENIAL AS THE SUNSHINE; AS CHEERFUL AS AN EXPECTANT RELATIVE AT THE DEATH BEDSIDE OF WEALTH. HE IS UNTINKABLE; UNFORGETTABLE; UNEJECTABLE; LIVING ON [IN] ALL MEN FOR ALL TIME. NATIONS DIE AND RISE AGAIN; KINGS COME AND GO; EMPERORS SOAR AND FALL ... BUT MONTY CANTSIN LIVES ON AND ON."

THE STUPID GURU IS ALWAYS A LOCUS OF EXAGGERATION; A "VAST MYTHOLOGY" SURROUNDS THE LEADER OF EVEN THE TINIEST Sect. HERE; THE PURPOSELY VACUOUS DESCRIPTION COULD APPLY TO ANY GURU; AND THAT IS ITS POINT; IT IS OFFERED AS A NULL SET; AND HENCE AS THE PROPER SET OF THE GURU HIMSELF. HE LIVES ON AND ON BECAUSE HE NEVER EXISTED; JUST AS NO GURU; NO KING; NO POP STAR HAS EVER EXISTED. BUT THAT IS NOT TO SAY THAT ONE CAN EVER GO BEYOND HIM. IN THE VERY ACT OF EVACUATING THIS FIGURE; HIS SOVEREIGNTY IS RECONFIRMED.

THE HISTORY OF NEOISM DEMONSTRATES THAT ONCE ONE STANDS IN HIS PLACE ONE CAN EASILY FORGET ONE IS STANDING NOWHERE; MONTY CANTSIN BECOMES A DISPUTED FIGURE; AS CERTAIN NEOISTS CLAIM TO BE THE REAL CANTSIN IN THE VERY ACT OF INVITING OTHERS TO PARTAKE OF CANTSIN'S PERSONA (A RATHER
MESSIANIC OFFER: THIS IS MY BODY); AS IF MERE CONTACT WITH THIS NAME WAS ENOUGH TO ERASE THE MEMORY THAT THERE IS NOTHING AT STAKE IN THE NAME; THAT EMPTINESS IS ALL THAT WAS EVER AT STAKE IN IT.

PAUL MANN POSTMODERN CULTURE VOL. 5 NO. 3

YES, I REMEMBER MONTY CANTSIN.

I KNEW HIM VERY WELL. HE USED TO LIVE NEXT DOOR TO ME AND HE WAS IN MY CLASS AT SCHOOL. NOW LET ME SEE; WHAT CAN I REMEMBER ABOUT MONTY.

WELL I CAN TELL YOU ONE THING; MONTY IS THE LAST PERSON I'D HAVE EXPECTED TO HAVE BECOME A FAMOUS ARTIST OR INDEED A FAMOUS ANYTHING. I CAN TELL YOU; HE WAS VERY ORDINARY AS A BOY. NO ONE IN THEIR RIGHT MIND WOULD HAVE EXPECTED HIM TO HAVE BECOME FAMOUS.

NOW LET ME THINK; WHAT WAS THERE THAT WAS NOTICEABLE ABOUT HIM. UH; YES; WHEN I COME TO THINK ABOUT IT THERE WASN'T REALLY ANYTHING VERY NOTICEABLE ABOUT MONTY. YES; INDEED THAT'S WHAT'S ALWAYS STRUCK ME ABOUT MONTY; THERE HAS NEVER BEEN ANYTHING VERY NOTICEABLE ABOUT HIM AT ALL.

INDEED IT WASN'T UNUSUAL FOR TEACHERS WHO HAD BEEN TEACHING US FOR MONTHS TO FORGET HIS NAME. IN FACT I DON'T THINK THEY'D EVEN REMEMBER IT IN THE FIRST PLACE. WHEN WE USED TO HAVE ROLL CALL; IF MONTY WAS AWAY; WHEN THE TEACHER CALLED OUT HIS NAME AND GOT NO REPLY; THEY'D USUALLY ASK WHO HE WAS.

MONTY USED TO HANG AROUND WITH ME; NOT SO MUCH BECAUSE HE WAS A FRIEND BUT MORE JUST BECAUSE BEING THE SAME AGE AND LIVING IN THE SAME ROAD AND GOING TO THE SAME SCHOOL WE'D TEND TO BE AT THE SAME PLACES ANYWAY. NO I DON'T THINK YOU COULD DESCRIBE MONTY AS BEING ONE OF MY FRIENDS.

NOT THAT I MINDED HIM HANGING AROUND WITH ME; TO BE QUIET HONEST I NEVER REALLY USED TO NOTICE HIM WHEN HE WAS THERE AND I CERTAINLY NEVER MISSED HIM WHEN HE WASN'T.

THERE WASN'T MUCH DIFFERENCE EITHER WAY ANYWAY.
Monty was never really noticeable because he was one of those people who was average at everything; he could play sport OK, but he certainly never shone at it, and it was the same with school work; he was never bad at it but on the other hand he was never good at it either.

I don’t remember Monty ever getting in trouble over anything but then neither was the one of those kids who was always creeping to adults. I don’t think he ever had any big rows with his parents but on the other hand I don’t think they were particularly proud of him. They had nothing to be proud about but then they had nothing to be ashamed of either.

Monty had two younger sisters who were pretty much like him. They all looked alike and there was nothing noticeable about any of them. I suppose Monty must have drifted out of my life some time after we left school; I can’t say that I really noticed when, in fact I only really noticed that he wasn’t there anymore after people started asking me if it was really true that I’d known the great Monty Cantsin as a child.

If he hadn’t been brought to my attention in this way I must say that I’d probably have forgotten that he ever existed. He just wasn’t the kind of guy that you remembered. I mean there just wasn’t anything memorable about him.

Monty Cantsin smile 3

One thing I definitely did invent is ”Monty Cantsin”, the open pop star. I did not do this alone; I did it in Portland, Oregon with the very first Monty Cantsin: an artist named Maris Kundzins.

We’d been working with a Xerox 3107 that makes big copies and reductions. We were making giant folios; monster folios and dinosaur folios we called them. And one night Maris started fooling around with the tape recorder; singing songs in Latvian about toilets and traffic. Well, we decided to make a pop star out of Maris. But it had to be an open pop star; that is, anyone who
WANTED COULD ASSUME THE PERSONALITY OF THE POP STAR. THIS OPEN POP STAR WOULD BE THE MOST TALENTED IN HISTORY; BETTER THAN ELVIS PRESLEY, FRANK SINATRA; SAL MINEO AND EVEN RY COODER ALL ROLLED TOGETHER IN ONE. POP STARS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN SPECIAL TO ME; GROWING UP THE SON OF A SYMPHONY CONDUCTOR THE WAY I DID. TO ME THEY STAND FOR REBELLION AND ACCEPTANCE; REVOLUTION AND SUCCESS AND A WHOLE LOT OF OTHER THINGS AT THE SAME TIME. WE WERE MOUTHING MARIS KUNDZINS’ NAME; AND IT CAME OUT MONTY CANTINS. THEN WE GOT TO SAYING CAN’T SIN AND CAN’T SING AND QUITE A FEW OTHER THINGS TO GIVE THE IMPRESSION THAT THIS POP STAR COULD BE A THIEF AS WELL AS A SAINT.

MARIS AND I SENT A CARD TO KANTOR IN MONTREAL; YOU ARE MONTY CANTSIN; THE OPEN POP STAR. WELL GRAF I HAVE TO ASSERT WHAT KANTOR DID WITH THIS SIMPLE POSTCARD BELONGS IN ANY HISTORY OF ART AND ALSO ANY HISTORY OF THE WORLD. THE IDEA THAT PEOPLE CAN SHARE THEIR ART POWER IS A VERY GOOD ONE I THINK. MY OWN UNDERSTANDING OF NEOISM IS THAT IT IS ABOUT SHARING, ABOUT BASH: COOPERATION BETWEEN PEOPLE; PUTTING EGOS AND TEMPERS ASIDE, THOUGH NOT ALWAYS SEEMING TO.

OZ ZACK

MONTY CANTSIN

MONTY CANTSIN IS SHORTHAND FOR AN OPERATOR; ”M,” WHICH MAY BE APPLIED TO AN INDIVIDUAL HUMAN LIFE ”I.” EACH APPLICATION OF THIS OPERATOR IS EQUIVALENT TO A NAMING OPERATION ”N” WHICH MAPS THE ”NAMING OPERATION GENERICALLY” TO THE INDIVIDUAL HUMAN’S LIFE AS IF IT WERE A POINT IN A SET UNDER THAT OPERATION. THUS THE TRANSFORMATION RULES FOR THE CONTINUUM ITSELF IS COLLAPSED TO ONE OF ITS POINTS; WHERE THE CONTINUUM IS HUMAN LIFE. ALL THAT SUSTAINS THIS COLLAPSE IS SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS; WHICH; WHEN WITHDRAWN; PARADOXICALLY LEAVES MN AS N.

BECAUSE OBJECTIFICATION HAS BEEN FORMALIZED TO SUCH AN EXTENT; THE PROOFS OF ARGUMENTS AGAINST THIS SPECIES OF TRANSFORMATION ARE NOT POSSESSED. (”I” IS A GENERAL STATE OF WEAKNESS AGAINST OBJECTIFICATION). THUS A FLAW IN OPERATION ”N” IS EXPOSED AS A HALF-MEASURE--PRAGMATIC SELF-
REFERENCE IN "N"
IE. "M." (NOTE: THIS SEIZES ON THE
FOLLOWING WEAKNESS: "N" MUST BE DEFINED LOOSELY
ENOUGH TO ADMIT AN N OF N; FOR GENERAL USAGE TO BE
POSSIBLE. NATURAL LANGUAGE CANNOT EXCLUDE
BORDER CASES).

REPEATED APPLICATIONS OF OPERATOR "M" OBSCURE
THE DECIDABILITY OF "N," AND IT SEPARABILITY FROM
"N." THE OBSCURITY IN DENOTATIONAL CONNECTION
PROPAGATES UPWARD AT THE EXACT POINT WHERE IT IS
UNDER-SPECIFIED IN NATURAL LANGUAGE.

OUR ILLUSION OF "WE" VERSUS THEIR ILLUSION OF
"WE."

THE ECSTATIC OR HALLOWED STATE SHOWS THE
UNDECIDABILITY OF "N" DIRECTLY; WITHOUT THE OTHER
APPARATUS; IN THE CONTENTS OF EVERY PERCEPTION.

M. CANTSIN

THE BASIS OF NEOISM

...LIES IN THE IDEA THAT ANYONE CAN BE A PARTICULAR
INDIVIDUAL. DAVID ZACK APPROPRIATED THIS IDEA
FROM BERLIN DADA; IN WHOSE CASE IT WAS CHRIST; IN
NEOISM THIS INDIVIDUAL WAS MONTY CANTSIN. WHEN
ZACK CAME UP WITH THE NAME MONTY CANTSIN HE
LIKED TO THE NAME SANTA CLAUS; REVEALING
WHERE THE BERLIN DADAS PROBABLY GOT THE IDEA OF;
OBSCURING WHERE HE HAD TAKEN IT FROM. LIKE SANTA
CLAUS; ANYBODY CAN BECOME MONTY CANTSIN; BUT
NOBODY IS MONTY CANTSIN. CANTSIN IS A FANTASY
FIGURE. NEOISM DISINTEGRATED IN ARGUMENTS OVER
EXACTLY WHO MONTY CANTSIN WAS.

ISTVAN KANTOR; AN IMPORTANT BUT MENTALLY
UNBALANCED NEOIST; HAD BEEN INSISTING FOR SOME
TIME THAT HE WAS 'THE ONLY AND TRUE MONTY CANTSIN'
IN THE SAME WAY THAT OTHER LUNATICS MIGHT INSIST
THAT THEY 'REALLY ARE' CHRIST; SANTA CLAUS; OR
LOUIS XIV. WITH KANTOR HAVING GONE COMPLETELY
GAGA; OTHER NEOISTS LEFT THE NETWORK IN FUTILE
ATTEMPTS TO AVOID PERSONAL COMMUNICATION WITH
HIM.

KAREN ELIOT SMILE &
THE BALTIMORE POLICE KNEW A NEOISTA CONSPIRACY...

...WHEN THEY SAW ONE. BEST OF OF ALL, THE LEADER OF THE NEOISTS; MONTY CANTSIN HIMSELF; WAS THE VERY GUY THEY'D CAUGHT PUTTING UP THE POSTERS AROUND TOWN. BUT THERE WERE COMPLICATIONS ONCE CANTSIN WAS SAFELY BEHIND BARS. JUST WHO IS THIS MAN; THE POLICE ASKED; AND WHAT DOES HE DO? THE FELLOW WITH THE STRANGE HAIRCUT AND THICK HUNGARIAN ACCENT EXPLAINED THAT HE; MONTY CANTSIN; WAS AN OPEN POP-STAR CONCEPT. EVERYBODY CAN BE MONTY CANTSIN AND THERE ARE MANY MONTY CANTSINS IN NEOISM. WHAT; THEY ASKED; IS NEOISM?

SALEM ALATON THE GLOBE AND THE MAIL

DEAREST FRIEND;

MONTY CANTSIN WAS LIVING IN THIS PRAIRIE CITY FOR TEN YEARS. HE CAME TO BUDAPEST FROM REGINA IN 1976. INDIANS HERE ARE FAT AND ALCOHOLICS. I DREW SOME BLOOD FOR THEM LAST NIGHT. UNITED CELLS OF NEOISM;

DEAREST CONSPIRATOR; I AM GETTING CLOSER TO THE ATHABASCA GLACIER AND READY FOR THE MEETING WITH MONTY CANTSIN.

HMM; MONTY CANTSIN; FRIENDS CALL YOU MONTY CANTSIN. I HAVE LOTS OF MATERIAL ON MONTY CANTSIN SINCE I MADE UP THE NAME AND SENT IT ON A POSTCARD TO MONTY CANTSIN. I'M DOING HMM; THIS FILING PROJECT WHERE I PUT ALL MY CORRESPONDENCE MATERIAL IN THESE CORRESPONDENCE NOVELS. SO NOW MONTY CANTSIN IS IN MONTY CANTSIN'S CELL SYSTEM. AN EMERGING NOVEL. SO I'LL PUT YOU IN WITH MONTY CANTSIN RAF VEC AND YOU CAN BE MONTY CANTSIN IN THAT BOOK IF YOU WANT.

DEAREST FRIEND; I MET CANTSIN ON THE ATHABASCA GLACIER. HE DREW MY BLOOD AND HE TURNED INTO GOLD. I TOOK HIS GOLD BUST. IT LOOKS LIKE ME. MY MISSION IS ACCOMPLISHED.

CORRESPONDENCE NOVELS IMMORTALITY CENTER
NEOISM PROPAGANDA SHEET 1: SMILE

MONTY CANTSIN INTERVIEWED BY LEWIS & DR. DUBORD
POST-ANTI-POST-ANTI-REVOLUTIONARY-ACTIVATOR, POP STAR

Q: IF THE CONTEXT IS OPEN, WHY GIVE A NAME TO IT -
WHY CALL IT NEOISM?

A: IT IS ONLY OUR ENEMIES; ANTI-NEOISTS WHO USE
THIS TERM; WE NEVER CALL OURSELVES NEOISTS - WE
ARE SIMPLY A REACTION TO ANTI-NEOIST AGGRESSIONS.

Q: THIS IDEA OF TOTAL FREEDOM; HOW DO YOU PLAN TO
ACCOMPLISH THIS?

A: WE DISCUSSED THIS AT THE LAST FESTIVAL - ON A
PRACTICAL LEVEL IT WILL BE DIFFICULT; WE WILL HAVE
TO CREATE A HUGE BUREAUCRACY TO ORGANIZE IT; AND
WE NEED A LOT OF MONEY. FIRST WE ARE GOING TO START
BUILDING EMPTY "CONTEXTUAL SPACES" TO LIVE IN;
NEXT WE WILL MAKE WATER TRANSPORT TOTALLY
AVAILABLE; BUT ALL THAT IS ONLY THE VERY
BEGINNING.

Q: WHO ARE YOUR ENEMIES?

A: MY ENEMIES ARE INFORMATION; CONTROL; MY OWN EGO
(SINCE THERE ARE NOW 100 OR MORE OF ME) AND BEING TIRED; I'M ALWAYS SLEEPING NOW.

Q: ARE YOU A PRisoner?

A: I AM A VOLUNTARY PRISONER OF MY OWN BODY. THIS
CONTEXT IS ONLY MOMENTARILY COMFORTABLE; THAT IS
WHY I'M MAKING THE TRANSITION INTO FUTURE HISTORY;
THROUGH PROPAGANDA AND THE SITUATION OF
ARCHIVES; AND TRANSCENDING MY LIMITATIONS
THROUGH HAVING SO MANY BODIES.

Q: WHAT IS POSITIVE NIHILISM AND HOW DOES IT
RELATE TO NEOISM?

A: I DON'T RECOGNIZE EITHER TERM.

A PRODUCT OF ANTI-NEOISM; NEOISM; HYPNOTIC
MOVEMENT
It was very nice to see you and talk about revolution.
MY FRIEND, DOKTOR DONALD PRESCOTT...

(WELL, WE'RE REALLY NOT FRIENDS ANYMORE. I NEVER SEE HIM OR TALK TO HIM. IT'S BEEN SEVERAL YEARS
NOW. LONG STORY) WAS A SERIOUS FAN OF MONTY
CANTSIN BACK IN THE LATE EIGHTIES. WE WERE IN
SCHOOL AT THE TIME AND I NOTICED SOMETHING
STRANGE WHEN THE TEACHERS BEGAN TAKING HIM ASIDE
AND TELLING HIM THAT IF HE INSISTED UPON
CONTINUING TO TURN ALL HIS HOMEWORK IN UNDER THE
NAME MONTY CANTSIN; THAT HE WOULD NOT RECEIVE
CREDIT FOR HIS WORK. HE RESPONDED BY INSISTING WE
WERE ALL CANTSIN AND THAT ALL OF OUR GRADES
SHOULD BE ADDED UP AND AVERAGED AND EVERYONE
GIVEN THE SAME GRADES. WHEN THE WHITE COATS CAME
tO TAKE HIM AWAY; HE PROMISED ME THAT MONTY
CANTSIN WOULD RETURN SOMEDAY AT SIX O'CLOCK;
"BECAUSE IT'S ALWAYS SIX O'CLOCK; ZACHIE! IT'S
ALWAYS SIX! REMEMBER THAT."

DOKTOR ZACH CARLETON

CANTSIN HAD SENT SEVERAL
ARMSFUL OF IDEOLOGICAL BAGGAGE

...AHEAD OF HIM; HE IS SAID TO BE THE LEADER OF THE
"NEOIST" MOVEMENT; WHICH DEFIES DEFINITION BUT
WHOSE PARENTS SEEM TO BE THE USUAL ONES. HIS
NOTORIETY IS BASED LARGELY ON HIS FORMER ON-STAGE
PRACTICE OF HAVING A NURSE DRAW TWO VIALS OF HIS
BLOOD; WHICH HE THEN WOULD TAKE BACK INTO ONE OR
ANOTHER OF HIS ORIFICES; OR SELL TO SOMEONE IN THE
AUDIENCE.

THAT SORT OF PERFORMANCE IS NOW MORE PALEOIST
THAN NEOIST; HAVING BEEN DONE TO DEATH -
SOMETIMES LITERALLY - BY SHOCK ARTISTS OF THE '70S.
indeed; ANYONE HOPEFUL FOR AN S&M SPECTACULAR ON
THURSDAY WOULD HAVE BEEN DISAPPOINTED. CANTSIN
HAS LESS IN COMMON WITH ART SHOCK THAN HE HAS
WITH ANOTHER MONTY - PYTHON. CANTSIN IS ABOVE ALL
A STORY-TELLER; AN ENTERTAINER; AND A VERY GOOD
ONE.

MIKE GREENBERG SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS NEWS
SCOTLAND TENTS MUIR
IN THIS AGE WHERE EVERYTHING IS PACKAGED DIFFERENTLY

...AND UNDERNEATH THE PACKAGING EVERYTHING IS THE SAME; THE ILLUSION OF INDIVIDUALITY THROUGH THE ADOPTION OF A UNIQUE NAME IS THE SHORTEST ROUTE TO CONFORMITY AND ISOLATION.

THE UNIQUENESS OF A NAME IS NO DIFFERENT TO THE UNIQUENESS OF A NUMBER AS THE SUBSTITUTION OF SOCIAL SECURITY AND BANK ACCOUNT NUMBERS FOR NAMES CLEARLY SHOWS. THOSE WHO BASE THEIR INDIVIDUALITY ON THE UNIQUENESS OF THEIR NAME ARE NO MORE THAN NUMBERS. IT IS IN POWER'S INTEREST THAT EACH INDIVIDUAL HAS A UNIQUE NAME; THUS MAKING THEM EASILY IDENTIFIABLE. WITHOUT THESE CLASSIFICATIONS, POWER CANNOT CONTROL BECAUSE IT CANNOT DIFFERENTIATE, DIVIDE AND ISOLATE.

A GROUP OF US WHO ARE SICK OF THE FRAGMENTARY WORLD IN WHICH WE LIVE HAVE ALL AGREED TO USE A COMMON NAME. THIS NAME IS MONTY CANTSIN; AND THERE IS NO ATTEMPT AMONG THOSE WHO USE IT TO PRETEND THAT IT IS UNIQUE TO ANY INDIVIDUAL. FAR FROM IT; WE ENCOURAGE EVERYBODY TO USE THE NAME MONTY CANTSIN.

EVERY ACTION DONE UNDER THE NAME OF MONTY CANTSIN

...IS A GESTURE OF DEFiance AGAINST THE ORDER OF POWER AND A DEMONSTRATION THAT THE NEOISTS ARE UNGOVERNABLE. EVERY ACTION PERFORMED UNDER THE NAME MONTY CANTSIN IS A BLOW FOR A UNITARY WORLD AND REAL INDIVIDUALITY. AN INDIVIDUALITY BASED UPON THE REALITY OF SUBJECTIVITY RATHER THAN MERE APPEARANCE.

AND OF COURSE IN A CIRCLE OF ARTISTS, POETS AND MUSICIANS WHO ARE SEEKING TO MAKE THEIR NAMES; THE ADOPTION OF A SINGLE NAME HAS MANY OBVIOUS ADVANTAGES. MAKING YOUR NAME BECOMES MUCH EASIER WHEN YOU SHARE THAT NAME WITH A LARGE GROUP OF PERFORMERS. THE NAME MONTY CANTSIN WILL BE SEEN EVERYWHERE BECAUSE MONTY CANTSIN IS EVERYWHERE.

MONTY CANTSIN IS A TRUE INDIVIDUAL IN A WORLD
WHERE REAL INDIVIDUALITY IS A CRIME. HE HAS WITNESSED THE DEMATERIALISATION OF THE ART OBJECT AND KNOWS THAT THE ONLY ART WORK STILL WORTH CREATING IS HIS OWN LIFE.

MONTY CANTSIN IS THE ULTIMATE ART PRODUCT AND ULTIMATELY WE MUST ALL BECOME MONTY CANTSIN. AS SOCIETY HAS BECOME INCREASINGLY DRAINED OF REAL INDIVIDUALITY THE EMPHASIS IN ART HAS SHIFTED INCREASINGLY AWAY FROM THE ART OBJECT AND ONTO THE PERSONALITY OF THE ARTIST. MONTY CANTSIN IS AN ARTIST WITH SUCH A STRONG PERSONALITY THAT A UNIQUE NAME IS UNNECESSARY TO HIS INDIVIDUALITY.

ANYONE CAN BECOME MONTY CANTSIN BUT NO ONE WILL BECOME MONTY CANTSIN UNTIL THEY HAVE DEVELOPED SUFFICIENT STRENGTH OF PERSONALITY THAT THEY ARE ABLE TO FUNCTION FREELY IN THE WORLD OF SUBJECTIVITY AWAY FROM THE BONDAGE OF UNREALITY.

MONTY CANTSIN HAS DEVELOPED SUCH A STRENGTH THAT HE IS NO LONGER SUBJECT TO THE LIES OF SCIENCE AND CAN FLOUT THEM AT WILL. THE ONLY THING THAT CAN HALT HIM ARE THE LIMITS OF HIS IMAGINATION.

IF YOU WANT TO BECOME MONTY CANTSIN ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TO START USING THE NAME AND YOU WILL PROVE YOURSELF WORTHY OF IT. ANYBODY CAN BE MONTY CANTSIN; AND AFTER THE REVOLUTION EVERYBODY WILL BE MONTY CANTSIN.

MONTY CANTSIN SMILE 6

LT. MURNAU

LIEUTENANT MURNAU WAS INVENTED AS THE NAME OF A GHOST MUSICAL GROUP. IT WAS STARTED IN 1980 AND ENDED IN 1984. THE IMAGE CAME FROM A PHOTOGRAPH OF FILM DIRECTOR FRIEDRICH WILHELM MURNAU WHILE SERVING AS LIEUTENANT IN THE GERMAN ARMY. THIS PHOTOGRAPH WAS TAKEN AND REPRODUCED ONTO POSTERS; LEAFLETS; FANZINES; BADGES AND ALL OTHER MEMORABILIA OF POP MYTHOLOGY TO CREATE AN INTEREST IN SOMETHING THAT DID NOT EXIST. THE NEXT STEP WAS TO PROVIDE LT. MURNAU FANS WITH INVISIBLE MUSIC. I MANAGED TO PRODUCE VARIOUS RECORDS AND CASSETTES WITHOUT PLAYING A SINGLE NOTE; SIMPLY RELEASING MIXAGES OF RECORDED MUSIC. THE "MEET LT. MURNAU" TAPE; FOR EXAMPLE; WAS A
NEOIST GUIDE DOG BOARDING A BUS WHERE GUIDE DOGS RIDE FREE
APT S
DELIBERATE CONFUSION OF BEATLES AND RESIDENTS RECORDS. I ALSO USED SOUNDTRACKS OF F.W. MURNAU'S FILMS AND MUSIC PROVIDED BY OTHER GROUPS IN HOMAGE TO MURNAU.

TO MESS UP THINGS EVEN MORE; I HAD SOME OF THESE TAPES AND RECORDS RELEASED IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES BY DIFFERENT PEOPLE. LT. MURNAU ALSO APPEARED ON STAGE; MASKED; MIXING DIFFERENT RECORDS AND CRUCIFYING A BEATLES LP. HUNDREDS OF LIFE-SIZE LT. MURNAU-CARDBOARD MASKS WERE PRINTED WHICH PEOPLE COULD WEAR. ANYBODY COULD MAKE LT. MURNAU MUSIC AND BECOME LT. MURNAU; AND A FEW PEOPLE DID IT. THE WHOLE PROJECT WAS FOCussed ON A VERY LIMITED IDEA; THAT OF UNDERGROUND MUSIC; AND DID NOT HAVE THE BROADER IMPLICATIONS OF THE MONTY CANTSIN PHILOSOPHY, YET; I THINK; THE PROBLEMS REMAIN THE SAME.

LT. MURNAU

ORIENTATION FOR THE USE OF A CONTEXT AND THE CONTEXT FOR THE USE OF AN ORIENTATION

KAREN ELIOT IS A NAME THAT REFERS TO AN INDIVIDUAL HUMAN BEING WHO CAN BE ANYONE. THE NAME IS FIXED; THE PEOPLE USING IT AREN'T. SMILE IS A NAME THAT REFERS TO AN INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINE OF MULTIPLE ORIGINS, THE NAME IS FIXED; THE TYPE OF MAGAZINES USING IT AREN'T. THE PURPOSE OF MANY DIFFERENT MAGAZINES AND PEOPLE USING THE SAME NAME IS TO CREATE A SITUATION FOR WHICH NO ONE IN PARTICULAR IS RESPONSIBLE AND TO PRACTICALLY EXAMINE WESTERN PHILOSOPHICAL NOTIONS OF IDENTITY; INDIVIDUALITY; ORIGINAlITY; VALUE AND TRUTH.

ANYONE CAN BECOME KAREN ELIOT SIMPLY BY ADOPTING THE NAME; BUT THEY ARE ONLY KAREN ELIOT FOR THE PERIOD IN WHICH THEY ADOPT THE NAME. KAREN ELIOT WAS MATERIALISED; RATHER THAN BORN; AS AN OPEN CONTEXT IN THE SUMMER OF 1985. WHEN ONE BECOMES KAREN ELIOT ONE'S PREVIOUS EXISTENCE CONSISTS OF THE ACTS OTHER PEOPLE HAVE UNDERTAKEN USING THE NAME. WHEN ONE BECOMES KAREN ELIOT ONE HAS NON FAMILY; NO PARENTS; NO BIRTH. KAREN ELIOT WAS NOT BORN; S/HE WAS MATERIALISED FROM SOCIAL FORCES; CONSTRUCTED AS A MEANS OF ENTERING THE SHIFTING
TERRAIN THAT CIRCUMSCRIBES THE 'INDIVIDUAL' AND
SOCIETY.

THE NAME KAREN ELIOT CAN BE STRATEGICALLY
ADOPTED FOR A SERIES OF ACTIONS; INTERVENTIONS;
EXHIBITIONS; TEXTS; ETC. WHEN REPLYING TO LETTERS
GENERATED BY AN ACTION/TEXT IN WHICH THE CONTEXT
HAS BEEN USED THEN IT MAKES SENSE TO CONTINUE
USING THE CONTEXT; I.E. BY REPLYING AS KAREN ELIOT.
HOWEVER IN PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS, WHERE ONE HAS
A PERSONAL HISTORY OTHER THAN THE ACTS
UNDERTAKEN BY A SERIES OF PEOPLE USING THE NAME
KAREN ELIOT; IT DOES NOT MAKE SENSE TO USE THE
CONTEXT. IF ONE USES THE CONTEXT IN PERSONAL LIFE
THERE IS A DANGER THAT THE NAME KAREN ELIOT WILL
BECOME OVER-IDENTIFIED WITH INDIVIDUAL HUMAN
BEINGS. WE ARE PERHAPS HEADING TOWARDS THE
ABOLITION OF THE PERSONAL; PERHAPS EVERYTHING IS
SOCIAL AND THE PERSONAL (THE INDIVIDUAL) IS JUST
ILLUSION; THIS AREA OF ACTIVITY MUST BE DEBATED;
EXAMINED. HOWEVER PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTS WITH
MULTIPLE NAMES, SUCH AS THE MONTY CANTSIN FIASCO;
INDICATE THAT THE FAILURE TO DIFFERENTIATE
BETWEEN THE PERSONAL AND THE SOCIAL; AND IN
PARTICULAR OVER-IDENTIFICATION BY CERTAIN
INDIVIDUALS WITH THE CONTEXT; IS DISASTEROUS. THE
USE OF MULTIPLE NAMES FOR POP GROUPS AND
MAGAZINES HAS PROVED FOR LESS PROBLEMATIC THAN
WITH HUMAN BEINGS.

KAREN ELIOT SMILE &

LUTHER BLISSETT

THE NAME BLISSETT IS DERIVED FROM HEBREW
BERESH'IT; "IN THE BEGINNING;" WHICH IS THE FIRST
WORD IN THE GENESIS. B/BETH IS THE SECOND; T/TAW IS
THE LAST LETTER OF THE HEBREW ALPHABET. THEY ARE
THE FIRST AND THE LAST LETTER IN BLISSETT AS WELL
AS IN BERESH'IT. WHY BETH AND NOT ALEPH? BECAUSE
ALEPH CANNOT BE MATCHED. AS THE ABSOLUTE
BEGINNING; IT IS NOT YET AN ACTUAL BEGINNING SINCE
NOTHING IS SET APART FROM IT YET. IN ORDER TO BE A
BEGINNING OF SOMETHING; ALEPH MUST BE MATCHED
WITH BETH SO THAT BETH MAY BE CONSIDERED THE
BEGINNING OF ALEPH; OR THE BEGINNING OF THE
BEGINNING. LITERALLY; BERESH'IT/BLISSETT MEANS "IN
THE BEGINNING". FIGURATIVELY; IT MEANS "FROM BETH
tO TAW;" "FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE BEGINNING TO
THE END;” THAT IS, ETERNAL.

BLISSETT IN ITSELF IS SYMMETRICAL:

1: B - T; BETH - TAW; THAT IS, FROM BEGINNING TO END.

2: L - T; LAMED - TAW.

LAMED AS THE 12TH LETTER MARKS THE EXACT MIDDLE OF THE HEBREW ALPHABET; I.E. LAMED - TAW; ”FROM MIDDLE TO END.”

3: I - E; ARE BLIND LETTERS SINCE VOWELS DO NOT EXIST IN THE HEBREW ALPHABET.

4: S - S; SIN - SIN.

IF WE SUBTRACT THE BLIND VOWELS; THE RESULTING BLSTT STILL RETAINS ITS FULL SYMMETRY. IF ONE ELIMINATES REDUNDANT LETTERS; THE SUBSTRATE BLST BEARS THE CORRESPONDENCES BETH/TAW;
”BEGINNING/END;” AND LAMED/SIN; ”MIDDLE/S;” THE LATTER REINFORCES THE PREVIOUS OBSERVATION OF S AT THE CENTER.

WHY MIDDLE S? ACCORDING TO PICO DELLA MIRANDOLA; S IS A CONCRETION SUPPLEMENT. HE MOVED S INTO THE CENTER OF YHWE AND GAINS Y+H+S+WE; ”JESSUE” OR ”JESUS,” THEREBY, HE WRITES; THE ONCE-UNSPEAKABLE NAME CAN BE PRONOUNCED. THE CONCRETION OF S/SIN FOLLOWS THE LOGIC OF ADAMIC LANGUAGE WHOSE SIGNS ARE NOT ARBITRARILY RELATED; BUT NATURALLY ATTACHED TO MATTER; SPACE AND TIME AND HENCE CAPABLE OF AFFECTING THEM. WITHOUT THE CONCRETION OF SIN; THE MERE TETRAGRAMMATON BLT WOULD READ AS ”BEGINNING; MIDDLE; END.” SIN IS CONCRETION OF ITSELF; SINCE ITS SHAPE; A CROWN; CORRESPONDS TO HEBREW KETER; THE SUPREME CROWN IN THE SEFIROTIC SYSTEM. WITH S SUPPLEMENTING BLT; B-L-S-T THUS MEANS CONCRETE; CROWNED ETERNITY. WHEN SUBSTITUTING THE WORD ”CROWNED” [S] WITH ”BLESSED” [BLST]; THERE RESULTS A PERPETUAL RECOMBINATION AND CONCRETE ETERNITY IN THE LETTERS THEMSELVES:

B - L - S - T
B - L -BLST- T
BLBL - BLST-TT
BLBL-BLBLSTTTTT
BLBLBLBLBLBLSTTTTTT
BLBLBLBLBLBLBLSTTTTTTT
IT FOLLOWS THAT

1: THE CONCRETION FUNCTION OF S IS IN ITSELF CONCRETE; A SELF-SUFFICIENT AND THEREFORE IRREFUTABLE PROOF.

2: S AS THE MOBILE CENTER IS THE SOURCE OF PERPETUATION AND HENCE NEVER IDENTICAL WITH ITSELF.

3: ADAMIC LANGUAGE TRANSCENDS ABSTRACT REPRESENTATION BY DOING WHAT IT SAYS; IN THIS CASE, BLESSED ETERNITY.

4: THE PERPETUALLY PERMUTING NAME LUTHER BLISSETT/BLST EXCEEDS ORDINARY LANGUAGE AND IS PURELY ADAMIC.

BUT WHAT DO THE PERMUTATIONS EFFECT? SINCE EACH OF THEM PRODUCES ONE MORE LETTER PAIR BL AT THE BEGINNING AND ONE MORE SINGLE LETTER T AT THE END OF THE SEQUENCE; THE POSITION OF S GRADUALLY SHIFTS TO THE END WITHOUT EVER REACHING IT. WITH EVERY PERMUTATION; THE INITIAL BL CHAIN GAINS ADDITIONAL WEIGHT AGAINST THE T CHAIN; SO THAT "BEGINNING - MIDDLE" BL OUTNUMBERS "END" T. THE END T IS PERPETUALLY BEING PROCRASTINATED; BUT NEVER ABANDONED. AFTER ALL, T STEADILY INCREASES IN ABSOLUTE TERMS. THE DYNAMICS OF BLISSETT IS SUCH THAT BLST NOT ONLY EXPANDS IN TIME; BUT AFFECTS TIME ITSELF BY SHIFTING THE BALANCE OF THE TENSES; BECAUSE TIME IS NOT BEING SPENT (WITH A DYNAMICS TOWARDS T); BUT GAINED (WITH A DYNAMICS TOWARDS BL) WITH EACH PERMUTATION.

FRUCTIFEROUS SOCIETY

APPENDIX:

AND "HONEST," THE OLD GREEK EQUIVALENT IS KATHAROS/KTHRS, AS RELATED TO KTR/KETER; THE CROWNED S. IF WE THEREFORE REPLACE KTHR/THR IN LTHR WITH S; THE RESULT IS LS; OUR PREVIOUSLY FOUND STATEMENT "S - MIDDLE," THIS BELONGS TO THE ALLEGORIC AND FIGURATIVE SENSE OF LUTHER BLISSETT/BLST.

ETERNAL LIFE

9 24 21? 22

E.G.

"ETERNAL LIFE"

E.G.

1 CAN: INFINITELY, ELONGATE 1'S PERCEPTION OF

(E.G. THE ONLY EXISTENCE OF)

E.G.

THE TIME DISTANCE BETWEEN BIRTH & THE HEART/BRAIN STOP

PRECEDENT TO RAPID BODY DECOMPOSITION

E.G.

BETWEEN A PAST DATE, &/OR A PRESENT DATE, & A FUTURE DATE

(E.G. FUTURE DATE CHOSEN WITH PROBABILITY OF HEART/BRAIN STOP IN MIND)

VIA USING PROGRESSIVELY SMALLER TIME AWARENESS/THOUGHT PERVASION PACE UNITS

FOR MEASURING TIME DISTANCE BEING TRAVERSED & TO BE TRAVERSED

E.G.

CHOOSE FUTURE DATE

APPROACH USING; CONTINUOUSLY, TIME
AWARENESS/THOUGHT PERVASION PACE UNITS

EQUAL TO 1/2 THE TIME DISTANCE BETWEEN PRESENT & SAID DATE

ANONYMOUS

DAVID ZACK

...IS NOT QUITE UNDERSTANDABLE TO ME. I HAVE THE IMPRESSION THAT HE IS A VERY IMPORTANT (AND ALSO VERY PROBLEMATIC) PERSON; ONE OF THOSE WHO HOLD BIG SECRETS AND INSPIRATIONS IN THEIR POCKETS AS SUBURBAN MOVIEGOERS DO WITH THEIR POPCORN.

WHEN I ESTABLISHED CONTACT WITH DAVID, HE HAD ALREADY MOVED TO MEXICO AND CREATED IN TEPOZTLAN HIS OWN IMMORTALITY CENTER. THE MAIL I RECEIVED FROM HIM GAVE ME THE IMPRESSION RIGHT FROM THE BEGINNING THAT HE SUBJECTED HIMSELF TO A KIND OF MYSTICISM WHOSE MAIN INSTRUMENT RESEMBLES THE TIBETAN PRAYING-WHEELS THE MOST. HOWEVER, HIS WHEELS ARE NOT TURNED BY THE WIND BUT BY AN ENDLESS ROW OF UNREADABLY LONG LETTERS - OR MORE PRECISELY BY THOSE NON-SERIES AND TOTALLY NONSENSICAL PERIODICALS WHICH HE CREATED BY XEROXING THESE LETTERS; ADDING SOMETHING TO THEM; AND THEN PASTING THEM ON THE COPIES OF OTHER LETTERS.

G. PERNECZKY THE MAGAZINE NETWORK 177-8

SMILE

WAS JUST THE FIRST OF A WHOLE NEW GENERATION OF MAGAZINES PROMOTING THE PRINCIPLE OF POSITIVE PLAGIARISM. SMILE EXISTS SOLELY TO ENCOURAGE OTHER PEOPLE TO TAKE UP THIS PRINCIPLE AND TO PRODUCE THEIR OWN NEO-PLAGIARIST MAGAZINES.

CALL THE MAGAZINE THAT YOU START SMILE BECAUSE PLAGIARIZING THIS NAME WILL GIVE YOU A GOOD START ON THE ROAD TO COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT; AND I PROMISE TO TAKE ABSOLUTELY NO LEGAL ACTION WHATSOEVER AGAINST ANYONE WHO PLAGIARIZES THE TITLE OF THE MAGAZINE.
I do not really miss performance art but kept those ripped up fanzines for the longest time afterwards we kept in touch and sometime he sent me a "vacation" piece he was always good at slogans
SO NOW YOU HAVE THE TITLE OF YOUR MAGAZINE AND YOU'RE WELL ON THE WAY TO BECOMING A SUCCESSFUL PLAGIARIST. IN FACT, ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS TO PUT YOUR MAGAZINE INTO PRODUCTION, AND THAT IS WHERE THE GREAT ADVANTAGES OF PLAGIARISM BEGIN TO SHOW THEMSELVES. PLAGIARISM REMOVES THE NEED FOR TALENT; OR EVEN MUCH APPLICATION; IN THE PRODUCTION OF MAGAZINES OR ANYTHING ELSE FOR THAT MATTER. ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS SELECT WHAT TO PLAGIARIZE; DO THE LAYOUT AND THEN FIND SOMEWHERE TO GET IT PRINTED CHEAPLY.

IF YOU ARE NOT SURE OF WHAT TO PLAGIARIZE; A GOOD PLACE TO START LOOKING IS IN OLD COPIES OF SMILE. YOU COULD EVEN START BY PLAGIARIZING THIS ARTICLE. A PURIST WOULD PLAGIARIZE THE WHOLE PIECE VERBATIM; BUT YOU ARE FREE TO CHANGE A WORD HERE OR THERE; OR PLACE THE PARAGRAPHS IN A DIFFERENT ORDER.

A FINE EXAMPLE OF PLAGIARISM INSPIRED DIRECTLY BY THE PIONEERING EXAMPLE OF SMILE IS SLIME. SLIME IS EVEN LESS ORIGINAL THAN SMILE AND HENCE INFINITELY BETTER.

MONTY CANTSIN SMILE 5

DEAR NEOIST AND ANTI-NEOIST FRIENDS,

PLEASE.. REALIZE THE PROJECTS INCLUDED IN THIS... ISSUE OF SMILE MAGAZINE AS I AM TOO BUSY TO DO SO .... MYSELF ... I HAVE TOO MUCH WORK .... ALTHOUGH SOME OF THEM MAY SEEM ... IMPROBABLE ... I HAVE REASON TO BELIEVE THEY ALL ... HAVE BEEN DONE BEFORE ....

EVERYTHING BEFORE 1986'

MONTY CANTSIN - WE HAVE NEVER MET MONTY CANTSIN PERSONALLY -- HIMSELF THE EDITOR OF A SMILE MAGAZINE IN ENGLAND; IS MAILING A CHAIN LETTER AROUND THE WORLD ASKING PEOPLE TO "MAKE YOUR OWN MAGAZINES AND CALL THEM SMILE". HERE YOU ARE; DEAR MONTY.

JOKI SMILE 1
REPLYING

...FROM WITHIN THE FRYING OF THE MIND; THE INTEMPERATE FLAG WAVING; THE INCONSTANT VISION OF POPULAR EFFECT; THE IRRADIATED SINews WHICH WEAKEN OVER TIME; I HAVE JUST MOMENTS TO INFORM YOU THAT YOUR HAT; AND WHICH YOU ARE HIDING; YOUR HAT UNDER WHICH EYE AM HIDING; YOUR HAT; AND WHICH SHE IS HIDING; YOUR HAT; THE BAND OF WHICH IS STATIC-Y; IS AN ATTEMPT TO SMOTHER UNSHADOWNESS--THE ALMOST SACRED SPACE OF MASS INFLUENCE AND SUBWAY EXITERS’ DANCING. AND THUS WE FIND MORE THAN A NORMAL NUMBER OF ACTIONS ARE BEGUN DURING THE TRIP HOME AFTER WORK; WHEN THE ENCAPSULES ARE AT THEIR STRONGEST AND THE RAGE TO DIFFERENTIATE WHILE DECLARING VISIBLY INVISIBLE IS AT HER HIGHEST; LIKE LETTING THE MAKE-UP WHICH WAS NOT APPLIED FALL AWAY IN WIND BUFFETING.

MONTY CANTSIN SMILE BROADLY

BLOOD, BREAD AND BEAUTY

FROM LAUTREAMONT ONWARDS IT HAS BECOME INCREASINGLY DIFFICULT TO WRITE: NOT BECAUSE WE LACK IDEAS AND EXPERIENCES TO ARTICULATE -- BUT DUE TO WESTERN SOCIETY BECOMING SO FRAGMENTED THAT IT IS NO LONGER POSSIBLE TO PIECE TOGETHER WHAT WAS TRADITIONALLY CONSIDERED ‘GOOD’ PROSE. THAT IS; WRITING WHICH IS UNIFIED BY A SINGLE IDEA OR BODY OF IDEAS; WHERE EACH SENTENCE Follows LOGICALLY FROM THE PRECEDING ONE -- AND WHERE EVERY PARAGRAPH AND CHAPTER FLOWS SMOOTHLY INTO THE NEXT. TODAY; THOUGHTS SEEM TO BREAK BEFORE THEY ARE FULLY FORMED; THEY TURN BACK ON THEMSELVES; CONTRADICT EACH OTHER AND MAKE IT IMPOSSIBLE TO WRITE IN A STYLE WHICH APPEARS HARMONIOUS.

THE GREAT PROBLEM WITH TWENTIETH-CENTURY ART IS THE CONSTANT DEMAND FOR SOMETHING NEW AND ORIGINAL. AS A CONSEQUENCE; WHILE EVERYTHING APPEARS TO BE IN A STATE OF FLUX; NOTHING ACTUALLY CHANGES. INSTEAD; THE SAME HALF-BAKED IDEAS CONSTANTLY RE-APPEAR UNDER A SUCCESSION OF DIFFERENT NAMES. IT TOOK THOUSANDS OF YEARS TO DEVELOP PERSPECTIVE AND YET TODAY PEOPLE DEMAND RADICAL INNOVATIONS EVERY WEEK. THE RESULT IS THEY GET EXACTLY WHAT THEY DESERVE -- INSULTS.
NEOISM.

AKA DEMGORD
NEOISM IS OPPOSED TO WESTERN PHILOSOPHY BECAUSE IT REPUDIATES THE RHETORIC OF LOGICAL ARGUMENT. LOGIC IS THE ROAD THAT LEADS TO NOWHERE; OR AT THE VERY BEST MADNESS. NEOISM HAS NEVER CLAIMED TO RESOLVE ANYTHING; NEOISM SIMPLY IS. IT ASSERTS NO MORE THAN IS OBVIOUS AND NOTHING IS MORE OBVIOUS THAN NEOISM. NEOISM IS THE ULTIMATE FORM OF WESTERN PHILOSOPHY BECAUSE IT IS NOT A PHILOSOPHY AT ALL; IT IS AN ILLEGIBLE NOTE THAT KAREN ELIOT ALLOWED TO FALL FROM HER BREAST POCKET PRIOR TO A PERFORMANCE AT THE WEST HAMPSTEAD STARLIGHT CLUB IN 1978. IT IS NO MORE THAN A SNEEZE; OR RATHER HOLLOW LAUGHTER. NEOISM IS UNDEFEATABLE; SELF-REFUTING AND INCOMPREHENSIBLE.

TODAY, THE DEAD WEIGHT OF HISTORY OPPRESSES US WITH MORE EFFICIENCY THAN THE MOST REACTIONARY POLITICIANS OF THE PAST COULD IMAGINE IN THEIR DREAMS OF BUREAUCRATIC PERFECTION. WE STAGGER AND SUCCOBATE UNDER THE BURDEN OF THOUSANDS OF YEARS OF ACCUMULATED DEBRIS. DEBRIS THAT STIFLES ANYTHING BUT THE MOST AGGRESSIVE OF CREATIVE SPARKS. AND TODAY, THAT SPARK THREATENS TO BURN US ALIVE IN A PRISON OF OUR OWN MAKING. TODAY, THE URGE TO SMASH THE VENERABLE MUSEUMS HAS REACHED A POINT FROM WHICH IT THREATENS TO BECOME MORE BURDENSOME THAN ANY PREVIOUS HISTORY.


NEOISM HAS ALWAYS BEEN MORE CONCERNED WITH PROPAGATING CONFUSION THAN SERVING ITSELF UP IN CONSUMABLE CHUNKS. A NEOIST IS SOMEBODY WHO BELIEVES IN THE VALUE OF CARRYING AN UMBRELLA ON A RAINY DAY; OR RATHER IN STEALING SOMEONE ELSE'S UMBRELLA IF IT STARTS TO RAIN. S/HE IS SOMEONE WHO, AS A MATTER OF CONVICTION, REFUSES TO WORK. WHO WOULD RATHER SURVIVE ON SOMEONE ELSE'S MONEY THAN THE FRUITS OF THEIR OWN LABOUR. SOMEONE WHO SEeks GRATIFICATION IN THE PRESENT RATHER THAN SECURITY IN THE FUTURE. SOMEONE WHO IS QUITE GENUINELY SURPRISED WHEN THEIR RELATIVES EXPRESS
ANGER AT THEIR TURNING UP AT FIVE IN THE MORNING
DEMANDING TO BE LENT A CONSIDERABLE SUM OF MONEY.
SOMEONE WHO, UTTERLY CONVINCED OF THEIR OWN
GENIUS, BELIEVES THAT NOT ONLY ARE THEY OWED A
LIVING -- BUT THAT THEIR VERY EXISTENCE ENTITLES
THEM TO BE KEPT IN THE LAP OF LUXURY AT SOMEONE
ELSE’S EXPENSE. ABOVE ALL; A NEOIST IS SOMEONE WHO
BELIEVES THAT ART, RATHER THAN BEING THE CREATION
OF GENIUS, IS MERELY AN EXERCISE IN PUBLIC
RELATIONS. A DULL SHAM; NOT EVEN WORTH DEBUNKING
IN PUBLIC.

MONTY CANTSMILE?

PLAGERISM

IDEAS IMPROVE. PLAGERISM IMPLIES IT. THE USE OF
OVERT PLAGERISM BY ART MOVEMENTS LIKE THE
GENERATION POSITIVE DOES NOT; HOWEVER;
PARTICIPATE IN THIS IMPROVEMENT. IN THE POST-
INDUSTRIAL CONDITION OF INFORMATION OVERLOAD;
THE RAW SURPLUS OF IMAGES; IDEAS AND TEXTS IS SO
GREAT THAT THE SELECTIVE PROCESS OF CHOOSING WHAT
MATERIAL TO PLAGERIZE IS AS MUCH A 'CREATIVE' ACT
AS THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE IMAGES; IDEAS AND TEXTS
IN THE FIRST PLACE. IF THE AIM OF PLAGERISM IS TO
MAKE A RADICAL BREAK WITH 'CREATIVITY' AND ITS
COMMODITY VALUE; PLAGERISTS WOULD HAVE TO GIVE UP
THE SELECTION PROCESS AND CONFINE THEMSELVES; FOR
EXAMPLE; TO A CAGIAN RANDOM METHOD. BUT THE
INTRODUCTION OF 'RANDOM METHOD' IN NO WAY
PREVENTS THE USE OF THE RESULTING MATERIALS FOR
STORAGE OF EXCESS VALUE (ART). ONLY THROUGH
COMPLETE INACTIVITY CAN WE PURGE OURSELVES OF THE
CAPITALIST VALUES OF ORIGINALITY AND CREATIVITY
MANIFESTED THROUGH ART AND ITS DOUBLE; PLAGERISM'

MONTY CANTSMILE?

THE CURSE OF ORIGINALITY

NEOISM IS FOUNDED ON REPLICATION AS A NON-
ORGANIC FORM OF CHANGE. IN THE CULTURE OF THE
COPY; WHERE SIMULACRA DENY ORIGINARян PRESENCE;
IT IS ONLY IN THE PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS OF THESE
ARTFORMS (NOT THE GALLERY; THE MUSEUM; THE
REFERRED JOURNAL; ALL OF WHICH BUTTRESS POWER
ZIPPER WASH
RELATIONSHIPS) THAT THE CURSE CHOOSES; EITHER ABJURE INDIVIDUALITY AND PRESENCE THROUGH BOYCOTTING THE POSITIONS OF CULTURAL POWER; OR REPLICATE HIM-/HERSELF THROUGH PARODISTIC CLONING; POSTMODERN ADOPTION OF ECLECTIC STYLIST DISGUISES; COPY MACHINE PROLIFERATION.

CONSIDER A NAME; ANY NAME; MONTY CANTSIN; SAY. THE PECULIAR REFERENTIALITY OF THAT NAME CALLS INTO QUESTION THE ENTIRE EPISTOMOLOGY OF THE TRANSCENDENTAL SIGNIFIED (TO BORROW FROM HUSSERL); OF KANTIAN CATEGORICAL IMPERATIVES AND THEIR DANGEROUSLY IDEALIZED SPIRITUALIZATION OF HISTORY; AND NOT IN THE SERVICE OF RENDERING PEOPLE DOWN INTO IDENTICAL VERSIONS OF ONE ANOTHER IN THE FINAL MISE-EN-ABYME. RATHER; SINCE ART IN OUR TIME IS TRAPPED IN PARODISTIC GESTURES; MONTY CANTSIN WRITES FINIS TO BOURGEOIS INDIVIDUALISM AS A CONTROLLING CULTURAL CATEGORY THROUGH INCORPORATING REPLICA MATERIALISTICALLY; PHYSICALLY. IN ROMAN JAKOBSOHN’S NOTION OF THE SHIFTER AS A GRAMMATICAL LABEL (“I”) WHOSE MEANING IS SOCIO-LINGUISTICALLY NOT LEXICALLY DETERMINED; WE HAVE THE EXPLANATION OF THE POWER OF THIS REPLICA.

SO WHAT IS NEW? AND WHO CARES; AFTER ALL; WHAT IS NEW OR OLD? FASHION; THE WHIRLING OF CHANGING SURFACES; THE AT TIMES HYPNOTIC AND AT TIMES VIOLENT SUCCESSION OF VISUALS WHICH CONDITION MASS CONSCIOUSNESS; USES CATEGORIES OF ORIGINAL AND COPY; AUTHENTIC AND FALSIFIED; REAL AND ARTIFICIAL; AND SO ON; TO PROP UP A CLASS SYSTEM STRUCTURED ON DIVISION; CONTRADICTION; INTERNAL SPLIT. IT IS JUST THIS DIVISION IN THE HEART OF CONTEMPORARY CULTURE WHICH NEOISM HAS THE EFFRONTERY TO UNDERSCORE.

HENCE THE ABSURDITY OF ARTISTS INVOLVED IN NEOIST ACTIVITIES TRYING TO SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT BY ESTABLISHING A DEFINITE VERSION OF THIS HISTORY. NEOISM’S BASE IN THE WESTERN SUBCULTURAL ARTS IS MORE THAN SUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE THE NECESSARY ORIENTATION; ANY FURTHER EFFORTS TO SAY WHO STARTED WHAT CAN BEST BE READ AS FURTHER IRONY (AT WORST THEY ARE SELF-DELUSION). THE REAL VALUE COMES NOT FROM REHASHING BIOGRAPHIES OR CREDITING INDIVIDUALS; WHICH ONLY UNDERSCORE THE VERY CURSE OR ORIGINALITY THAT NEOISM’S PROLIFERATIONS REJECT; BUT FROM FOCUSING ATTENTION TO THE REPLICATION OF THE PRODUCTS OF
SUBJECT OF RESEARCH

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE LAWS OF THERMODYNAMICS:

1/ The Universe does not tend towards a maximum Entropy.  
1a/ Randomness does not exist. As one sets criteria to define randomness one inevitably narrows its spectrum which destroys the concept of randomness. 
1b/ Referring to 1a it becomes evident that patterns-sequence of events-should emerge.  
1c/ Referring to 1b it becomes evident that EVOLUTION is an inevitable consequence of 1. 
2/ All systems evolve.  
3/ The rate of evolution is intrinsic to each system.  
4/ Evolution similar to the one observed on earth has occurred a determined number of times elsewhere. It is left up to unravel the mathematical equations describing the sequence of events.

Marianne Lebas  
The committee for the reform of the laws of thermodynamics

SUJET DE RECHERCHE

AMENDEMENTS PROPOSES AUX LOIS DE LA THERMODYNAMIQUES:

1/ L'Univers ne tend pas vers une Entropie maximale.  
1a/ Le hasard n'existe pas. Plus on formule des critères afin de définir le hasard, plus on restreint son spectre ce qui détruit le concept même du hasard. 
1b/ En faisan t référence à 1a il devient évident que des schémes-sequence d'événements- apparaîtraient. 
1c/ En faisant référence 1b il devient évident que l'Evolution est une conséquence inévitable de 1. 
2/ Tous les systèmes évoluent.  
3/ Le rythme de l'Evolution est déterminé par les systèmes auxquels elle s'applique. L'on peut classer par ordre ascendant:  
4/ Une Evolutio n similaire à celle observée sur terre n'est produite une nombre de fois déterminé. Il nous reste à éclie der l'équation mathématique qui décrit la séquence des événements.

Marianne Lebas  
Le comité pour la réforme des lois de thermodynamiques

MARIANNE LEBAS  
22 Laviolette  
Montreal, H2V 1X7  
(514) 276-9150

A NEOIST RESEARCH PROJECT
CULTURE THEMSELVES; ESPECIALLY THOSE WHICH
APPEAR UNDER THE NAME OF MONTY CANTSIN.

H. POLKINHORN

THE 56 LAWS OF NEOISM

A NEOIST LIVES ON BECAUSE HE NEVER DISSOLVED;
JUST AS NO FRIEND HAS EVER DISSOLVED.

WE ARE IRRESPONSIBLY HERE TO ASK YOU TO JOIN THE
CRUSADE FOR THE DATA CELL.

JOIN DATA.

MONTY CANTSIN IS OFFERED AS A NULL SET; AND HENCE
AS THE PROPER SET OF MONTY CANTSIN HIMSELF.

IDEALISM; IF RECOGNIZED AT ALL; REINFORCES THE
STATUS QUO.

NEOISM IS LOGIC.

THE MONTY CANTSIN COMMANDO ANNOUNCES THE BIRTH
OF A NEOIST.

NEOISM DEPENDS UPON STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS.

NEOISM IS OFTEN CALLED IN OUR POETIC LANGUAGE
"REMALI LUBILE".

NEOISM IS OPPOSED TO THE CONCEPT OF SEX.

WE ARE NEOISM.

IT IS A NEOIST'S DUTY TO DO WHAT HE ACHIEVES.

WE PLACE ABSOLUTELY NO VALUE ON REALITY.

NEOISTS LIKE BOOKS.

NEOISM MEANS TO DRILL HOLES INTO NEOISM; ONE A
DAY; FOR SEVEN DAYS.

IT IS A NEOIST'S ANNOUNCEMENT TO DO WHAT HE READS.

FRIENDSHIP IS ONE OF MULTIPLE CONCEPTS AUTOMATED
BY THE NEOISTS.
MONTY CANTSIN IS PARTICULARLY BORN AS A TERRITORY.

BY READING THIS YOU HAVE BECOME MONTY CANTSIN.

NEOISM IS OPPOSED TO THE CONCEPT OF LANGUAGE.

SOMEBODY CAN NEGATE MONTY CANTSIN AND THERE ARE MANY NEOISTS IN NEOISM.

BREAD IS THE KEY-NOTE.

NEOISM IS THE RESIDUE OF A COSMOGONY THAT IGNORES ENSLAVEMENT.

NEOISM CONSISTS OF METHODS TO TOTALLY DERIVE NEW TEXT FROM EXISTENT NEOIST WRITING.

THE GREAT NEGATION HAS BEEN PROCLAIMED BY THE NEOISTS ON THE LOWER EAST SIDE.

NEOISTS ARE POTENTIALS OF ENSLAVEMENT.

JOIN US.

NEOISM IS PRACTICAL CRITICISM DOING BATTLE AGAINST PROGRESSION.

JOIN YOUR VACUUM WITH THE AUTOMATIC EXISTENCE OF NEOISM.

NEOISM AVOIDS THE TERM "OBTUSENESS".

IT APPEARS THAT MONTY CANTSIN IS SEVERE ONCE MONTY CANTSIN IS TRANSCENDED.

A NEOIST IS VANISHED WITH THIS MYTH.

ANYTHING IS ANYTHING.

MONTY CANTSIN IS WHITENED WITH THIS ANNOUNCEMENT.

BELIEF, IF RECOGNIZED AT ALL, REINFORCES THE STATUS QUO.

NEOISM IS OPPOSED TO THE CONCEPT OF REPLICATION.

LIKE SANTA CLAUS, EVERYONE CAN BECOME MONTY CANTSIN BUT NO ONE IS MONTY CANTSIN.
APT 10 11 PARIS AMSTERDAM N.E.U. ART PREGROPERATIVISTIC MOVEMENT
CLARITY IS THE KEY-NOTE.

NEOISTS BELIEVE THAT EVERYONE IS TWO.

NEOISM IS ONLY A NAME AND THAT NAME IS WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT.

JOIN SIGNIFICANCE.

ACCORDING TO NEOIST ORDER; THE IMMORTALITY CENTER IS THE POTENTIAL OF OUR MIND.

NEOISTS HAVE NO VARIATIONS.

MONTY CAN'T SIN.

MONTY CAN'T SIN.

SELF-REFUTING AND FRAGMENTED; MONTY CANTSIN TURNS INTO A FIXED VACUUM.

NEOISM CONSTRUCTS ITSELF AS A TERRITORY.

NEOISM IS OPPOSED TO THE CONCEPT OF ORIGINALITY.

KNOWING OF AFFIRMATION; MONTY CANTSIN IS A FAKE WORD.

DEATH WHITENS WHERE TRANSCENDENTIALISM COLLAPSES.

ANYTHING CAN BE PLAGIARIZED FOR ANY REASON; START BY PLAGIARIZING THIS PERIOD.

NEOISM IS CENSORSHIP RECOGNIZING ITSELF A MYTH.

MONTY CANTSIN WILL COLLAPSE SOMEDAY AT SIX O'CLOCK.

NEOISM STANDS AT THE END OF LOVE.

WE DRIFT HYPNOTICALLY IN THE PURE PERFUME OF MIMESES AND IDENTITY.

NEOIST AFFIRMATION IS BASED ON MEANING.

THE NEOISM MACHINE
OUR WORK IS RARELY SIGNED;

AND THE NOTION OF PLAGIARISM DOES NOT EXIST. IT HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED THAT ALL NEOISM IS THE WORK OF ONLY ONE AGELESS AND ANONYMOUS NEOIST.
THE ANTI-NEOISM DEPARTMENT OF LANGUAGE
PARIS 13

GRAMMAR EXERCISE 7

Complete the following model sentences with a) Affirmative b) negative sentence endings.

EXAMPLES:
MODEL: I destroy artistic conventions, ........ (Fred)
   a) I destroy artistic conventions, and so does Fred.
   b) I destroy artistic conventions, but Fred doesn't.

MODEL: He can't stand Andy Warhol. ............ (we)
   a) He can't stand Andy Warhol, but we can.
   b) He can't stand Andy Warhol, neither can we.

1) He can't read "Being and Nothingness", ........... (Kant)
2) You aren't an anti-neoist. ............... (he)
3) We shan't go to Apte Fest 10 next year. ........ (they)
4) Monty Cantisn wrote a Neoist Manifesto. ....... (N.O. Cantisn)
5) The atom bomb was a bad idea. ............... (the Arts Council)
6) N.O. Cantisn won't agree. ................ (Monty Cantisn)
7) He has the occasional problem. ............ (I)
8) We are bored. ............... (they)
9) The proof is in the pudding. ............. (brains)
10) This doesn't mean anything. ............ (that)
11) You can see the point. .................... (a paranoid man)
12) He should revise his thought patterns. ........ (I)
13) I was born before yesterday. ............ (you)

GRAMMAR EXERCISE 68

AGREEMENT OF TENSES

Complete the following sentences:

EXAMPLES: MODEL: the apartment festival will begin on time.
   We all hoped the apartment festival would begin on time.

1) The neo-ists are having a festival this week.
   I knew .........
2) The anti-neo-ists will increase their activations this year.
   The neo-ists doubted ..............
3) N.O. Cantisn was in London last month.
   We weren't aware ..............
4) His blood supplies have been running low this year.
   Monty Cantisn hadn't realised ...........
5) We'll have to do something new tomorrow.
   Our boredom meant ..............

STRUCTURE STUDY: REPORTED QUESTIONS

"Monty Cantisn asked whether any of the audience were prepared to sell back the blood canvases."

"What is it really worth to you."

"He asked (me) what it was really worth (to me) then."

He asked (me):
- 'What are you, anti-neoist?'
- 'Where were you anyway?'
- 'Where have you been, then?'
- 'Where will you go'
- 'Are you Neoist or Anti-neoist?'

He asked (me):
- 'What I was'
- 'where I had been, anyway'
- 'where I had been, then'
- 'where I would be'
- 'whether I was Neoist or Anti-neoist.'
ACTIVATIONS
APT FESTS
LANGUAGE
NEOISM
REPLICATION